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As I look at history, from ancient to contemporary times, down through 
time and across space, both in China and abroad, I am aware that the 
strength of a nation is not dependent on whether its territory is wide 
or narrow, on whether it is populous or not, on whether its geographic 
endowments are favourable or challenging, or on how sharp its weapons 
may be.  The principal element is the level of its educational development. 
If education is not in a healthy state, then the people will be helpless 
and confused. No matter what the strength of arms, the challenges of 
environment, the size of population, and the extent of territory, all would 
then be useless. How could a great power arise?
After our nation came under the rule of the Manchu Aisingoro clan, a 
constraining form of education was promoted. Until the end of the last 
century, the eight-legged essay was used to select civil servants, with the 
purpose of keeping the people ignorant and docile. Thus our nation’s 
circumstances became perilous, with increasing humiliations at the 
hands of the foreign powers, until the revolutionary movement arose. 
Therefore to avoid this fate, is it not important to pay attention to the 
proper methods of educating the people? 
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President Chung Wing Kwong, with his singular and far-sighted 
illuminating vision, took on an ambitious educational project at the 
beginning of the twentieth century. He collaborated with associates 
from friendly nations to establish Ling Naam Hok Tong at its site in 
Honam in Guangzhou. With its grand scale and a comprehensive 
curriculum, the reputation of the school has grown more splendid 
ever since, spreading throughout southern China. Students consider 
admission to Lingnan to be the highest of honours. It was because of the 
revolution that my uncle Lam Woo became acquainted early on with Dr 
Chung. My uncle personally accompanied me from Hong Kong to the 
Bureau of Education in Guangzhou for an appointment with Dr Chung. 
I saw that Dr Chung was kind and amiable and had many encouraging 
words. In this way, I began the first stage of my studies at Lingnan. 
Dr Chung became President of Lingnan University in 1927, and 
the university’s Board of Directors was formed at the same time. 
Although he was busy with many matters, he honoured me with a visit 
to my residence, to tell me that Lingnan’s financial affairs could not 
indefinitely rely solely on foreign support. He said that Lingnanners 
should shoulder responsibilities, and persuaded me to serve as a 
Director. Thereafter I was frequently in touch with Dr Chung in 
connection with Lingnan affairs. I observed his great integrity of 
character and his extensive and deep intellectual attainments. His ideas 
and reflections were far-reaching—in his every word and deed, there 
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was nothing that was not respected by his successors. For instance, 
regarding the choice of a site for the university’s new campus, the 
establishment of the university’s buildings, and total annual operating 
expenses, all matters that the Directors felt were difficult to finance, 
Dr Chung was always optimistic, saying “Education is a national and 
community enterprise — if it is managed well then the funds will be 
attracted.”  The realization of his expectations year after year can only 
be attributed to Dr Chung’s far-sightedness. 
In 1937 Dr Chung became President Emeritus on account of his age. 
Afraid that his lifetime of merit would vanish, I asked him to compose 
an autobiography to be passed on to future generations. Dr Chung said 
“Throughout my life, I have not sought fame and profit; I have kept a 
journal for only about ten years. Now that I am passing on the post of 
President, I will use my leisure time to organize my notes from past years. 
Someday they may be stored at the university or used for publication.” 
Unfortunately, because of the Japanese occupation of Guangzhou, Dr 
Chung’s Lingnan memoir was lost. Earlier, the Lingnan Alumni General 
Association had proposed a biography of Dr Chung, but because of 
political changes this was not accomplished. I also approached senior 
alumni asking them to edit the work, but each one humbly declined. They 
declared that they were not up to the task of writing about such a great 
man; having insufficient knowledge of his many achievements, they dared 
not assume such an important responsibility. 
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In 1966, the New York Trustees of Lingnan University provided funding 
to the Chinese University of Hong Kong for establishment of the 
Lingnan Institute of Business Administration. As a representative of 
the Trustees, I attended an inauguration ceremony which coincided 
with the centenary of Dr Chung’s birth. The twenty-fifth anniversary of 
his death had already passed, his former students were growing fewer, 
and a biography of Dr Chung was still lacking. Fearing that those who 
knew him would become even fewer, I suggested to the Lingnan Alumni 
Association of Hong Kong that a “Chung Wing Kwong Biography 
Editorial Committee” should be formed. This motion was passed 
unanimously by the Association, and I was nominated together with Tso 
Iu, as Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the Committee respectively. 
However, because I resided in the United States for much of the time, 
I was unable to oversee the matter. Thus all the business was left in the 
hands of Tso Iu, who took charge of arrangements for publication of the 
biography. Each of the committee members contributed a great deal. 
Moreover, our fellow alumnus Yeung Wah-yat generously agreed to serve 
as general editor. Thereafter we began to gather information about Dr 
Chung’s deeds. For instance, we paid individual visits to his ninety-nine 
year old fellow degree-holder from the civil service examinations, Mr 
Lo Hsieng-fu, as well as to his eighty-six year-old former colleague Tang 
Suen of the Guangdong Educational Bureau and his fellow villager Mr 
Yuan Tai. We also collected material from Lingnan alumni. We paid 
personal visits to those who were nearby while corresponding with those 
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further away. Within one hundred days, the task was thus accomplished. 
We then arranged the material in an orderly fashion, creating a large 
volume. As a result, Dr Chung’s entire life, as lived in word and in 
deed “for God, for Country, and for Lingnan,” has been recorded 
permanently for the benefit of a hundred future generations. This is the 
book that has been long awaited not only by Lingnan alumni, but will 
also serve as a mirror for those interested in educational enterprises.
Ah! As a scholar, Confucius set up a teaching platform between the 
streams of Zhu and Si. He has been honoured as a humble king for 
innumerable generations. As a Christian, Dr Chung created Lingnan, 
building the school at the Honglok site. Our generation regards him 
as our spiritual leader. The educational contributions of both these 
teachers have nurtured heavenly transformations, competing in 
brilliance with the sun and moon.
Y. M. Lin, Xinhui, 1967

Chapter One
Profile of a mentor
In the Honam district of Guangzhou is a village named Honglok. To the 
front it faces the wide and winding Pearl River; to the rear lies Huangpu 
Road. These transportation links connect the village to every point; 
adjacent to the left and right are the villages of Hadu and Fengwong. 
In the distance lies the shadow of the Pagang Pagoda, nearby lies the 
Xiaogang wharf. Streams sparkle everywhere, tall green trees and an 
ancient Buddhist temple graze the sky, and the White Cloud Mountain 
is clearly in view. This rare scenic location in Honam is one of the best 
ten spots in Guangzhou. These are the wide vistas of the campus of 
Lingnan University in Guangzhou. 
The total area of the campus reached 4,000 mu, sloping from south to 
north with undulating hills, divided by a central avenue, reaching two 
miles from the ferry pier at the northern gate. Looking inward from the 
riverbank, in every direction one can see green trees, red walls obscured 
by foliage, and green roof tiles reflecting the sunlight. Breezes ruffle the 
trees. The school’s founders took care to follow nature’s harmony. They 
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established a foundation for wide-reaching growth through a gradual 
and difficult process during which they purchased half-mu parcels piece 
by piece.
The red and gray banner of the school flew high above the centre of 
the campus, in the open space of the central quadrangle where the 
grass was deep green. Here was Swasey Hall, used for chapel services, 
meetings, and recreational activities. To the right of Swasey Hall stood 
Grant Hall, housing the offices of the university’s central administration. 
In between the two buildings was the large Blackstone Lodge, which 
served as President Chung’s residence and reception hall. He lived 
in this residence for decades, receiving many distinguished visitors, 
including Dr Sun Yat-sen, Chinese and foreign guests, scholars and 
experts, students, parents, and his own friends and relatives. Even local 
villagers were his frequent visitors. His door was never closed to them. 
Whatever advice they sought, whether the matters were large or small, 
was provided through cordial and frank conversation; no one’s request 
was refused. Mrs Chung entertained guests with her fine cooking and 
elegant manners, providing her husband with enormous support. The 
Lingnan students remember the house as though it were holy ground. 
After Dr Chung passed away, the Presidents who succeeded him felt 
they could never aspire to recreate this place. Finally in 1948, Yeung 
Wah-yat, Chairman of the General Association of the Lingnan Alumni 
Association, decided in discussion with President Chen Su-ching to turn 
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the building over to become the General Office of the Lingnan Alumni 
Association. Serving as the general headquarters of the association, the 
building transmitted the wishes of Dr Chung, so that chapters around 
the world would fly the red and gray banner forever. 
Lingnan University has flourished from these sprouts for the past 
forty years, in intimate relation to Dr Chung during his forty years of 
service. Even today, when we remember him, it seems that he is not so 
far away. Somehow we see his presence still. Outwardly, Dr Chung was 
a handsome man, slender and tall, with a slim face. There was always 
a smile in his eyes, and he was easy to approach. He was kind-hearted 
and spoke with a slur. When speaking, he would often gesture to get his 
meaning across, sometimes inserting words in English and occasionally 
in local dialect. His manner of speaking was very pleasant to the ear. 
He usually wore Western dress, with a tie and a Panama hat on his 
head, and carried a walking stick. He wore eyeglasses and his manner 
was austere, just like the Chinese returning from overseas. When he 
went out, he would not take a private car or launch. He would either 
take public transportation or go on foot. Even in the hot southern 
climate, he would frequently walk between Dongshan and Wai Oi Road, 
taking out a handkerchief to mop his brow, and taking off his hat to 
fan himself. The townspeople followed him with their eyes, saying to 
one another: “There goes President Chung Wing Kwong of Lingnan 
University.”
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Dr Chung’s daily life was austere and disciplined. He would arise early, 
perform light calisthenics, and take a cold shower, without interruption 
of this routine either in summer or winter. He would then go down 
to his study to devote himself to prayer and reading the Bible, and he 
would then read the journals and newspapers. After breakfast, he would 
begin office work. If he went into the city and was late in returning, Mrs 
Chung would always be waiting for him outside the door. After supper, 
he would participate in faculty, staff and student activities. Before 
going to bed, he would make detailed entries in his journal, recording 
his reflections on current events. A decade would pass like a single 
day, and he never rested. Alumnus Kaan Yau-man remembers that Dr 
Chung often entered the drill ground early in the morning and joined 
formation with the students to do drills. Even as he aged, Dr Chung 
devised a system of gymnastic movements to be performed in bed, and 
drew up a set of illustrations. One of these pages described pounding 
one’s belly with a fist for two minutes, encouraging circulation of the 
blood. Later during his convalescence in Hong Kong, he said to Yeung 
Wah-yat, “If you have a minor illness, don’t behave like a child whining 
and crying for mother. A grown man should straighten his spine. If you 
say no to illness then you will not be ill. Then Mrs Chung added, “Mr 
Chung is now getting up early every day, and going to the veranda to 
grind ink and assume a straight and balanced posture ready for writing. 
Then he practises calligraphy. Even the north wind and cold rain cannot 
affect him.” “Why bother with pain?” was his philosophy. Judging from 
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this, it is clear that his philosophy of longevity was far beyond the reach 
of ordinary people. 
Dr Chung maintained his faith in Jesus. As is well-known, freedom is 
only found in self-discipline and this can only be found within oneself. 
Rather than impose discipline on others, one must serve as a model. He 
pursued Western learning, but only hoped that Western learning would 
merge into Chinese cultural tradition, so that one could take advantage 
of Western learning rather than replace native culture. According to 
Matthew V.16:  “Let the light so shine before men, that they may see 
your good works, and glorify your Father which is in heaven.” Dr Chung 
was just like this passage in the gospel.
Lingnan alumnus Reverend S. K. Lee preached that Dr Chung’s 
ministry work was always evident on Wednesday evenings, at the prayer 
meetings held in Blackstone Lodge for the Chinese faculty and staff and 
in his spiritual retreats to the outskirts of the city. Reaching those quiet 
and peaceful surroundings, his spirit would be freed and he would be 
inspired to preach. And in various churches and schools he would deliver 
sermons, always with solemn words and a serene heart. What he most 
liked to read was Corinthians, Chapter 13, Verse 1, in which are the words, 
“And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries, 
and all knowledge; and though I have all faith, so that I could remove 
mountains, and have not love, I am nothing.” Here it is also said: “And 
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now abideth faith, hope, and love, but the greatest of these is love.”      
Alumnus Lee Shao-cheung studied at Lingnan during the early years. 
Dr Chung was Lee’s father’s good friend. Dr Chung did not hesitate, 
however, to give Lee Shao-cheung a thorough talking-to in private. He 
once summoned Lee to say, “Jesus Christ was a perfect man. He was 
able to accomplish what the sages and earlier generations could not 
accomplish. He washed out all our sins and was reborn in a victorious 
life. At Lingnan we have missionaries from different countries along 
with teachers and various staff members, all of whom serve our country 
whole-heartedly. You can take them as examples. If we wish to change 
the old order, everything depends on education. To help ordinary 
people become open-minded, it is necessary to first instruct students 
to become morally educated boys and girls, so as to succeed in this 
task. When Dr Chung spoke in such an earnest manner, asking him to 
kneel down and pray, Lee was moved to tears. Eventually he converted 
and was baptized, and has remained grateful until this day. During the 
revolution, Dr Chung encouraged Lee to cut off his queue, and send it 
to his parents in a package, asking for their forgiveness. Alumnus Lee 
became a professor in Hawaii, and was invited to return to Lingnan to 
deliver lectures. 
Dr Chung’s mind was full of new ideas; he did not stick to old ways. He 
liked to advocate new and extraordinary trends. He used a fountain pen 
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early on because it was so convenient. He would write in vertical rows, 
but starting from the left-hand side to avoid touching the freshly-written 
words. He used a circular seal with his name carved in the middle 
surrounded by western words. In composition, he did not stick to the 
classical style, so that his meaning would be clear. He composed a school 
motto to hang on the right-hand wall of the school’s assembly hall. The 
motto read, “Today’s scholars serve others.” At the morning assembly he 
would explain this by quoting from the Four Books and would provide 
his modern-day annotation to explain that the meaning was to serve 
the people. Dr Chung embraced China’s traditional teaching of filial 
respect. In early years, the campus bookstore imported and sold athletic 
equipment made in the United States such as blue ribbons and white 
canvas shoes. Dr Chung felt that these looked like funeral clothing, and 
were therefore inauspicious. He once prohibited these imports to avoid 
injury to filial sentiments. Until 1922 he employed the former Minister 
of Justice, Tsui Him, to teach classical Chinese. Mr Tsui was an advocate of 
the view that to write well in modern Chinese it was important to learn 
classical Chinese, because several thousand years of Chinese culture 
were transmitted through classical Chinese. To study classical Chinese 
would make one’s modern Chinese succinct. Dr Chung also invited 
the Guangdong bibliophile Tsui Shun-fu to join the faculty. Later Tsui 
generously donated his entire collection to Lingnan, thus establishing 
the Chinese section of the university’s library, which became known as 
one of the best collections in southern China. Furthermore, Kaan Yau-
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man recalled with lively gestures that when Dr Chung was Dean of the 
Chinese language faculty, his lectures on the Confucian Analects were 
like the ancient teacher Kung Ye-cheung’s interpretation of the speech 
of beasts. Although Kung had been imprisoned (despite his innocence), 
Confucius nonetheless chose him as a son-in-law. When Dr Chung 
explained this passage using colloquial language, it was even more 
appealing to students than The Romance of the Three Kingdoms. 
Dr Chung always held high aspirations and concentrated on his goals. 
Cultivating talent instead of seeking wealth, he had a cosmopolitan 
outlook, and treated students like his own sons and daughters. 
Whenever he spoke, it was to speak of Lingnan, and all his thoughts 
were of Lingnan. His plans were all for the benefit of Lingnan. In 
the words of the proverb, “All roads lead to Rome.” This sums up Dr 
Chung. Sun Fo, Chairman of the Board of Directors, once declared that 
Dr Chung’s talent and wisdom surpassed that of others. He was more 
intelligent and qualified and his achievements as Lingnan’s leader were 
remarkable! But he had only a local reputation; he was not nationally 
known. This was because he concentrated on Lingnan, without concern 
for other matters. Only Lingnan existed in his mind. Because Dr Chung 
was so sure of himself, he frequently met with opposition. For example, 
his order that three thousand graves should be moved for Lingnan, with 
compensation payments made to the families concerned, was strongly 
supported by the provincial governor, Chu Hing-lan. Despite this, a 
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gathering of villagers loudly vented local indignation like roaring waves, 
and villagers even fired into the campus with guns. Another example 
was the two stone lions flanking the entrance of Martin Hall. They had 
been abandoned relics left over from the demolition of the Guangzhou 
city wall. With great effort, Dr Chung had them carried to Lingnan. In 
addition, he extended Lingnan’s network of ties as a way to establish 
sources of students meeting the criteria for admission, and kept in 
contact with former students working in the commercial sector and in 
government posts so as to increase financial support for Lingnan. He 
expended unstinting energy in all these activities.
Dr Chung was especially good at fundraising. His remarkable 
effectiveness could be seen and heard. At one point in Lingnan’s 
history, Acting Provost Henry Graybill reported to the Lingnan Trustees 
in New York, “Dr Chung’s superhuman ability can transform a hillock 
into Mount Tai.” Looking back, we recall that Lingnan University was on 
the verge of bankruptcy many times, for instance when the value of the 
United States currency fell during the First World War, and later when 
the administration of Lingnan was transferred to Chinese hands during 
a period of growth. During each of these periods, Dr Chung was able to 
overcome crisis by practising a variety of fundraising techniques. 
Yeung Wah-yat remembers that while he was in Nanjing, he observed 
that Dr Chung, accompanied by his personal secretary and former 
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student Mr Hung Kwan, stayed in a hotel for a long period while 
seeking an allocation of funds from the central government. When 
he accomplished his mission, Dr Chung was jubilant. Mr Yeung asked, 
“Teacher, your fundraising manner has become well-known. But I 
would like to know, how do you find so much courage when you are 
asking strangers for money?” His answer was, “My fundraising is for a 
righteous cause, so it is not I who asks; rather it is the donor who asks 
me to accept. I have given face to people; if they chose not to give face 
to me, then it does not affect my position. Therefore others should feel 
ashamed, not I.”
During the early period, Dr Chung travelled to the United States on a 
fundraising tour. Lingnan graduates Benson Fong and Tang Tso-yum, 
his fellow natives of the Four Districts, took Dr Chung by car to distant 
places and introduced him in restaurants, laundries, marketplaces, and 
on farms. Everywhere the overseas Chinese waved to him, saying, “Oh 
Dr Chung, you have come again!” They would open their savings boxes 
and donate their few hard-earned gold coins. Dr Chung would also 
encourage them with kind words, inspiring them with the prospect of 
Lingnan University’s emphasis on education for the overseas Chinese, 
a heritage for the benefit of future generations of Chinese sojourning 
abroad. 
Dr Chung was a broad-minded visionary. He was not only concerned 
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about the Chinese nation, but about all humanity. He did not pay much 
attention to clan or village associations. If someone asked him, “What is 
your native place?” he would always answer, “China.”
Alumnus Chiu Koon-hoi relates that Dr Chung’s answer had an ethical 
point, saying that “Although people have the five relationships, the 
most important ones are actually between man and God, man and man, 
and man and goods.” Dr Chung never referred to his age and did not 
celebrate his birthday. He was always discreet about his age so that no 
one knew what it was. According to Tsang Chiu-sam, at a wedding party 
for Ngai Pang-p’ing’s daughter on January 8, 1941, at which the bride 
and bridegroom were both his students, Dr Chung revealed that he was 
the same age as Dr Sun Yat-sen, born two months later in the same year. 
That would make him seventy-five years old on September 7 that year. 
Mr Tsang proposed a birthday celebration, but Dr Chung protested, 
“No, no, please no! At that time I will not be in Hong Kong. I will be in 
Chongqing to attend the meeting of the Consultative Assembly.”
Although Dr Chung was strict in business matters, he had a good sense 
of humour. He had a song about his noon-time naps, “At noon I sleep 
for fifteen minutes. If someone knocks on the door, I will not get up. 
Don’t blame me for being impolite! I need to see the Duke of Zhou 
before I can see anyone else.” When staying at the Kowloon Hotel, he 
composed this couplet: “A first-rate Chinese, a second-rate foreigner, 
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three meals a day and two teas!” He also taught the servants an easy way 
to remember characters, “A master of all trades, two persons with the 
same heart, three men at a crossroads, clothing for four seasons, a five-
generation family, a six-nations gathering to swear in the premiers, seven 
stars accompanying the moon, majesty radiant in eight directions, nine 
dragons playing with pearls, and a bountiful tenfold harvest.” Dr Chung 
energetically promoted the Lingnan Agricultural University, and made 
fun of himself, saying, “Lingnan students have the nickname “Lingnan 
Oxen.” The True Light Girls’ School has the nickname “True Light 
Pigs.” Now oxen and pigs are coming, filling up our buildings. Without 
a College of Agriculture, then how can this be?”
Dr Chung was open-minded and extraordinarily tolerant. During the 
early days, when the school was still occupying wooden bungalows, 
alumnus Lau Tai-chee borrowed a rare manuscript of Guangzhou from 
Dr Chung. Accidentally, he stained it with ink. He was very embarrassed 
about this, but Dr Chung smilingly excused him, saying, “Sooner or 
later, this book will be worn out in any case, so why worry about it!” 
Another example is that when he served in the provincial Bureau of 
Education, and was attending a meeting on provincial affairs, someone 
placed an anonymous note in his seat which read, “Dr Chung should 
immediately resign!” Dr Chung simply pocketed the note without any 
sign of unease. At one point in the history of Lingnan an invitation 
to the monthly lecture was sent by mistake to middle school students. 
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When the students came to the lecture they were asked to leave. The 
students then got into a dispute with the Chairman of the event, 
Professor Brownell. Dr Chung then invited the class representatives, 
Y. W. Lee and others, to visit him at Blackstone Lodge and asked for 
their magnanimous forgiveness of the foreign teacher. Every one of the 
students was moved by this, and agreed that the matter was resolved. 
Dr Chung lived to be seventy-six years of age, devoting himself to 
university affairs for forty years. He respected and praised virtue and 
emphasized learning. He pardoned minor lapses and recognized 
those with ability. After his death, his living quarters in Blackstone 
Lodge were full of his books but his own writings were scarce. When Dr 
Chung retired because of poor health in 1937, and went to Lushan to 
recuperate, Y. M. Lin asked him to take the time to write his memoirs 
for the benefit of later generations. Dr Chung replied “All my life I have 
lived by deed rather than by word. I kept a diary for more than forty 
years, however, and this would be adequate material for the basis of a 
memoir. I once composed a set of couplets to describe myself, which I 
can now let you see ahead of time. Although they are just a few words, 
these fully describe my life’s journey and display my ideas.”
“For thirty years I was mired in the imperial examination system. Since 
confessing my sins as a Christian convert, I have been a revolutionary, 
but have received no citations. I have also been a government official, 
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but served without distinction. I studied abroad but received no 
diploma. My talent and ability have always been inferior to others’. My 
sole contribution has been to give my best to Lingnan until my dying 
day. 
I have become accustomed to travelling between the two hemispheres, 
taking satisfaction in the accomplishment of each of my missions. 
Without gaining a personal fortune, I have enough for my daily needs. I 
have raised no children, but have had many students. I have not sought 
fame, but have composed my memoirs. My true self lies in my soul and I 
have undergone many trials. All glory belongs to Christ everlasting!” 
Later as the War of Resistance against Japan intensified, a large bundle 
of Dr Chung’s manuscripts was delivered to a place for safekeeping. 
But the manuscripts were lost after the landing of the Japanese forces 
and the fall of Guangzhou. As has been said, “His talents speak for 
themselves by the path beaten toward his door.” This describes President 
Chung Wing Kwong of Lingnan University! 
Chapter Two 
Born in a dark era 
(1866-1897)
Called Wing Kwong as his given name, his family name was Chung. His 
literary name was Xingke. He was a native of Zhongshan, then called 
the Xiangshan District. He was born on September 7, 1866 (the fifth 
year of the Tongzhi era of the Qing dynasty), at Chung lane in Xiaolan 
township. His grandfather’s name was Sik-lum and his father was Yuk-
lung (literary name Lin-fong). His mother’s family name was Ho and 
his stepmother’s name was Tse. He was his father’s wife’s son, the third 
child in the family. His elder brother and sister both died in childhood. 
His stepmother Ms Tse gave birth to his five younger brothers and 
sisters. Chung was a clever child, possessing an extraordinary memory 
compared to his peers. During his youth, he studied at a private 
academy. He had a photographic memory of the books he read, and was 
favoured by his parents as a result. He was also filial and was admired by 
the local people. 
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Xiaolan was a prosperous township; the people lived harmoniously. 
Mulberry groves and fishponds were everywhere. Because they had 
plenty, the people had a spirit of independence. They were proud to 
belong to Xiaolan and never mentioned the Xiangshan district. Early 
on, Chung’s father became prosperous as a farmer. Later, he went 
into business and enjoyed success. At this time there were business 
opportunities in foreign trade, so Chung’s father went to Hong Kong 
where he established a firm. Chung was still young at that time and went 
to stay with his father. Thus he had a chance to experience the modern 
world. Because Hong Kong was close to the provincial capital, his 
horizons were broadened as he experienced new things that he would 
not have seen in the village. 
At that time the imperial examinations were popular. Young men all 
wished to participate in the hope of achieving fame and honouring 
their parents. Chung Wing Kwong went to Guangzhou and enrolled in 
the private academies run by Lui Chan-sun and Ho Chai-wan. Someone 
commented that Chung already followed Ng To-yung. He also studied 
with Kong Hung-yan and Kwei Chen as his fellow students. By that time, 
Kang Youwei had set up a school in the Yang Gao Temple, calling it 
the “Ten-thousand wood and grass hall.” His students included Liang 
Qichao, Chan Wing-kwan (literary name Tsz-bo), and Lo Hsieng-
fu. They were all gathered in the one area and as a result there was a 
strong academic atmosphere. Chung was very clever and diligent. At 
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the age of seventeen, he took the youth-level examination and passed. 
He then passed the special examination held in the fifteenth year of 
the Guangxu era, coming in seventh. At age twenty-nine, he passed 
the juren examination of the year 1895, holding the ninety-fifth place. 
Consequently his future seemed bright, but Chung Wing Kwong’s 
interests lay elsewhere. 
The period was a time of national weakness for China. The Qing 
dynasty was in decline and the government had become corrupt. 
Morality had decayed and was in a state of collapse. With domestic 
problems coinciding with external threats in events such as the Opium 
War of 1840, the joint Anglo-French invasion of 1857, and the Taiping 
Rebellion of 1850 to 1864, the country was entirely at a loss. Those 
in the intellectual circles were unable to overturn tyranny, and thus 
drowned their spirits in opium, alcohol, and visits to brothels. They were 
unable even to extricate themselves, let alone save the world. 
Later China was defeated in the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-1895. Dr Sun 
Yat-sen promoted a national revolutionary movement, founding the Revive 
China Society (Hsing-chung Hui) overseas. He tried to arouse patriotic 
feelings to expel the foreign rulers, raising his arm to rally comrades. Kang 
Youwei first promoted the reform movement in 1898, and then founded 
the Protect the Emperor Society (Baohuanghui). But the new policies 
were only short-lived before the Empress Dowager Cixi reversed them. 
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During that period political and social conditions were in a state of 
utter gloom. Bad customs and poor moral behaviour had become 
too frequent to be mentioned. Hostility between the Manchus and 
the Han Chinese was intense, corruption was open, and there was 
strict censorship. Illiteracy was widespread, and the patriarchal family 
system was the norm, accepted along with slavery and concubinage, 
footbinding, and opium-smoking. Dens of vice were everywhere, 
knowledge was hidden and superstitions and fengshui practices 
abounded. Learning was in a weak state, with a general attitude of fear 
of the foreign and prejudice against the new in which one would just 
assume a servile demeanour and kneel like a maidservant. Westerners 
called China the “ancient Empire,” and the “sick man of the Orient.” 
Who could say this was not true?
When wind blows over grass it must be pulled up from the roots, and in 
these dire circumstances it was thus difficult for Chung Wing Kwong, 
young and full of energy, not to fall in with bad company and become 
dissolute. By mixing with this crowd, he began to lose his good-natured 
temperament and gradually become cynical. His behaviour became 
undisciplined, just like a temporary eclipse of the sun and moon. By 
this time Chung became a well-known scholar, specializing in the eight-
legged essay and well-versed in the classics. His essays were both wide-
ranging and coherent. He always had a profound point and solid 
composition. He would use unique ideas to make his points. Famous 
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scholars and learned men all wished to make his acquaintance as a 
result. But Chung was not interested in fame or official service. He 
despised such slavery under the Manchu government, was unhappy 
with autocracy, and hated to be confined. Therefore he established 
an academy in Weibian Road in Guangzhou, supporting himself by 
teaching. Students of the locality flocked to him like wild ducks. In 
addition to giving lessons, he also worked as a ghost-writer, meaning that 
he served a substitute examination candidate or sat next to examinees 
to complete their answers for them. This practice was flourishing at 
the time. There were even firms openly offering such services in a well-
organized system and in strict confidence. It was simply a profit-making 
venture.
In 1895, Dr Sun Yat-sen secretly organized uprisings in Hong Kong and 
Guangzhou, establishing a so-called “Agricultural Knowledge Society” 
in Guangzhou and often discussed  revolution with Chan Shiu-paak 
(later a student at Lingnan) , Yeung Hok-ling (whose literary name 
was Mau-choi) and others. Having taken a political stand, from then 
on Chung Wing Kwong no longer degraded himself, as he gained new 
ideas in the forum of discussion of national affairs. He thus became 
deeply interested in the publishing business, as a means of widening 
the popular intellect, and to save the people from destructive currents. 
At first he wrote articles in the popular journal Science and arts daily 
innovation review, and in the Literature Forum, aiming to promote a 
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new literature. He then established the Kebao, the Bowenbao, and the 
Anyabao, to publicize current affairs. At that time the news business 
was just beginning in China. The newspapers were just a few pages 
long and their content was rudimentary. To accompany reports from 
the official news, all that would be added would be some common 
sense commentary. In 1897, less than two years later, his publications 
were banned by the authorities. At the same time, the publication 
of the National Daily of Kang Youwei’s faction and another group’s 
China-Western Daily suffered the same fate. All were banned and it was 
impossible to continue. 
The Canton Hospital in Changti was established in 1898 by a foreign 
medical specialist together with a foreign missionary and Chinese 
Christians.  Also, the Christian College in China was set up in Sipailou 
and its classes first began in 1892. The call was for scientific learning 
and the propagation of Christian truth. From groundwork to advanced 
levels, these ventures formed a kind of new force. Chung Wing Kwong 
gradually became acquainted with the men in this circle, and realized 
that if he wished to save himself in order to save others and save his 
country, he should become part of the new movement. Consequently 
he went to the Christian College in China to register as a student. The 
Christian College in China was the name of Lingnan University’s earliest 
predecessor. 
Chapter Three
Turning over a new leaf 
(1898-1900)
Looking back beyond the turn of the twentieth century, we see that the 
Presbyterian Foreign Mission of the United States sent Dr A. P. Happer 
to China to spread the Gospel through medical and educational work. 
He went first to Guangzhou, but because of difficult circumstances 
there, was only able to operate a provisional primary school in Macao. 
He then opened a clinic and Gospel Hall in Guangzhou. This took 
place in 1844. Dr Happer made a second visit to China in 1881. He then 
opened a school at Fati in Guangzhou. Eighty students were enrolled, 
including four American-born Chinese children. Everything remained 
rudimentary. 
Up until 1884, Dr Happer’s dream was to found a college in China. His 
colleague Reverend B. C. Henry completely supported the idea. It was 
unclear, however, whether the college would be located in northern, 
central, or southern China. Because each location would have both 
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advantages and disadvantages, it was difficult to make a decision. 
During the stage of conducting surveys and making plans, a petition 
was presented to the Presbyterian Church in New York by more than 
four hundred of Guangdong’s notable public figures, led by Lee Wing 
Cheung and Chan Tsz-kiu (the father of Chan Shiu-paak). Extending 
a warm welcome, the dignitaries declared that the college ought to be 
founded in Guangzhou. In view of the ardent request by local people, 
and with the support of Wing Yung, supervisor of Chinese students in 
the United States, and Mr J. Russell Young, former United States envoy 
to China, in 1892 it was decided that Guangzhou would be the college’s 
location. The college was named Canton Christian College. 
As stated by the Presbyterian Foreign Mission, the purpose of the school 
was as follows:
“The college must be based on economic realities, on common sense 
in business and management, on political circumstances and social 
consensus. It will be also the realization of an ideal, however. It will 
extend understanding and sympathy among humanity, and achieve 
learning while maintaining the faith. 
“The school must provide training in all the subjects of western learning 
and training in English, the medium in which the learning will be 
transmitted. 
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“The object of the proposed Christian college is to raise up educated 
men to be Christian ministers, teachers, and physicians, as well as for 
every other calling in life, by teaching western science, medicine, and 
religion.  (See Charles H. Corbett, Lingnan University (1963), page 11)
In 1893, Reverend B. C. Henry succeeded to the post of Provost of 
the College. He was an earnest evangelist for whom education was a 
secondary concern. Because of the environment, economic difficulties, 
and concerns about the recruitment of students, the college was 
merged for a time with Pui-ying College. For a six-year period, there 
were two departments, one for Sciences and the other for Religion. 
Chan Shiu-paak was one of the first students to enroll. Because Pui-ying 
emphasized religion while Lingnan emphasized science, in 1899 Oscar 
F. Wisner adjusted to the circumstances by separating the two schools 
once again, re-establishing the Canton Christian College in Sipailou and 
changing its name in Chinese. At this time, there were only seventeen 
preparatory students, but the next year the school was thoroughly 
reorganized and strengthened, for instance with the appointments of 
Dr Andrew H. Wood in medicine and Mr Clancy M. Lewis, an engineer. 
Because of the disturbances of the Boxer movement in North China, 
with its anti-foreign slogans and widespread destruction and death, every 
province was shaken and foreigners were panicking as their endeavours 
faced a crisis. Because the Canton Christian College was operated by 
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foreigners, it then experienced a torturous period of constant turmoil, 
going through frequent changes of location, even making several moves 
in a single day.  
Long before the occupation of Beijing by the forces of an eight-nation 
alliance, an upstanding young man named Chung Wing Kwong made 
his own assessment of the situation in 1898 in Guangzhou. He was 
convinced that if he did not make conscientious efforts, he would 
simply crumble like grass and wood. He then became determined to 
do something purposeful, to purify his heart and change his attitude. 
He wished to follow a new path, aiming at a new goal with a new faith, 
and rising above the filth and mire in order to find his own orientation. 
Consequently, he made the decision to believe in Jesus Christ, cutting 
his queue and abandoning the Manchu style of clothing. He dismissed 
his maids and concubine, gave up all vices, and distanced himself from 
all criminal behaviour. Because Mr Chung was frequently coming and 
going between the Canton Christian College and the Canton Hospital 
during this time, he became acquainted with Christians and ministers 
such as Liu Tak-san, Tso Tou-san, Au Fung-che, and Yeung Sheung-po. 
They pursued truth night and day. Chung gained a deep belief in Jesus 
Christ as the light of the world, and in his sacrifice in crucifixion to 
atone for the sins of humans and ensure their resurrection. Therefore 
in 1899 he made a trip to the To Tsai (Daojihui) Church in Hong Kong 
to seek baptism from Reverend Wong Kuk-cho and thus become a 
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Christian. At the same time he talked about his innermost thoughts and 
feelings with Reverend J. W. Pearce and Reverend Cheung Chuk-ling. 
Thereafter, Mr Chung felt great delight and newfound spirit. He was 
admitted to studies at the Canton Christian College, beginning to study 
English. At about the same time, the Chinese name of the college was 
changed to Ling Naam Hok Tong. In 1905, Chung Wing Kwong was a 
member of the school’s second graduating middle-school preparatory 
class. He was already thirty-nine years of age! 
After his baptism as a Christian convert, at a church service one Sunday, 
Mr Chung went to the pulpit and declared that he would like to make 
an announcement. He then stated, “Today I have separated from 
my concubine Teng Chu-yi. I have given her complete freedom and 
assumed full responsibility for her living expenses and education.” Teng 
Chu-yi studied at the Lutheran School in Guangzhou and received 
training as a midwife. She later married and raised a family. One day 
more than twenty years later, Mr Chung heard that a girl had come to 
visit him. The girl claimed that her mother Teng Chu-yi had passed 
away, and had asked Mr Chung to act as a guarantor of her mother’s 
will so that she could make a life insurance claim. This incident was the 
further good result of Mr Chung’s admirable recognition of human 
rights and freedom.  
At first, Mr Chung was one of a dozen students at Ling Naam Hok Tong, 
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but was a teacher as well as a student. He held the position of chief 
instructor in Chinese. In the middle school system, there were at first a 
general studies program and a four-year college preparatory program. 
As everything remained in a rudimentary state, the school had not yet 
gained a reputation. But thanks to his reputation, after “Chung juren” 
joined the school, it gradually won the respect of literati and the public, 
and they became eager to send their sons and brothers to study there. 
Meanwhile, because the Western leaders of the school made use of Mr 
Chung’s role as a bridge between cultures of East and West, everything 
went smoothly. 
Among the students, Sz Kin-yue came from a prominent clan in 
Guangdong. He was ambitious from a young age, and passionate about 
national affairs. He secretly joined the Revolutionary Party, in the hope 
of serving the revolution. Although his family and Mr Chung loved Sz 
very much, no one could stop him. After careful consideration, Sz Kin-
yue secretly purchased dynamite and dug a tunnel beneath the rear wall 
of the Viceroy’s government house with the intention of assassinating De 
Shou, the Manchu Viceroy of Guangdong and Guangxi, and destroying 
the building. But it happened the explosion was only minor, and Sz was 
arrested when he returned to the site to take a look. After President 
Wisner and Mr Chung Wing Kwong made several unsuccessful efforts 
to save his life, Sz was sentenced to death and executed. He was one 
of Lingnan’s early revolutionary martyrs, and truly a part of Lingnan’s 
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glorious history. At this time the Boxer movement was reaching the 
peak of its turbulence. Taking the view that the church-affiliated schools 
were letting their students run wild, the newly appointed Viceroy Li 
Hung-chang wished to restrict their activities. The college thus seemed 
to lose its footing; its future was uncertain.  
At this critical movement, Mr Chung suggested that the Canton 
Christian College should seek refuge in Macao to avoid danger. Mr 
Chung’s father asked him to take his family to Macao first to settle 
down there. Chung then chose Holland Garden and Chang Garden as 
the school’s location. There was a public drill field nearby. Because Mr 
Lewis was a strong advocate of physical exercise, he set up a cadet corps 
to practice military drills, and organized a football league together 
with local Chinese and Portuguese nationals.  Other exercises such as 
routines using dumb-bells were also practised in unison, and whenever 
the students performed they received thunderous applause. Thus even 
in their time as refugees, the Lingnan students still felt that their daily 
lives were full of interest.
At this time, an outstanding teacher from Xinhui named Chan Tsz-
bo was operating a school in a neighbouring street; he had long been 
well-regarded. He and Mr Chung were old acquaintances and laid a 
foundation for cooperation. Thereafter, Mr Chung would always extend 
an invitation to Mr Chan to visit Lingnan during the summer vacation to 
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give lessons in Chinese. Later, most of the Chinese teachers at Lingnan 
were recommended by Mr Chan, who thus served like Lingnan’s right 
hand, raising the students’ level of proficiency in Chinese. Chan Tsap-
ng, Chan Chung-wai, Au Long-yeuk, Chan Tak-wan, Au Lai-chow, Chan 
King-tu, Chan Yee-lun, and Chang Pak-ying were all teachers whom he 
had recommended. Chan Tsz-bo’s students also naturally entered Ling 
Naam Hok Tong, including Sin Yuk-ch’ing, Chow Man-kong, Kan Kaom 
Tsing, Lei Ying-lam, Cheng Yun-tin, Chan Shiu-cheung, Chan Shiu-kun, 
Cheng Bing-kwong, Yeung Wai-kei, Cheuk Sin-woon, Lei Yuk-man, Chu 
Show-hang, and Yeung Wah-yat. 
At this time, the Qing government’s weaknesses had become fully 
apparent. Sun Yat-sen was promoting the revolutionary cause in Japan, 
and raising funds for military payroll. Students in China were dissatisfied 
with the status quo under Qing dynastic rule. At the Nanyang Public 
School in Shanghai students went on strike as a political protest. Because 
Dr Chung had already dedicated his life to the field of education, 
and was convinced that education would prove to be the right path to 
national salvation and reform in the long term, he was determined as a 
result to devote himself with each thought and deed to no purpose other 
than the cultivation of talent on behalf of the nation. Thereafter each 
and every one of his actions was undertaken in the interest of Lingnan. 
He was unwilling to let students take part directly in political activities. 
Was it not the responsibility of students to concentrate on studying?
Chapter Four 
Devotion to Ling Naam Hok Tong 
(1901-1910)
In Dr Chung’s view, there was no higher ideal than to serve as 
a Christian in a Christian university. He thus devoted himself 
wholeheartedly to this goal and the school became his second home. He 
gradually adapted himself to assume greater responsibilities in a foreign-
founded Chinese institution. Provost Oscar Wisner from the United 
States showed great appreciation of Dr Chung’s abilities. In all matters 
of “social relations,” Reverend Wisner would invariably first consult Dr 
Chung, relying closely on his assistance. 
When Ling Naam Hok Tong moved from Macao back to Guangzhou 
in 1904, the school was vigorously making long-term plans. Dr Chung 
guided Reverend Wisner in looking for a site for the school. Finally, 
with the help of Lau Tze-wai, a well-known dentist in Guangzhou, the 
location in Honglok in Honam was chosen as a permanent site. It was 
chosen because its distance from the busy city would place vices and 
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bad habits out of young people’s reach, and because the campus lay 
on a height above the Pearl River, where the breezes were cool and 
the air was clear, so that teachers and students would enjoy a pleasant 
environment, living together like a large family. As a result, when 
parents came to enroll their children as boarders at the school and saw 
the lovely environment, they would relax and feel at ease despite the 
difficult separation from their young ones. 
After students entered the school, their housing, their meals, and their 
studies were all provided and administered by the school. A teacher was 
assigned to each class as an advisor. If the teacher had a family with him, 
he would often invite the students to his home for meals, which would 
cultivate good feelings and deepen acquaintance among students and 
teachers. As a result, a joyful and harmonious atmosphere prevailed at 
the school. The school also accepted girls as students at an early stage. 
This was also because a few teachers brought their own children along 
to their classes, thus setting an example for others to follow. Chung 
Wing-chun, Chung Wai-ha, Yeung Wai-kei, Liu Fung-hin, Liu Fung-
yan, Y. Y. Moy, Chan Kwei-han, and Law Yau-tsit all were female students 
during the early history of Lingnan. For convenience in caring for them, 
the girl students were all accommodated in the Chung’s bungalow. A 
small path was specially designated for the girls to follow as they walked 
to their classes and back. Because the coeducational trend had not 
yet been accepted at that time, it was important to take care to avoid 
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mockery from society about permitting boys and girls to mix together. 
The students’ way of life at the school was very well-disciplined. 
Everything was uniform without exception and unified into a coherent 
whole. Wake-up time was at six in the morning. The students would 
perform light exercises and then take breakfast. Classes would begin 
at eight o’clock. Unless a general assembly was held, there were four 
lessons every morning. Classes resumed at two o’clock and there were 
three lessons every afternoon. After classes, there were drills and ball 
games or various other sports, and also marching band practices. 
After dinner, from half-past seven to half-past nine, students would 
study on their own. At ten in the evening the lights were turned off, as 
signaled by a bugle call as in an army barracks. Whenever the students 
were preparing for a parade, there would be inspections on Fridays. 
If they wished to leave the campus during the weekend, students were 
required to wear smart-looking school uniforms, which were different 
in summer and winter. Students were posted in turns at the main gate 
of the campus and at the general office of the school. In each place 
there was always a student on duty who would be wearing a red sash, 
and was responsible for assisting the gatekeeper. Visitors were invariably 
impressed by the earnest attitude of the students on duty at the gate.
Ling Naam Hok Tong first purchased land in the village of Hong Lok. 
The campus spread out gradually from that point, with the addition 
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of property purchased at different times from the villages of Ng-tsun, 
Kak-san, Fung-wong (Phoenix), and Ha-dou.  The land varied in type; 
some was farmland and some was brush. There were graves on some 
parts while others were uncultivated. The school employed a broker 
to negotiate the prices for pieces of land of uneven shapes. Thus the 
land was put together piece by piece. By the time the school moved to 
the site, two hundred mu had been purchased. The school’s extremely 
capable general staff person, Mr Ho Chau-shue, was busy going to 
and fro in negotiations for land purchases. On the grounds that some 
villagers opposed the invasion of outside influences, a few owners 
declined the school’s purchase offers. This aroused controversy about 
the sale of land to the school, and a conflict eventually occurred. In 
an incident in 1905, gunshots and bullets whistled above, causing a 
moment of needless panic. 
At first the school’s buildings consisted of only two temporary wooden 
bungalows, one on the south and one on the north, serving as a 
residence for the teachers and as a classroom building. There were only 
sixty-one students at the time. Szeto Wai graduated from the middle 
school in 1908, and was appointed to open the primary school for the 
convenience of the children of the teaching staff. Later, there were also 
many day-school students. For example, Chan King-wah, head of the 
Bureau of Police, later sent his daughter to the school.  
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During these few years, Ling Naam Hok Tong gained many teaching 
staff, all of whom were earnest and erudite. Among the staff from the 
United States, were the Mathematics teacher Mr O. E. Pomeroy, the 
instructor in English Mr O. D. Wannamaker, the Geography teacher 
C. G. Fuson, the education specialist Mr H.G. Graybill, the physicist Dr 
Charles K. Edmunds, and the botanist G. W. Groff. On the Chinese side, 
in addition to Chan Tsap-ng, there were Cheung Fung-chau, Chung Yu-
chau, Chung Yan-cheun, and Chui Tung-yeuk. In addition, Lingnan also 
employed a physician, Dr Liu Tak-san, along with Mr Tsui Kum-tong. 
At the same time, the trustees in New York sent an architect, Mr O. W. 
Stoughton, to draft a survey of the boundaries and features of the Hong 
Lok site, so that plans could be made for housing and pathways on the 
campus, as a blueprint for construction work in the future. 
Although there were not many students at the beginning, a few were 
truly outstanding and became well-known later on. For instance, in 
1904 the government in Beijing selected twenty-seven students from 
among five hundred candidates in Guangdong, including the Ling 
Naam student Wong Ka-lun, who came in ninth place. As well, in 
January 1905 the first Guangdong Provincial Athletic Meet was held. 
Forty-seven schools participated, and the Ling Naam student Sun Hung 
was the overall champion, winning three prizes. In 1903, moreover, 
the collegiate program graduate Tsin Shue-fan went to the United 
States for doctoral studies in Law. There were also Chan Ting-gap, 
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who was the first student from China to enter the West Point Military 
Academy, and Ting Lap-hin, who was later a member of the Guangdong 
Provincial Assembly, as well as Yeung Yuen-kung, who became Governor 
of Guangxi Province, and Ko Kim-fu, who became a famous painter. 
Among the others were those who went on to study in the United States, 
returning to China after graduation, including Kwan Yan-cho who was 
the Principal of Pui Ying Middle School, Ng Hei-lui (H. L. Wu) who 
was the Chief Structural Engineer for Guangdong Province, along 
with Wong Kai-ming, who became the Principal of Pui Ching Middle 
School, and Lam Iu-cheung and Ng Pak-Luen, who were primary school 
principals. In addition, Liu Fung-hin became the Dean of Women of 
Lingnan University and Law Yau-tsit served as Principal of the True 
Light Girls’ School. Thus they all became well-known. 
The Lingnan student body was already organized at that time, and 
students displayed their abilities on certain occasions, as when students 
and teachers joined together in 1915 to build a swimming pool, twenty-
five yards in length and ten yards wide, so as to avoid the hazards to 
health and safety of swimming in the river. In 1906, after the Russo-
Japanese war, there was an anti-Chinese movement in California, and 
a student from Guangdong studying in the United States committed 
suicide. Another overseas Chinese jumped into the sea from his ship 
en route back to China. These incidents led to a boycott of goods 
imported from the United States, and the Lingnan students organized 
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a strike. In 1908, in response to flooding in the East, West, and North 
Rivers in Guangdong, people set up a charity bazaar in Laicheewan. 
There was then a very enthusiastic response from Lingnan students, 
who performed street shows to spread the news and offered their 
services at the bazaar. At that time the students organized a Cantonese 
opera performance with the name “Studying to Excel” (the phrase has 
a double meaning, alluding to successful studies leading to high rank 
as well as to traditional opera roles).  There were only male roles, no 
female roles. One of their most famous acts portrayed Moses crossing 
the Red Sea. Although there was no traditional musical accompaniment 
to their performances, their costumes were formal and complete. The 
students’ singing was clear and refined.  Famous actors participated, 
including Lui Sun-che, Szeto Yiu, and Che Hing-cheung, while Dr 
Chung served as the troupe’s general secretary, lending his ability to 
help save the flood victims from hunger and drowning. 
In 1907, Dr Chung accompanied Reverend Wisner on a visit to Japan to 
attend the meeting of the World Federation of Christian Students. After 
the conference, they travelled to North China to survey educational 
matters. When they were passing through Tianjin, they visited Beiyang 
University, and afterward visited the Zhili provincial high school 
established in Baoding. During the trip, Dr Chung was suddenly arrested 
by the Tianjin police, who charged him with revolutionary activities, 
including conspiracy. Fortunately, the Guangdong gentrymen Chung 
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Shek-wong and Kong Hung-yan jointly sent a telegram requesting his 
release, while Tang Shaoyi, prominent official of the Cantonese native-
place association of Beijing and Tianjin, Liang Shiyi, and Chan Chui-
Sheung, circuit intendant of Shanhaiguan, spoke on his behalf. As a 
result, Governor-General Yuan Shikai ordered Dr Chung’s release. He 
had been imprisoned from June 17 to July 22, a total of thirty-five days. 
While being held in prison for a long period without a trial, Dr Chung 
thought that he would be put to death. Therefore he would often close 
his eyes and pray sincerely for renewed hope. This caused him to gain 
renewed confidence. After his release from prison, Dr Chung recalled 
that he had composed these words: “In the world there exists no elixir 
of immortality; in my life I have most loved the flower of freedom.”
In 1908, Dr Charles Edmunds assumed the post of Provost of Ling 
Naam Hok Tong, and at the same time Dr Chung became Chinese 
Dean of the school. But for many years, except for his instruction in 
Chinese, this was an empty title for Dr Chung, as he assisted President 
Edmunds in administration. At that time East Hall (later Martin Hall) 
was completed. It was a three-storey concrete building, the first such 
building in China as well as in Guangdong. The Board of Trustees 
of New York sold securities to raise funds for the building. Dr Chung 
hoped that Chinese donors would be encouraged to contribute funds 
to emulate this generosity by donating funds for the construction of the 
first, second, and third dormitory buildings. As a fund-raising method, 
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he asked students to take along donation pledge books when they 
returned home on visits, so that they could solicit donations from their 
parents. Dr Chung announced that every donor who contributed $1,000 
would be able to choose a name for honourary inscription on the lintel 
of a classroom door, and would also be able to send a qualified student 
to Lingnan for ten years free of tuition. Eighty persons were invited to 
make contributions, including Kan Yan-cho and Yeung Pei-kuk. In the 
same year, on July 3, 1908, a reception was held on the Lingnan campus 
to thank the donors. The senior scholar Kong Hung-yan, President 
Edmunds, and Dr Chung cordially and warmly received the guests in 
person. All along the riverbank that day, guests were seen coming and 
going from steam launches, floating restaurants, and canvas-shaded 
sampans. The Governor-General of Guangdong and Guangxi was ill but 
as representatives sent the Director of Foreign Affairs and the Director 
of the Education Bureau. Liang Cheng, China’s former Minister to 
the United States, delivered a speech which was the highlight of the 
occasion. 
The following year, the Lingnan school authorities sent Dr Chung on a 
round-the-world trip. He visited various cities, making personal appeals 
to the overseas Chinese communities for funds for the construction 
of the Number Three Dormitory. Dr Chung’s idea of Lingnan as one 
family began with this, and he devoted his energies to encouraging 
the overseas Chinese to send their children to China to study. The 
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Chinese residents of the Americas were concentrated mainly in San 
Francisco, Chicago, New York, Vancouver, and Hawaii, and in each 
place had established a well-known Chinatown. These sojourners 
overseas fervently loved their homeland and earnestly hoped to return 
their roots. Therefore Dr Chung’s special plan and idea was to fully 
support special preparatory education for overseas Chinese children. 
Thanks to the deep understanding between themselves and Dr Chung, 
the overseas Chinese were happy to entrust their children to Lingnan 
despite the school’s distance from their homes, and this trust created 
close ties. 
From 1909 to 1910, Dr Chung raised Hong Kong $6,000 in Singapore, 
$17,500 in Vietnam in Saigon-Cholon, and a total of $70,920 in Hawaii, 
including Hilo, along with Seattle, San Francisco, Sacramento, Los 
Angeles, Portland, Victoria, Vancouver, Butte City, Chicago, New York, 
and Boston.
Chapter Five 
A new page for Guangdong Province 
(1911-1913)
At the time of restoration of native rule in China and on the eve of the 
founding of the Chinese Republic, in the days when Dr Sun Yat-sen 
travelled in British and Dutch Southeast Asia to raise funds for military 
expenses, Dr Chung was also travelling, raising funds for education 
throughout the Americas. 
In 1911 (the third year of the Xuantong reign, or the Xinhai year), 
on March 29 by the lunar calendar, Huang Xing and others of the 
Revolutionary Party led an uprising in Guangzhou. In their unsuccessful 
attack on the Governor-General’s headquarters, seventy-two 
revolutionaries died, all of whom belonged to the young revolutionary 
vanguard. After this they were interred in Huanghuagang on the 
eastern outskirts of the city. Those who fortunately survived, fighting 
desperately under siege, included the Lingnan student participants 
Ko Kim-fu and Lei Hei-bun. Mr Lei was later Dr Chung’s secretary for 
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many years, and when he recalled the event later still felt strong mixed 
emotions.  
After Guangdong joined the Republic, one province after the other 
organized students’ corps to join a northern expeditionary force. As 
waves of excitement swept over Guangzhou, students suspended their 
studies to discuss the situation. Those Lingnan students who took 
practical action, leaving the campus individually to go into Guangzhou 
to organize a student corps, were Wong Sun-yin, Kan Mun-tit, and 
others, while the majority of students advocated that they should leave 
the campus as a group to raise funds to assist the army. As a result, 
Yeung Sek-cheung and other students took the lead in fundraising for 
the northern expeditionary force. They received authorization from Hu 
Hanmin, chief of the revolutionary forces in the Guangdong region, to 
organize a “Lingnan students’ logistical support corps for the military 
goverment.”  Subsequently the whole student body dispatched groups to 
visit towns and villages throughout the province, delivering propaganda 
speeches and dressing up to perform plays. Within a few weeks, they had 
gathered 55,000 yuan in Guangdong currency and turned it over to the 
military government, earning high praise for their efforts. Concluding 
this endeavour in September of the following year, the student body 
then returned to the campus to resume their studies. It was at this time 
that Lingnan switched to begin the academic year in the autumn. 
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On January 1, 1912, Dr Sun Yat-sen assumed the provisional presidency 
in Nanjing. On February 12, the Qing Emperor abdicated, and Dr Sun 
then resigned from the presidency, assuming the post of supervisor of 
the national railways. He intended to focus on industrial development 
to strengthen the nation, and travelled around China visiting every 
province. He returned to Guangzhou and was reunited with the elders 
of his native place after a long separation, and on May 3 he honoured 
Ling Naam Hok Tong with a visit. Dr Chung was then returned from 
America, and together with Acting Provost Henry Graybill and the 
student body, welcomed His Excellency Dr Sun at the river bank. A 
dense crowd lined the path between the North Gate and Martin Hall, 
where every seat and standing space was occupied. Amid cheers of 
welcome, Dr Sun ascended the podium at the crowd’s request to deliver 
an address. Dr Sun’s expression was pleasant and kind, like a father 
speaking to his children and younger siblings. He warmly encouraged 
all the students who were present to be diligent in learning, and to study 
so as to be of service. He himself had devoted his life to revolution, with 
the aim of overthrowing the corrupt Manchu government. His goal had 
been none other than to provide idealistic young people with better 
opportunities to study and build a prosperous and strong nation. Both 
in China and abroad, Dr Sun had been deeply aware of Ling Naam Hok 
Tong’s dedication in its work, and of its definite achievements, which 
had made a strong impression. The entire audience was moved by Dr 
Sun’s sincere and earnest speech. This was the most memorable day in 
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the whole history of the school.  
By this time Hu Hanmin had fully assumed the position of governor 
of Guangdong, and was in urgent need of talented staff. On May 30, 
he invited Dr Chung to become Director of the provincial Education 
Departmet. Alumni Tsin Shue-fan and Chan Shiu-paak headed the 
departments of civil affairs and foreign affairs, Lee Yuk-tong was director 
of the Department of Finance, Ching Tin-tow headed the Department 
of Public Works, Lee Shue-fan was director of the Public Health 
Department, Ng Chik-pun was the chief of the Legislative Department, 
Wong Shiu-kwai was the chief of Justice, and Chan King-wa was the chief 
of Police. They were all talented and capable, bustling with activity as 
they strove to excel in governing.
After Dr Chung took up his office, he invited Mr Tang Suen to serve as 
Director of Education in the Schools, and Tang served as his right-hand 
man. Mr Tang graduated from the Beiyang University, and had met Dr 
Chung before the latter’s imprisonment in Tianjin. Later he had studied 
in the United States, and took up a post at Peking University after his 
return.  When he returned to Guangdong on a visit during that time, 
he instantly accepted Dr Chung’s invitation to serve in the government. 
Fifty-five years later, Mr Tang is now eighty-six years of age, and still loves 
to talk about past events. In his view, the reason is that Dr Chung was a 
visionary spirit, consistently adhering to principles, never avoiding hard 
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work and caring nothing about personal fame. He was a just and selfless 
gentleman. Thus in Guangdong’s educational affairs at that time, all 
matters that required either promotion or reform were taken care of. 
Set forth below is a record of what Dr Chung achieved in the position.    
1. In 1912 he carried out a reorganization of the office of the 
Department of Education into three divisions, namely general 
affairs, school education, and social education, making school 
education the central focus of the department’s work.
2. Renovation of the department’s exterior appearance. He demolished the 
old buildings of the former academy which represented Qing autocratic 
rule, including the arched examination hall and stone statuary. The space 
was then rebuilt for use as a stadium for the athletic activities of schools. 
3. Pending clear directives from the central government regarding national 
standards, the current educational system was provisionally continued. 
4. Advanced-level academies which had been established during the Qing 
period included the Higher Normal School of Guangdong and Guangxi, 
the Guangdong-Guangxi Vernacular Academy, the Guangdong Academy 
of Law and Politics, the Guangya Higher Academy, and the Industrial 
Academy. Because facilities at the Vernacular Academy and the Industrial 
Academy were inadequate, operations at the two schools were suspended 
pending further consideration. 
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5. Although the Ministry of Education had already circulated a directive 
that the whole nation should stop reading the classics and honouring 
Confucius, Guangdong had been excepted from the directive. There was 
an urgent need for textbooks compiled for the primary and middle school 
levels. It was decided that an education committee should be set up to take 
charge of this business for the schools, and an editing committee was also 
set up to handle these matters. 
6. Dr Chung made the decision to open a museum in the new Education 
Department office building, where exhibits of teaching aids and other items 
relating to education would be displayed.  In addition to items gathered in 
China, there were some purchased abroad. They were exhibited to serve 
as a model for schools to observe and were intended to enhance public 
understanding of education.
7. He convened a provincial conference on education lasting ten days, 
which was attended by representatives selected by ninety-four districts in 
Guangdong. They discussed all manner of improvements and reforms 
in the educational field, paying special attention to reforming the 
administrative structure of education.
a. An inspectorate bureau would be established in every district, under 
a director and vice director, who would be nominated by the district 
magistrate and appointed by the provincial education department. 
b. Because an education tax was already collected in each district, all 
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expenditures should be included within the original educational budget. 
In the case of a shortfall, an application for review should be made 
before the provincial treasury would approve an allocation of support. 
The Guangzhou municipal educational inspectorate bureau would 
be subordinate to the provincial department of education. He Jianwu, 
Principal of the Nanwu School, became the Inspector of municipal 
education. 
c. A model primary school would be established in each district, together 
with a staff person responsible for publicity about education. 
8. Fair and open selection of qualified candidates for study abroad. The 
provincial assembly was asked to allocate two hundred thousand yuan, 
and chose one hundred students to travel to Germany and Japan for 
further studies, and another thirty to study in the United States. Most of 
the students had graduated from Beiyang, Tangshan, Lukuang, and Ling 
Naam, including Ho Ka-cheuk and Seto Iu, along with two female students, 
who were Law Yau-tsit and Liu Fung-yan. 
9. Dozens of young people who had contributed to the Republican revolution 
were selected and dispatched to the United States for further studies. They 
included Lin Yun-kai, later the Governor of Guangdong. 
 These two groups of students selected through an examination to be sent 
overseas for further studies, were part of a modern system of accessible 
examinations. The atmosphere of the examination hall was now pleasant 
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and comfortable, supporting the examinees’ sense of self-esteem. The 
examination questions were known only to the supervisor, who also 
supervised the exam hall. The contrast between these conditions and 
the horrors of the harsh and frightening regulations of the Qing exams, 
which caused candidates to panic and lose their concentration, was like the 
difference between heaven and hell. 
10. Dr Chung actively promoted education in society, emphasizing the 
popularization of education. First using dramatic propaganda and 
the vernacular language, he erected a temporary theatre behind the 
Department of Education. Every now and then he invited actors, including 
Sun Wa, the young Actor Chung, and Chiu Lai-sheung (who played female 
roles in the all-male troupes of the day), to come to the department to study 
how to improve their scripts and to enact experimental performances. An 
example was Sun Wa’s most famous song, “Herding Sheep,” adapted by Dr 
Chung. As for other types of performance, he invited the Nine Charitable 
Houses of Guangzhou to send speakers to the Department, supplying them 
with materials pertaining to social education, such as popular stories and 
novels. In addition, he organized a travelling dramatic troupe, dispatching 
it to the various districts to take their performances down to the village 
level. All expenses for these activities were contributed by the Chinese living 
overseas in various places; these donors sought to raise levels of knowledge 
in their motherland. 
The various new policies described above were enforced rigorously, 
eradicating long-entrenched bureaucratism. Chung’s purpose was to 
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exchange a new culture for the old, while conservative scholars who 
remained unconvinced, holding to the old ways rather than studying in 
depth, always had criticisms in response to these revolutionary measures. 
They placed their emphasis on the importance of honouring Confucius 
and were opposed to Christianity. Director Chung remained silent in 
response, leaving each to his own without rebuking them. His intention 
was that the new people of Guangdong would use revolutionary 
measures to promote universal education. It was inevitable that he 
would face the opposition of the conservatives. Thus he could only 
move forward steadfastly on the basis of the Christian spirit, cultivating 
talent in the service of the people, without concern for the difficult 
efforts and criticisms lying ahead. His attitude was that it was his duty to 
continue no matter what the quibbles, only hoping that as time passed 
the situation would eventually become clear. 
In September 1912, following the order of the Ministry of Education, 
Ling Naam Hok Tong changed its name to Ling Naam Hok Hau. It 
formally implemented the five-year middle-school system, and also 
offered instruction at the first-year university level. Enrolment in the 
freshman class increased to twenty-four students. As new buildings were 
erected one after the other at the school, the number of completed 
permanent structures reached six. The same year, John K. Kennedy, 
a devoted American educationalist, donated US $30,000 toward the 
construction of Grant Hall, named in memory of William Henry Grant, 
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who had served as secretary to the Lingnan Board of Trustees since 
1895. The building was designed in the palatial style, with red brick and 
green roof-tiles. It housed the essential units of the college, including 
the President’s office, the library, the Bursar’s office, and the college’s 
bookstore, bank, supply room, and printing press. In addition, Dr 
Chung’s residence, Blackstone Lodge (named after the donor), and 
several residences for western faculty members were also completed, 
and the area of the campus was further extended. 
At this time, President Yuan Shikai in Beijing was rooting out his 
political enemies and carrying out regressive policies. After co-opting 
political leaders, he borrowed money from foreign powers to build up 
the power of his factional armies. Because Guangdong was a seedbed 
of revolution, it was necessary to take strong measures to suppress 
the province. In consequence, in 1913, Yuan deployed General Long 
Jiguang to lead the Yunnan Army to enter Guangdong and become 
governor of the province. A scheme to assassinate Chan King-wah, 
provincial Chief of Police, was carried out on the eve of the Mid-Autumn 
festival. A blacklist of Revolutionary Party members was then drawn 
up, with the intention of arresting them all. Dr Chung’s name came 
fifth on the list. At this point, Lingnan students were incensed against 
the government, and sought to unite with the people of Guangzhou in 
protest. Dr Chung dissuaded them, saying, “Don’t show disrespect for 
the authorities, and don’t rebel against them. As students, you should 
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bury your heads in your studies. When you have finished your studies 
you will be able to educate others. If you wait until a righteous time 
arrives, then government will turn from evil and return to the correct 
path. It is not necessary to be so eager for immediate action.” Before he 
had finished speaking, General Long had already dispatched soldiers to 
enter the campus to search for Dr Chung and arrest him. Fortunately, 
because Provost Edmunds had already received a secret report, he 
hid Dr Chung in the cellar of his home. Edmunds then stood fast in 
refusing the soldiers entry to his residence. That night Dr Chung took 
the US Consulate’s motor launch to the foreign concession of Shameen, 
where he transferred to a United States naval vessel for the voyage to 
Hong Kong. There he boarded a steamship bound for America. 
During his voyage across the Pacific, Dr Chung reflected sorrowfully 
about current events. He felt regret that the great revolutionary plan 
for national revival had been seized by Yuan Shikai and corrupted in his 
hands. Therefore he composed Guangdong for the People of Guangdong, a 
book elucidating the important policies of the early Republic and the 
new spirit of the Revolutionary Party. Chung revealed to the public the 
party’s youthful energy, incorruptibility, and its courage to do and to be, 
while exposing the criminal acts of the northern warlord Yuan Shikai.

Chapter Six
The college community as a family 
(1914-1917)
A target of Yuan’s brutal measures, Dr Chung was compelled to escape 
from the campus, and again visited the United States. In the midst of 
misfortune, his old home was lost as well, and he established a new 
family. Dr Chung saw his new family as part of the extended family of 
Lingnan and belonging to an ideal world. In this period, alumnus Chiu 
Koon-hoi pointed out that Dr Chung’s view was a philosophy of viewing 
the whole world as one family; it could also be called a philosophy of 
great unity and was compatible with Christianity. In his view the basic 
principle of “viewing the world as one family,” was that humans all 
shared the same anatomy and were all God’s children. On the basis 
of this concept, Dr Chung envisioned Lingnan’s internationalization, 
without distinctions based on ethnicity, nationality, religion or political 
affiliations. Any person upholding the principles of the abandonment 
of selfishness, devotion to education, and the pooling of talent and 
material resources for the same good cause would be heartily welcomed 
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in a spirit of full cooperation and untiring effort, to realize the true 
meaning of the phrase that “within the four seas all are brothers.” 
On someone’s behalf, Dr Chung once composed the following 
couplets: “Confucian, Buddhist, Christian, Muslim, teaching knows no 
boundaries; Asian, European, African, American, one family they form.” 
These lines fully reflect his all-inclusive embrace. 
During the winter of 1913, Dr Chung first sought refuge in Hawaii, 
paying visits to the overseas Chinese who resided there and declaring 
to them that their ancestral culture was unforgettable. He recruited the 
children of Chinese residing overseas to return to the motherland to 
receive their education. At the same time, he made many acquaintances 
who in turn enlarged Lingnan’s circle of friendship. 
When Dr Chung had completed his work in Hawaii, he went to the 
mainland United States and travelled to New York City. He entered 
Columbia University, pursuing advanced studies in the field of 
education. At this time the unfortunate news reached him that his wife, 
Ms Ho, had died in their residence at Lingnan. Dr Chung suffered the 
loss of his spouse, grieving unceasingly. 
Ms Chung Fan-ting was accustomed to the Western way of life.  She was 
one of the few capable women of the late Qing period. Because her 
husband died young, she applied her talents in the educational field. 
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She founded the On Wai school for girls in Hong Kong. In those days 
people believed that a virtuous woman was without talent, and that girls 
should not be seen in public, even in Hong Kong where Chinese and 
foreign customs were mixed together. As a result, Miss Chung became a 
devoted advocate of liberation for women and girls, so that they would 
be provided with opportunities to become self-sufficient. This is just 
a small example of her great talent and bravery.  Because she and Dr 
Chung from early years shared the same ideals and path, they frequently 
encountered one another, and enjoyed a good relationship. At this 
time, Ms Chung happened to be in Hawaii, and heard that Dr Chung 
had suffered the loss of his wife. She then resigned from her teaching 
post and travelled to New York City to extend her personal condolences 
to Dr Chung. Meeting such a fine companion while visiting a distant 
place, Dr Chung made a proposal of marriage to her. They were then 
married in a church ceremony in New York. An excellent marital union 
was thus established. When the news spread, however, it led to public 
denunciation from people in Guangzhou, Hong Kong, and Macao 
who considered the marriage to be a violation of the old prohibition of 
the Rites of Zhou forbidding marriage between persons of who shared 
a surname and were thus considered blood relatives. The couple was 
even on the verge of expulsion from the Chung clan. Even many years 
later, rumors about the matter continued to circulate. From today’s 
perspective, the matter would perhaps be unworthy of comment, so was 
it not excessively harsh to criticize this couple who made a revolutionary 
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departure from traditional teachings? 
After their marriage, the Chungs lodged at the Chinese Presbyterian 
Church at East 31st Street. Although their lodgings were narrow, 
damp, and uncomfortable, they thought nothing of it. Dr Chung was 
happy in making a new home with a wise and able “better half” who 
could encourage him in his aspirations, and help him advance in his 
endeavours. While pursuing further studies, Chung was commissioned 
to serve as the head of the New York chapter of the Guomindang, 
aiming to rally the overseas Chinese to overturn the tyranny of Yuan 
Shikai. He founded Minqi bao, which served as a guide for the Chinese 
community, effectively opening minds and raising awareness. This sums 
up the period during which Dr Chung suffered the loss of his wife in 
1914 and remarried in 1915. 
During 1916, Dr Chung travelled around the United States, visiting 
numerous cities. In every place, he was praised and assisted by the 
leaders of the Chinese clan associations.  He proposed the organization 
of an association of friends of Lingnan in the United States, in the hope 
of expanding the basis of financial support. He established chapters 
of the association in dozens of places.  A network of communications 
was set up, serving to recruit the children of the Chinese sojourners to 
study at Lingnan, while at the same time donations were gathered to 
cover expenses. The donations flowed continuously, every drop making 
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a contribution, and eventually US $7,000 was raised. This was the 
first example of financial support for Lingnan from overseas Chinese 
donors. 
While he was in San Francisco, Dr Chung founded the Chinese Young 
Men’s Christian Association of San Francisco together with Reverend 
Chan Tung-sang, Reverend Tse Kay-yuen, and others. They aimed 
to foster moral, intellectual, physical, and social education among 
Chinese youth. Additionally, he promoted a movement to transform the 
customary backward behaviour of the Chinese community. The activities 
of the San Francisco Chinese YMCA continue to flourish today. Without 
Dr Chung’s efforts, could so much have been achieved?
International affairs became turbulent during this time. War broke out 
in Europe in 1914, causing the Great Powers to divert their attention 
from China. Japan took advantage of the situation to realize her 
ambitions in the Far East, and the following year, took the opportunity 
to present the Twenty-One Demands, aimed at gaining control of China. 
President Yuan Shikai harboured evil motives, wishing to restore the 
Imperial monarchy, and planned to install himself as Emperor. Dr Sun 
Yat-sen then sent Zhu Zhixin and Chen Jiongming back to Guangdong 
to instigate a second revolution. He also sent Li Liejun and Cai E to 
Yunnan. Afterwards, Li Liejun and Tang Jiyao led the Yunnan armies 
into Guangdong, expelling Long Jiguang. In 1917, Admiral Cheng 
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Biguang of the Beiyang Navy was the first to rise up. He commanded 
the First Fleet to enter the Pearl River and the Huangpu. Many 
members of the National Assembly also gathered in the south, holding 
an Extraordinary Assembly. They established the Guangzhou Military 
Government, electing Dr Sun Yat-sen as Commander-in-Chief of the 
armed forces for the purpose of upholding the national Constitution. 
At Lingnan College in 1917, Provost Edmunds was in great difficulties 
and distress as he weathered the storms of the World War. One 
problem was the unprecedented financial exigencies faced by Lingnan. 
Charitable donations from the United States shrank by half under the 
pressure of the promotion of Liberty Bonds. In addition, the rate of 
exchange of the yuan against the US dollar fell so precipitously that a 
US dollar was only worth about 1.2 yuan.  Lingnan had no means of 
dealing with this problem. The second problem was a particular feature 
of the organization of Lingnan that caused a management problem. 
As a report to the Board of Trustees stated: “If we wish to have a well-
run university, we face difficulties because we duplicate our efforts in 
providing primary and middle-school education as well.”
Consequently, Dr Chung Wing Kwong was appointed as Vice Provost 
and Vice President for Chinese Affairs. Telegrams were sent to urge him 
to return to Lingnan immediately. Thus he returned together with Mrs 
Chung at the beginning of 1918. 
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That year the Qingming Festival was changed to a national Arbor 
Day (later it was called Family Day), and Dr Chung made a special 
invitation to the Provincial Governor, Chu Hing-lan, to come to the 
school to officiate as master of ceremonies. In front of Swasey Hall, 
the Governor planted a bailan tree. The whole body of six hundred 
Lingnan teachers and students solemnly observed the ceremony, and 
martial music filled the air. Seeing that the whole school had assembled, 
Governor Chu discerned the high calibre of the students. Realizing 
that the school was very well-administered, he immediately donated 
one thousand yuan as a sponsor. Also, seeing that the campus was still 
full of old grave mounds which had not yet been moved elsewhere, the 
Governor issued an circular bulletin immediately after returning to his 
headquarters, announcing that compensation for the removal of graves 
would continue to be offered for a limited period of time. As a result 
the remaining graves, numbering a thousand or so, were soon moved. 
In this way a matter that had been pending for many years was resolved 
at last. 
In 1918, Dr Chung focused his energy and spirit for the purpose 
of overcoming financial difficulties. His policy and method were 
self-reliance on the part of the Chinese people associated with the 
school. The facts were that from 1917 to 1918, regular operating costs 
amounted to 200,000 yuan (and capital expenditures were 100,000 
yuan), while tuition fees were only 60,000 yuan, creating a deficit of 
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140,000 yuan. In response, students organized a fund-raising campaign, 
raising about 20,000 yuan. There were donations from various circles, 
namely 250,000 yuan from Chinese and foreign friends, 160,000 from 
Chinese faculty members, 2,000 yuan from Dr Sun Yat-sen, 1,000 from 
Chu Hing-lan, 9,000 from the provincial government, 2,000 yuan from 
the Governor’s Office, 7,000 from the Friends of Lingnan in the United 
States, and about 30,000 yuan in donations from Southeast Asia. Thus 
donations from the Chinese side already amounted to half of the total, 
which may certainly be said to have fulfilled obligations, and established 
a precedent of equal assumption of financial obligations by the Chinese 
and foreign sides. (In that year the US dollar was almost at par against 
the Hong Kong dollar, having fallen from 2.27 to 1.2 yuan.) 
By surmounting difficulties through collective efforts, the senior 
and junior, older and younger Lingnanners became an even more 
harmonious group. Because they made all their plans and efforts 
together, there were no boundaries between the college, collegiate, 
and primary school levels—they stood united like one large family. 
As Dr Chung was instructing the college students, college students 
taught the middle school and primary school students, and the primary 
school students modeled themselves on the college students. Sharing 
accommodations and meals, activities and studies, they were continually 
together, year in and year out. The harmonious feeling of their lives 
together was not matched elsewhere. The very complexity of Lingnan’s 
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multi-level organization, seen by Provost Edmunds as a cause of difficulty, 
actually made Lingnan a site of successful experimentation in China. 
Moreover, the middle school and primary school students were able to 
enter directly into the college program, constituting a reliable source of 
students! 
Within the great Lingnan family, not only were the “children of the 
red and gray” (the colours of the school flag) mutually close and 
affectionate, but the spirit of service demonstrated by the instructors 
and their wives, whether they were Chinese or foreign, was exceptionally 
rare and valuable. Taking Provost Edmunds as an example, although 
Edmunds had a PhD in Physics from Johns Hopkins University, after 
coming to Lingnan he was hardly able to make use of his advanced 
learning and talent. He was still young then, and his marriage 
engagement lasted for six years as he long delayed his wedding in hopes 
of better times, not daring to start a family on such a modest salary. 
Salaries at the professor level then were between about 200 and 300 
Hong Kong dollars monthly, and there were no other fixed subsidies. If 
a professor were sent by the Lingnan Board of Trustees in New York, he 
would receive an additional fifty US dollars monthly, allocated from the 
faculty pension fund. Professors’ compensation was very low, and their 
way of life was quite austere. Those who endured this demonstrated the 
spirit of Christian service, not concerning themselves with monetary 
rewards. Knowing this, there was no one among the whole student 
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body who did not feel even greater respect and affection for them. Dr 
Chung frequently praised their great spirit of sincere and benevolent 
concern, and whenever an anti-foreign movement was flaring up, or a 
misunderstanding arose between the students and the foreign faculty, 
he would personally resolve the matter. His view was that because the 
foreign instructors had been willing to travel such a great distance and 
had pure and correct intentions, it was inappropriate to criticize and 
quarrel with them. 
When Dr Edmunds was Provost for the few years following 1917, 
instructors were hired in Guangzhou as well as sent from New York. 
In addition, the London Missionary Society sent Reverend Alexander 
Baxter to join the faculty. He lectured on Comparative Religion and 
Philosophy. Thus Lingnan was able to amass a rare cluster of brilliant 
scholars. There is a saying that, “As people remember times gone by, old 
branches burst into bloom again.” Today’s alumni share such sentiments 
in their hearts. 
Chapter Seven
Virtue attracts good neighbours 
(1917-1923)
Dr Chung’s temperament gave him the special ability to find new 
hope in every difficulty, and new strength when energies seemed to 
be exhausted. He was able to find a way out of any difficult situation. 
Thus whenever the school’s fortunes were at a low point, he would 
immediately pack his bags, accompanying Provost Edmunds and 
Professor Chan Tsap-ng on overseas fundraising tours. During the 
autumn of 1917, they arrived first in Singapore, where overseas 
Chinese businessmen such as Chan Ying-sam, Professor Chan’s brother, 
welcomed them warmly. During a reception, businessmen referred to 
the problem that local schools were short of experienced teaching staff. 
Dr Chung immediately promised to send an alumnus, Lam Iu-cheung, 
to assist in the promotion of education for the Chinese sojourning in 
Singapore. He also sought suggestions from the local people about the 
idea of establishing an Overseas Chinese School on the main campus 
of Lingnan, where Chinese children returning from overseas for study 
would be provided with boarding facilities. Considering that their 
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motherland would naturally have suitable personnel and resources for 
this endeavour, the Singaporean merchants promptly and unanimously 
endorsed Dr Chung’s proposal.  Starting with a donation of HK $70,000 
from Zhang Bishi for the construction of the Overseas Chinese School, 
Dr Chung raised money for the school in a short period between the 
fall of 1917 and January 1918. During Dr Chung’s fundraising tour of 
Southeast Asia, he made stops to visit Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Delhi, 
Medan, Sumatra, Asahan, Siam, Bangkok, Saigon, Cochin, Haiphong, 
Hanoi, Nanting, Batavia, Bandung, Tjirebon, Surabaya, Ampenan , and 
Semarang. Altogether he raised the equivalent of US $120,000 in the 
currency of the day. 
The completion of an impressive new building provided a dormitory 
and several classrooms for the Overseas Chinese School at Lingnan. 
When instruction began in the fall of 1925, there were over one hundred 
students, who had come to study in the homeland from as far away as 
the United States, Australia, Southeast Asia, England, Africa, and Japan. 
Because their language abilities, customs, educational backgrounds, 
and ages were all very different, they needed individual and small group 
guidance, emphasizing elementary standard Chinese, to gradually catch 
up with the regular program. When they had attained the appropriate 
levels in the courses taught in English, they would be admitted to the 
middle school. When they were at the average level in the various 
subjects, they would be assigned to the appropriate grade levels in the 
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regular program.  There were also some who would return to their 
places of origin to continue their studies after receiving several years 
of instruction in understanding the culture of their homeland. There 
were then eighty-six students in the Overseas Chinese School, and over 
one hundred and forty other overseas students in the regular programs. 
By then, Dr Chung’s promise to their elders overseas had been fully 
realized. The school was an experimental creation for China. Those in 
charge of the Overseas Chinese School were Lam Iu-cheung, succeeded 
by Mak Ying-kee. The teaching staff in the school included Yee Sun-man, 
Ka Kwok-cheung, Wong Chim, Wong Yu-heng, Lau Kwok-suen, Chui 
Yau-on, Lau Ming-suen, Wong Wing-siu, Lei Yiu-sun, Ho Ke-yan, and 
Yeung Wah-yat. Thanks to the individual tutoring that they provided, the 
students were eventually able to overcome all their particular difficulties.
Ma Ying-piu, proprietor of the Sincere Company in Hong Kong, was 
appointed as a Director of the University in 1919. He made special 
donations for the construction of a school infirmary and a guest house 
close to the entrance to the campus. Another Director, the Guangzhou 
merchant Taam Lai-ting, also made a donation for the construction of an 
Alumni House and two residences for teaching staff. The development 
that most increased Dr Chung’s enthusiasm for the establishment of 
a College of Agriculture was a donation from the Silk Association of 
America for the Sericulture College. The wealthy New York merchant 
Marcus Fieldler donated the funds for a model silk filature, and in 
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addition the Atwood Machine Company of Connecticut funded and 
equipped a sericulture laboratory and an attached cold storage facility. 
All processes, were under the management of two former students, 
Tang Iu-cho and To Shu-choi, including inspection, disease prevention, 
silkworm and egg selection, and promotion of the use of testing paper 
for silkworm eggs. The laboratory made an important contribution to 
improving the quality of Guangdong’s silk, resulting in increased exports 
to the United States and thus enabling it to compete with Japanese silk. 
Early in 1919, Commander-in-Chief Chen Jiongming was stationed 
in Zhangzhou in Fujian, and began to establish a new municipal 
administration and promote free public education. He invited Dr 
Chung to serve as a senior adviser, and Yeung Sek-chung as his Director 
of Public Works. They all made important contributions. 
After the First World War came to an end, the Great Powers held 
a Peace Conference in Paris in 1919. When they decided not to 
discuss the status of Qingdao, there was a general outcry in China, 
with righteous indignation rising especially strongly among youth 
and students. They demonstrated in Beijing, in a movement calling 
for reforms in government, education, and literary forms. This was 
the famous May Fourth Movement of Chinese history. There was an 
impassioned response from Lingnan students, who missed classes 
in order to spread the news to the public with exhortations that the 
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whole country should oppose the Great Powers’ decision. When 
Wang Zhengting, the leader of the National Assembly, visited Lingnan 
to deliver a speech, he received an enormous welcome. During this 
period of heightened patriotic feelings, Dr Chung would often invite 
dignitaries to give speeches at the morning assembly, including Wu 
Zhihui, who promoted a syllabary for Chinese sounds, Yan Yangchu, 
who promoted rural reconstruction, Liang Shuming, who promoted 
rural education, Liang Shaochu of the YMCA, Academician Gui Zhan 
of China’s Consulate-General in the Philippines, and Ms Zheng Yuxiu of 
the Work-Study program in France. 
In the summer of 1919, Dr Chung went to Java again, visiting 
various cities on a fund-raising tour aimed at raising money for the 
construction of the college dormitory. In Batavia, Auyeung Kei, 
China’s Consul-General, and Yau Sit-ting, the Chairman of the Chinese 
Manufacturers’ Association, organized a welcoming reception, attended 
by representatives of the Zhonghua School, the Guangzhou-Zhaoqing 
native place association, the Po Leung Association, the China Athletic 
Association, Chinese publishing firms, and leaders of the various 
manufacturing enterprises. Dr Chung elaborated on the importance 
of education, urging them to provide financial support.  Out of their 
deep love for the homeland, the overseas Chinese gave their whole-
hearted support. One after another, they emptied their pockets, 
happy to help, giving over 30,000 guilders altogether. Afterward, Dr 
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Chung visited Bandung, Tjirebon, Semarang, and Surabaya, where the 
overseas Chinese likewise welcomed him, making generous donations. 
Altogether, they donated 130,000 guilders (approx. US$ 5,000), to Dr 
Chung’s great satisfaction. He then announced his enthusiastic pledge 
to give the new residence the name of Java Hall in honour of the 
overseas Chinese of Java.
Dr Chung came to a deep conclusion in the course of handling 
Lingnan’s financial crisis at that time and during his tour of the 
agrarian countries of Southeast Asia. Reflecting on the proliferation of 
China’s population in a nation based on agriculture, he realized that for 
China to be a wealthy and powerful nation, it would first be necessary 
to improve the agricultural sector. In Guangdong, furthermore, it 
was urgent that agriculture should become more specialized, so as 
to develop its particular strengths. Consequently, Lingnan University 
would foster specialized expertise, designating agricultural studies 
as an important path for the school. At the same time, the campus 
area was expansive and well-endowed with natural features, so that 
if agriculture were developed, not only would Lingnan attract the 
appropriate research staff, but would also strive to improve production 
and processing and to extend improved methods so that the school 
could be self-reliant and economically independent. Therefore Dr 
Chung described his vision: He would plant ten thousand palm olive 
trees, which would provide an annual harvest of olives of sufficient 
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value to cover recurrent expenses and also provide a surplus. Dr Chung 
accordingly resolved to do the utmost within his capability to establish 
the following ambitious scheme for Lingnan, while participating 
energetically in administration of the school so as to reach the goal of 
establishing a multi-college higher-level institution.  
Lingnan University’s Dean of Faculty at the time was Dr Kenneth 
Duncan. In June 1920, the university’s first convocation ceremony was 
held. Chan Ting-hoi, Lo Ka-ping, and Lei Yue-kim received Bachelor 
of Arts degrees as Lingnan’s first three graduates. The university had 
lacked the legal status required for the conferral of degrees, but a 
resolution was reached just in time, when Dean Duncan announced at 
the ceremony that the State University of New York had issued diplomas 
authorizing conferral of the degrees, which provided documentation 
jointly with the certificates issued by Lingnan. More than ten high-
ranking universities in the United States, including Harvard, Yale, 
Columbia, Cornell, Johns Hopkins, Michigan, and Stanford universities, 
then recognized the qualifications of Lingnan graduates, accepting 
them directly into postgraduate programs. Lingnan’s status increased, 
the school’s reputation soared, and the enrolment of registered 
collegiate-level students rose rapidly, reaching one hundred and ninety-
three within four years.   
Back in 1917, Reverend Fung Yim-kung of the Methodist Church of 
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Malaya wrote to Dr Chung that the burial site of Leung Fat, his wife’s 
maternal great-grandfather, was lying untended in the shrubs of 
Fenghuanggang.  Leung Fat was China’s second Protestant Christian 
convert, and the first Chinese pastor. (Reverend Robert Morrison 
ordained him with his own hands in 1821.) At one point, Hong 
Xiuquan received a copy of “Words of good advice to the age,” which 
inspired him to launch a revolution, and to found a Taiping Heavenly 
Kingdom lasting fourteen years. The tract was Reverend Leung’s work. 
On a summer day in 1920, Dr Chung allocated funds for the transfer 
of Leung Fat’s grave and reburial in front of Swasey Hall, separated 
from the central quadrangle by a mound, and marking the grave with a 
tombstone engraved with the particulars of Leung’s life. Above the grave 
was the flagpole and by the side was an open space. Privately, Dr Chung 
expressed his wish was to be buried in the same spot, where he would 
surely find a peaceful final resting place. In honour of his merit and 
noble character, Lingnan alumni later followed his wishes, carrying out 
what he had hoped for in his final words. On the day of the ceremonial 
reburial of Leung Fat, Dr Chung led the proceedings himself in an 
extraordinary solemn manner, in the presence of at least one thousand 
observers from all Lingnan and from various churches. The event was 
certainly a memorable one. 
Dr Chung was a member of the London Missionary Church at Chung 
Kwei New Street near Guangzhou’s West Gate, and also served as an 
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elder. He was a good friend of Yeung Sheung-pu. After Yeung’s death, 
Dr Chung looked after Yeung’s surviving family members, and they were 
later successful in life. Reverend Tse Yan-luk succeeded Yeung, and, 
authorized by the congregation to sell the church’s original site, moved 
the church to Eastern Wai Oi Road. All members of the congregations 
contributed to the construction costs of the new church and the school 
attached to it, and Dr Chung and his wife were asked to plan and direct 
a fundraising campaign. The church was named the Wai Oi Church, 
and was built in a Chinese palatial style following Dr Chung’s suggestion, 
with red walls and green tiles, handsome and dignified in appearance. 
From 1921 to 1923, Dr Chung’s vision of a comprehensive College 
of Agriculture was superbly realized. The college established a full 
four-year program of study in Agriculture, offering the Bachelor of 
Science degree, along with a three-year vocational program for the 
training of farm managers, agricultural extension workers, and rural 
course instructors. The Lingnan Board of Trustees in New York was 
very cautious at first, concerned about administrative costs, and was 
unwilling to expand the college. Dr Chung then proposed Chinese-led 
responsibility, establishing an independent Board of Managers for the 
Agricultural College. In October 1921 he invited Ma Ying-piu, Lei Yuk-
tong, Chan Lim-po, Tsin Shue-fan, and Chan Chung-ngok to serve as 
Board members. At this time, Dr Chung was elected as a Guangzhou 
Municipal Councillor because of his highly-regarded reputation. After 
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he repeatedly urged the Guangdong provincial authorities to lend 
their support, the provincial government made a grant of 300,000 silver 
yuan, of which an initial allocation of 150,000 yuan defrayed the costs 
of setting up the facilities of the College of Agriculture. In addition, 
starting in 1921, an annual allocation of 100,000 yuan was provided 
by the government. Dr Chung also requested that the university 
be permitted to purchase an area containing over three thousand 
gravesites, to be used for the purpose of setting up experimental 
farming and forestry plots for the college. He received approval from 
the Department of Agriculture and Industry to proceed immediately 
with these plans as well. In this way nine hundred mu of new agricultural 
land were acquired for the college. 
When the College of Agriculture was first established, Dr Chung made 
urgent efforts to budget for it. He had already begun to raise money for 
a building to house the College in 1920. The building was named the 
Ten Friends Hall, because ten enthusiastic donors each contributed HK 
$10,000, namely Lei Yuk-tong, Lei Hsing-kui, Chow Mun-cho, Lam Woo, 
Ma Ying-piu, Tsoi Chueng, Moi Choi-tik, Lai Shap-yi, Wong Sai-huey, 
and Chow Tien-pong. (Editor’s note:  Mr Tam Lei-ting was the sponsor 
of other buildings, including Alumni House. Here the names of the five 
other donors who contributed to the building of Ten Friends Hall have 
been added, namely Tsoi Cheung,  Moi Choi-tik, Lai Shap-yi, Wong Sai-
huey, and Chow Tien-pong,)  With donations totaling $100,000, the 
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building was completed in 1928, marking the twenty-fifth anniversary 
of Lingnan’s return to the Hong Lok site. The building was imposing 
in size, matching the grandeur of the new Science Hall (donated in 
memory of Willard Straight), which was completed in the same year. 
Faculty members at the College of Agriculture were all very learned 
scholars, rich in experience. George Weidman Groff was among the 
western professors, for instance, and among the Chinese professors were 
Fu Po-kwong and Shao Yiu-nin. From 1922 onward, a large number 
of Lingnan alumni and graduates who had returned from the United 
States after acquiring doctoral degrees or qualifications in engineering, 
along with those trained in factory management,  were recruited as 
faculty members one after the other. Those appointed to teaching 
positions in various departments at Lingnan included Cheuk Fo-yip, 
Lam Cho-kwan, Lo King-tuen, Wong Ping-fong, Lam Shun, Wei Kok, 
Ko Ting-che, Chu Yau-kwong, Chan Man-chu, Ho Yam-tong, and Tseng 
Chiu-sam. Among the first to graduate from the College of Agriculture 
with the Bachelor of Science degree were Koo Kwai-fan, To Shu-choi, 
Wong Chak-po, Ho Leung, and Yung Ping-hang, all of whom also served 
as instructors in the College of Agriculture and other departments at 
Lingnan. 
The experimental agriculture field included work on paddy rice, 
sugarcane, and maize. In pomology program, papaya, mandarins, 
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oranges and litchees were grown. In the poultry program, the main 
focus was on Leghorn chickens, while in animal husbandry it was white 
and black pigs. Dairy production included Holsteins, and the food-
processing program comprised ice cream, butter making, canning, and 
sugar refining. In sericulture and silk-reeling there was a particularly 
long history of experience and success.   
Within a few years, the College of Agriculture possessed a Field 
Experimentation Station of the southwestern part of the Lingnan 
campus, where trials of Chinese and western vegetables, and of forage 
and pasture crops were conducted. In addition, outside the south gate 
was a tract of approximately one thousand mu for fruits, trees, and crops, 
with large-scale production of the various items. There were four fields 
in the Agricultural College: teaching, experimentation, management, 
and extension work. Its departments were field crops, gardening, animal 
husbandry, sericulture and silk reeling, and agricultural manufacturing. 
In addition, silviculture, veterinary medicine, aquaculture and 
dendrology were also established. The faculty as a whole totaled more 
than thirty members altogether, with over thirty undergraduate students, 
and about one hundred field staff. Lingnan’s middle-school students 
also visited for elective courses, taking two hours of classes weekly. There 
was a short course in sericulture and silk reeling as well, along with a 
three-year vocational program in agriculture, in which more than thirty 
students were enrolled. The Lingnan Annual of 1925 reported that 
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the income of the College of Agriculture’s farm that year totaled over 
80,000 yuan. 
In addition to the above, Mr Cheng Shau-tse, a wealthy merchant of 
the Chao-shan region (later he was elected to the Board of Directors), 
was promoting the development of agriculture, and had established an 
eight-hundred mu orchard in Chaozhou for the cultivation tangerines. 
The tangerines were a superior kind, and all were sweet and juicy. 
Because he had full confidence in Lingnan’s well-regarded education, 
Mr Cheng donated his entire orchard to the school, and thus Lingnan’s 
farm in Chaozhou was established, with Mr Lim Kin-chung in charge. 
Mr Cheng further donated the funds to establish two professorships 
in Agriculture, along with four scholarships providing funding to 
encourage agriculture students to study abroad.
In 1923, Dr Chung travelled once more to Saigon and other towns in 
Indochina, raising 10,000 piastres in donations; he also visited Rangoon, 
raising 36,000 ringgit there. In Singapore, he raised $10,000, and then 
went on to Australia, where he gathered the equivalent of HK $20,000, 
and to New Zealand, where he raised HK $5,000. In this way he 
launched overseas fundraising for an Agricultural University at Lingnan. 

Chapter Eight
A family of three generations
Throughout Lingnan University’s historical evolution, the area of the 
campus expanded, so that the college, middle school, and primary-
level components could all be housed in one location. This feature 
may be described as “three generations living under one roof.” The 
school had many special features. Starting with several dozen students, 
Lingnan expanded to accommodate hundreds and then thousands 
of students.  The students were full of life and enjoyed harmonious 
relations with one another. At the turn of the century, it could be said 
that Lingnan had been established to full scale and an atmosphere of 
flourishing growth was evident. A few members of the school family 
were already eligible for the role of family elders, greatly respected by 
every generation of the “Sons and daughters of the red and gray.” Two 
such figures were particularly outstanding. The first was Mr William 
Grant, who as early as 1895, was elected as a member of the Board of 
Trustees and concurrently as the Board’s Executive Secretary. Mr Grant 
visited the school on two occasions, in 1895 and in 1921, and raised the 
funds for a complete system of running water and water purification for 
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the school. A water tower rose in the sky, and sparkling water spurted 
from a fountain. In his later years, Mr Grant resided in Orange, New 
Jersey, continuing to raise funds among the Friends of Lingnan. He 
and Dr Chung, who at that time was Vice Provost, teamed up in a fund-
raising campaign. Grant sought donations in Orange, while Dr Chung 
raised funds among the women of Guangdong. The two worked to raise 
funds with determined efforts, gathering over 100,000 yuan in their 
joint campaign toward the goal of construction of a palatial residence 
hall for girls. They hastened to complete the construction project in 
1931, in time for students to move in. Dr Chung Wing Kwong was the 
second outstanding figure. Back in 1900, he held the post of Chinese 
Dean at Lingnan. During this period he was promoted to the position 
of Vice Provost. Among the Chinese people, many government leaders, 
influential and prominent members of society, and rural gentry and 
elders, had friendships with Dr Chung dating back many years. As for 
students, they followed him around morning and evening, behaving 
playfully to amuse him like the legendary filial son entertaining his aged 
parents so that they would feel young again. Such interactions explain 
why his life was filled with delight.      
According to educational experts, a person’s character is formed in 
close connection to his environment. In the springtime of their growth, 
the fortunate “sons and daughters of the red and gray” were able to 
roam freely around Lingnan’s vast campus. Taking Dr Chung as a 
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model once again, we see that his life was spent travelling far and wide 
to raise funds and gain cooperation for his outline vision of the Lingnan 
enterprise. His work may be recounted as follows:
The Lingnan campus was endowed with exceptional natural beauty, 
and developed under a succession of government authorities, especially 
during the period of Dr Chung’s presidency. He participated in person, 
starting from scratch and working through difficult circumstances. Dr 
Chung succeeded in converting uneven passages into smooth paths and 
transforming wasteland with flourishing trees. During a period of over 
thirty years he created a magnificent tableau, one of lush green lawns, 
flowers blossoming in the hundreds like brocade, and banyan, camphor, 
an, willow, pine, poplar, lychee and yulan trees. Thick foliage hid the 
sky, and fresh breezes brushed the grass. Majestic buildings clustered 
in various areas, and all were embellished with red bricks and green 
tiles, along with paintings and engravings beneath the eaves, evoking 
ancient styles in a striking and imposing manner. The layout of the 
campus was oriented from south to north, with an elevation of about 
twenty feet above the level of the river bank. Viewed from a distance, 
the campus appeared to slope up and down like Treasure Mountain. 
The total area was about three thousand mu; including the farmland 
associated with Lingnan it reached four thousand mu. On the river bank 
at the northern boundary was a hundred-foot wharf, where “Lingnan 
Universty” was engraved on the face of an arch. The campus extended 
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to Huangpu Road to the south. Here the surrounding walls ended 
and fields and forest lay beyond. Two parallel boulevards crossed the 
campus running from east to west, forming the main borders between 
the campus and neighbouring villages, each over 3,400 feet in length 
and lying a distance of 2,500 feet apart, with various villages on the 
borders. The parallel horizontal roads were joined by small paths. Next 
to the entrance of the campus was the resplendent swimming pool. The 
northwestern athletic field and southeastern athletic field were each six 
hundred feet in diameter. The central quadrangle and the drill ground 
were each five or six mu in size. The sparkling purification pond, engine 
room, Ma Ying-piu Guesthouse, factory, university dormitories, girls’ 
dormitories, and the Lingnan Hospital donated by Lei Fuk-lam were in 
the northern district. The primary school was in the eastern district. In 
the western district were the agricultural experimental fields and the 
dairy farm. Further to the west were college lecture halls, laboratories, 
a dining hall, and the model village for Chinese faculty members (eight 
buildings altogether).  The general office, library, museum, middle 
school classrooms, and residences for western faculty members were in 
the eastern district. Proceeding to the central quadrangle, Swasey Hall 
stands majestically. To the east is Blackstone Lodge, residence of the 
President, the infirmary, Alumni House, and residences for Western 
faculty members. To the west were dormitories for middle school 
students; the Overseas Chinese School and the Sericulture College 
were located further to the south.  In all, there were sixteen large 
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buildings:  Swasey Hall, Grant Hall, Chang Hall, Loke Yew Hall, Ten 
Friends Hall, Zhesheng Hall, Wing Kwong Hall (donated by students), 
Willard Straight Memorial Science Hall, Java Hall, the girls’ residence, 
the primary school’s Assembly Hall, the primary school dormitory, 
and the middle school dormitories. In addition, there were fourteen 
other buildings: Tam Lei-ting Alumni House and the villa residences of 
teaching staff. The workers’ dormitories and canteen, the factory, and 
the shops were in various other locations, all built with donations from 
enthusiastic supporters in China and overseas for the benefit of the 
Lingnan community. 
Below is a diagram of the locations of the buildings on the Lingnan 
Campus in 1935.
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Dr Chung was tireless in his efforts to raise construction funds among 
Chinese donors. In addition to material concerns, he rigorously 
nurtured students’ spiritual growth. Therefore student life was able 
to develop following this principle, becoming increasingly vibrant. 
Lingnan University’s “red and gray spirit” (red and gray were chosen 
as the colours of the school flag) was based on the Christian spirit. The 
students’ potential was cultivated in a gradual silent process, just as 
though they lived in a new and fresh-air atmosphere. Expressing this in 
the phrases of the day, they followed tenets such as: “Honesty is the best 
policy,” “It is better to serve than to be served,” “Love thy neighbor as 
thyself,” “Collective cooperation,” “Self-respect and respect for others,” 
“Good character is national salvation,” “Independent innovation,” 
“Follow the will of the majority,” “Comply with discipline,” “Lingnan 
is one family,” “Do not be selfish,” and “For God, for Country, and for 
Lingnan.” Student life followed these guidelines, approaching ever 
more closely to and actualizing these standards of truth, virtue, and 
beauty. To learn is to practise what one has learned at the same time. 
Practice also depended on the many students’ collective organizations 
and activities on the campus. The following is a list of the various 
activities in which improved results were achieved day by day.  
The Lingnan Students’ YMCA naturally became a centre for the YMCA 
movement. The advantage of the YMCA movement was that it was not 
bound by the organizational restrictions of the church. It advocated 
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the New Life Movement, promoting moral, intellectual, and physical 
education, and teaching altruistic service and social reform. Every 
year, the Lingnan Students’ YMCA held an assembly to recruit new 
members, nominating Dr Chung and other faculty members to head 
their campaigns and take the lead in public pledges to the association’s 
goals. These ceremonies were solemn and extremely orderly. The school 
authorities assigned a treasurer to take care of finances; annual current 
expenses were funded by donations, which amounted to over 10,000 yuan. 
The General Secretary of the YMCA of Lingnan was specially appointed by 
the YMCA Board. In 1917, Kaan Yau-man, BA, became General Secretary 
after returning from his studies in the United States to teach at Lingnan. 
Mr Kaan was a person of great all-round talent, who filled student life with 
joyful activities. At that time Benson Fong was President of the students’ 
YMCA; later on Mr Lei Sze-ying succeeded Kaan as Secretary, and just as 
Cao Cao followed the example of the ancient Han Premier Xiao He, Lei 
also made many contributions. The Presidents, Vice-presidents and even 
section heads were all elected in a democratic manner, while as many 
as fifty or sixty volunteers assisted in fostering leadership for the sake of 
future society. Each of the college and municipal YMCA branches along 
with the national YMCA were closely linked. The national YMCA held 
its annual National Convention at Lingnan in 1922, with the theme of 
“Personal Character for National Salvation,” which was posted on the 
right-hand wall of Swasey Hall (1915). The various service projects of the 
Lingnan Students’ YMCA operated concurrently throughout the year; 
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they included Bible study sessions, prayer meetings, discussion groups, and 
lectures. At the beginning of each school year, new students were greeted, 
received orientation, and were provided with a handbook. In those years, 
the most successful planned activities were: (1) Sunday evening prayer 
meetings, when all gathered in the beautiful light of the sunset, casual and 
carefree, to sing hymns and worship, followed by self-serve refreshments 
offered by faculty members’ wives in turns. (2) Recreation nights on 
Saturday evenings. Here the YMCA members and class groups would 
perform. In those days, even though the actors were all male, there were 
dazzling performances of big-drum opera scenes by Kwok Lam-shong, 
the martial arts performer, by Yeung Sheen-mei, actor of female opera 
roles, by dramatic actors Mok Wai-yin and Chung Po, by Mok Hong-sze, 
actor of female roles, by violinists Xian Xinghai and Wei Hung-cheung, 
pianists Wong Man-hsing and Lei Yiu-sun, and flautists Lei Kwong-cheuk 
and Ng Pak-hsing. Yet these were just a few of many talented performers. 
The Saturday evening performances attracted full-house audiences from 
the city, as people crossed the river like fish and swarmed around the 
entrance even after curtain call.  (3) Lingnan Youth（嶺南青年報）. This 
complimentary weekly publication was published every Saturday morning. 
It was about four pages or six thousand words long; a thousand copies 
were printed and distributed to the students so that each could take a 
copy when they returned to their homes for the weekend. The contents 
included opinion pieces, articles on special topics, fiction, short pieces, 
school news and other columns. It was first published in 1913, with Kaan 
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Yau-man as editor. Those serving as general editors later included Wu Kai-
yin, Ho Ting-chu, Fung Kut-shau, Cheng Ping-kwong, and Yeung Wah-yat. 
Ko Koon-tin, Chan Shao-paak, Nin Shing-hoi, Yeung Hok-ling and other 
gentlemen contributed their calligraphy to the cover. (4) Village services 
and voluntary education. Every Sunday, preaching teams went out to 
nearby villages to make speeches and pay home visits. They were known 
as “student teachers” and taught at the evening school for apprentices. 
In Phoenix Village they set up two free schools, named “Charity care” 
and “Evening twilight.” At that time the enthusiastic volunteer teachers 
included Au Bing-chiu, Leung Hing-ching, Tse Chiu-kit, Chan Man-chu, 
Tse Tin-sik, Wong Pui-sang, Ng Pak-hsing, Chui Sik-ling, Yu Shui-yiu, Yeung 
King-chun, Chan Kwei-sang, Hung Ko-wong, Tso Iu, Wu Shu-wing, and 
Yeung Po-lo. 
The Lingnan Students’ Self-Government Association (or the Student 
Union) was another important organization. It consisted of a 
representative assembly and a committee, which took care of the two 
aspects of administration and academic matters (research, publication, 
recreation and athletics). It defined the student code of conduct and 
prescribed a system of penalties. Every person whose behaviour in the 
classroom was incorrect, whose language was coarse, who engaged in 
bullying, was disruptive of order, making noise or skipping classes, would 
be subject to communal judgement. Fines paid to the treasurer of the 
association in cases of misconduct in which penalties were imposed were 
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set between ten cents and fifty cents. (5) The Dining Hall Association. 
The Dining Hall services were contracted out to caterers to supply the 
food. The association’s student president was nicknamed “Emperor of the 
Dining Hall.” The Association was concerned with purchasing supplies and 
supervising the weights, selection of items for the menu, and supervision 
of the operations; the surplus funds remaining after food supplies were 
purchased had the nickname “Customs surplus.” They were called the 
“food surplus,” and were retained to hold a celebratory banquet. In those 
days the enthusiastic officers of the association included Chan Fu-Cheung 
and Lei Ying-lam; later there were Wong Pui-sang, Leung Meng-chai, Lei 
Po-tung, Wei Shui-sang, and Yip Leung-choi.  
The Lingnan Alumni Association served as an organization for former 
students. Chapters of the association were established in various places. 
At the time of this writing, former Lingnan students are scattered 
around the world, numbering over 10,000 persons. Not only are 
they ministers, teachers, physicians, lawyers, technicians, artists, and 
industrialists, there are also a few prominent government officials 
among them. They all uphold the mission and goals of Lingnan 
education, resolved to serve as pillars of society. Moreover, they hold 
their alma mater deep in their hearts, returning every year to participate 
for a full day and evening on Alumni Day. With clasped hands, they 
talk about the past, or reminisce in chats about their old school days 
with Uncle Peng, caretaker of the No 1 Dormitory. In addition to the 
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election of officers, the association discusses alumni affairs, tasks that 
should be undertaken, and recreational get-togethers and dinners. 
Those who served as President of the Lingnan Alumni Association over 
the years included Tsin Shue-fan, Y. L. Lin, Wu Kai-yin, Ms Law Yau-
tsit, Chan Shiu-cheung, Kaan Yau-man, Tsang Yan-tao, and Yeung Wah-
yat. Publications of the association included the Alumni Newsletter, a 
periodical, and the directory of alumni addresses.  
In Lingnan’s academic clubs, teachers and students and scholars from 
every country cooperated with a great deal of success. The best-known 
was the publication of the Science Club, the English-language Science 
Journal with its up-to-date contents. Each issue had seven hundred pages, 
several dozen photographic plates, and several dozen articles, covering 
subjects such as geography, botany, agriculture, and public health. It 
circulated widely, reaching subscribers in forty-three countries. Other 
publications included the Semi-annual Journal of Agriculture, the Southern 
Wind Arts Weekly, the Agriculture Monthly, the Overseas Chinese Bi-monthly, 
and occasional papers on research in economics. Later various other 
academic clubs sprang up like bamboo shoots after rain, including the 
Chinese Literature Club, the English Literature Club, the Education 
Club, the Sociology Club, the Political Science Club, the Economics 
Club, and the Medical Studies Club. 
Lingnan students valued both intellectual and physical education. When 
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attending classes they were diligent in their studies and after classes 
they liked to take part in sports. This was called “moving one’s brains 
and working one’s muscles and bones to build a complete person.” As 
for athletics at the school, countless playgrounds and ball courts were 
dispersed across the campus like stars in the sky or pieces on a chessboard, 
enough to accommodate large numbers of players. Every evening as the 
sun set in the west, there were matches between teachers and students. 
Shouts and yells filled the air and dust was stirred up by everyone’s 
exertions to achieve victory. Baseball, tennis, basketball, football and 
swimming were all fully-equipped. There were also swims across the Pearl 
River and long-distance running around the perimeter of the campus, 
along with horseback riding beneath the Pagang pagoda. There was also 
walking in ordinary dress (nicknamed “guerilla combat”). Every student was 
expected to engage in outdoor activity, experiencing immersion in nature. 
Recall that the swimming pool was opened in 1915, the Eastern Athletic 
Field in 1917, and the Western Athletic Field in 1922. For these, teachers 
and students alike had shouldered spades and excavated the earth, 
cooperating in construction work which was warmly admired. Surrounding 
the football fields was a 440-yard track, along with complete facilities for 
the high jump, long jump, shot-put and javelin throwing.  During the 
year, there were many intra-mural games, and at the school-wide athletic 
meet, each student who had not been selected as a team member would 
watch and cheer, having a great time rooting for the contestants. At that 
time, Tong Fook-cheung, a football player from the South China Athletic 
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Association in Hong Kong, came to the school to contribute his expertise. 
He was not only an English instructor, but also vigorously organized the 
Lingnan Football team, creating heroes such as “crazy horse,” “fat boy,” 
“charcoal,” “rice-sack,” and “darky Lung.” Teams from the University of 
Hong Kong and St Paul’s were invited to matches at Lingnan, becoming 
friendly in the course of return matches. In those days the Athletic Club 
bestowed special privileges as a way to encourage the athletes. Thus the 
selected players could enjoy an additional three fried eggs at their meals, 
or even as many as six eggs per meal, and would receive double portions of 
each side dish they ordered. Thus the high-spirited athletes won successive 
championships from the second Guangdong Provincial Games onward, 
and also were among the national candidates and teams competing in the 
Far Eastern Games in Manila and Tokyo.  In athletics and swimming, there 
were Lingnan boys such as Tang Tso-yum, Ng Kow-tsit, Kwong Sum-yeung, 
Tong Fook-cheung, Fung Siu-cheung, Leung Mo-yeung, Liu Ching-sun, 
Lei Cheuk-po, Yeung Sik-cheung, Wu Yu-heng, Tso Iu, and Wei Chak-sang, 
In the victory homecoming celebration, they displayed gold medals on 
their chests. Some even filled Palmer’s Biscuit tins with their collections of 
medals. Bravo! Bravo!
Music at Lingnan University was outstanding. It reached such a high 
level that after one of its symphonic assemblies harmonious sound would 
reverberate for days in the ears of listeners like the many-hued tones of 
nature. Among the foreign teachers, Mrs Groff and Mrs Graybill would 
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sing wonderful duets, and G. C. Griggs had a loud and resonant voice 
like a pealing bell. Among the female students Lei Wai-hing, Lei Wai-
cheun, and Wong Man-sing played the piano like smooth streams flowing 
downhill and the roaring of stampeding horses. Among the boys Xian 
Xinghai and Wei Hung-cheung played the violin, stretching the high and 
low tones. Ho Tin-fu and Ng Hin-chiu played the xylophone with rapid 
leaps like a running rabit and descents like a swooping crane. The students 
were trained to perform impromptu whenever invited, in preparation 
for entry to music academies after graduation. As a result Lingnan’s 
choir became known for the high standard of its program, both in scope 
and quality, and a student orchestra was organized as well. Ray E. Baber, 
a physical training instructor, directed Lingnan’s brass band together 
with Law Wai-kin. Each of these two student corps had more than twenty 
members, creating heroic sound. When playing at charity benefits and in 
parades, they would be sure to receive tremendous applause. 
There was more: there would have been something missing if student 
life at Lingnan had not included military training. In addition to the 
formation of a Boy Scout unit, the student corps usually formed two 
infantry companies. Not only did they wear smart uniforms and carry 
polished wooden rifles and bayonets (following the style of the West 
Point Military Academy), but they also marched in precise formation 
in exercising their well-practiced drills. Military inspections were held 
every Friday. The commandant, Sun Hung, would mount a podium and 
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direct the drills as bugle calls signaled rapid maneuvers and changes 
in formation. These exercises enhanced the students’ attitude of 
heroic virtue, raising them to manhood. In every flag-raising and flag-
lowering ceremony, everyone stood solemnly, stirred by strong patriotic 
sentiment. But as the school entered the collegiate stage, there was 
no longer enrolment in the student corps, because the students were 
all too fond of lives of freedom. Furthermore, after Lingnan became 
coeducational, it was unavoidable that there were more social activities, 
and a greater emphasis on academic study.
Finally, in those years the students enjoyed a popular pastime, called 
“story-telling.” After a notice had been posted, an attentive audience of 
young and old would congregate on the doorsteps of Swasey Hall. The 
narratives were swift and exciting, captivating the listeners. They would 
boo if a speaker made an unreasonable statement. One of the popular 
master story-tellers was Wan Iu-bun, who recounted tales by Arsène 
Lupin; another master was Kam Nai-kwong, who recounted fantasies. 
He would continue his tales in weekly instalments, each time leaving 
listeners in suspense and eager to hear the next episode. This reflected 
how Lingnanners were young at heart. 
These various student activities all remain as clear as if they had taken 
place just yesterday. Without Dr Chung’s instruction, encouragement 
and wise guidance, how could we have enjoyed such happy times?  
Chapter Nine
Flourishing growth
Dr Chung was always thinking about ways to extend Lingnan’s fine 
traditions to other places, and seeking to attract talented young people 
to Guangzhou for direct entrance to the studies on the main campus. 
Following the principle of mutual benefit, it seemed fitting to establish 
branch campuses so that the educationalists trained at the main campus 
would thereby have job prospects. He hoped that once the branch 
schools had prospered and begun to earn surpluses, they would be able 
to compensate the alma mater, thus quickly expanding the university’s 
scale. 
Dr Chung also considered the critical view that Lingnan provided 
education for the social elite to be unfounded. This was because private 
schools were obliged to charge tuition, and were necessarily dependent 
on students from families with means. If students were not responsible 
for tuition fees, then the school’s income would be in arrears and 
Lingnan would thus be unable to survive. To reduce tuition fees and 
expand enrolments extravagantly would inevitably have negative effects 
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on the quality of the teaching staff and facilities. The only solution was 
full enrolments in the middle school and primary school, along with 
immediate extension to other locations. Although Lingnan would 
rather have been able to increase its number of tuition-free enrolments 
in consideration of students who had excellent records but came from 
poor families, Lingnan’s principles of operation could not easily be 
sacrificed. 
As described in an earlier chapter, the Overseas Chinese School was one 
of the types of schools founded by Lingnan.
The affiliated middle school was the original predecessor of the 
university, and was also called a preparatory program, which was 
formally established as a middle school with a five-year program. 
Not long afterward, the school changed to the four-year system, and 
was finally established as a junior-middle and senior-middle six-year 
program. Those who served the longest at the school were Principal 
Graybill and the Dean of Students, Sun Hung. Mr Graybill’s scholarship 
and experience were both extensive. His Mastery of English achieved 
rapid results and was the most popular textbook at the time. In 1926, Mr 
Graybill applied for permission to retire and return to the United States. 
He was succeeded in his important post by alumnus Ho Yam-tong.
After Sun Hung resigned, he was succeeded by Tsang Chiu-sam and 
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then by Lai Shau-bun.  In addition, Chan Man-chu and Yeung Chung-
kwong worked as head teachers of the affiliated middle school. The 
other teachers included Kwok Man-bun, Lei Man-kee, Chan Yee-king, 
Chu Tse-ban, Auyeung Chun, and Hui Po-chiu. Enrolment at the 
middle school rose to over four hundred students. Thus before the anti-
Japanese war, plans had been drawn up to build a new campus for the 
middle school on a tract of two hundred mu in the eastern district of the 
campus. 
The affiliated primary school was founded in 1908 by the young 
alumnus Szeto Wai and formally inaugurated in 1911. Over the 
succeeding years, six buildings in all were built on the middle and the 
left side of the site, including the Assembly Hall and classrooms. In later 
periods, Yeung Kwok-chuen and Lei Tung-ching were the head teachers, 
succeeded later by Wu Siu-to, former Dean of Students, and enrolment 
exceeded four hundred students. 
The affiliated school in the West Gate district of Guangzhou was headed 
for many years by Ho Hung-ping, and over three hundred students were 
enrolled. 
The Hong Kong branch school was founded in February 1922, and was 
headed by Szeto Wai, who obtained the assistance of former students 
Chan Chau-on, Chan Fu-cheung, Lau Kwei-cheuk, and the wealthy 
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businessmen Lam Woo, Lei Che-chung, and Mok Kon-sang, along with 
Dr Ng Tin-po, who sponsored the school. The teachers included Yeung 
Yuk-shu, Cheuk Yau-hang, and Wong Yu-hang. The school moved three 
times. Its first location was Brockwood Terrace, and from there it moved 
to Fung Fai Terrace. Its final location was on Stubbs Road. The site of 
about 8,000 square feet in size was purchased in 1933. There were sixty-
six students, and their number increased to two hundred and ninety-
seven. Alumni Chan Yu-yui and Chien Nai-hsin later served as principals 
of the school.
The Yangzheng School in Singapore was set up by the Cantonese Clan 
Association with the support of Dr Chung, who sent alumnus Lam Iu-
cheung to serve as principal. Organized in 1918, it was established in 
1922, and is still operating today. In 1933, alumnus Ko Koon-tin was 
sent to Singapore to set up a Lingnan branch school with a student 
enrolment of over two hundred.   Ko Wai-tit, Lung Hok-fan, Lei Muk-
lung and other alumni helped in this venture.
The Shanghai branch school was located in the Gaochang Temple 
in Shanghai’s Jiangwan district. In 1928, it sought to acquire its own 
property through Principal Szeto Wai, with sponsors including Soong 
Ch’ing-ling, Kwong Fu-cheuk, Chan Bing-him, Law Kun-sam, Wu Yiu-
ting, and Tang Chung-leung, along with alumni Ma Man-gap, Kwok 
Lam-shong, Kwok Tai-wut, and Wu Luen-tak. Alumni Lei Yam-lung, 
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Wan Yuen-yan, and Hung Ko-wong served as teachers.  During the war, 
the principal was Lei Yam-lung and there were one hundred and fifty 
students.  
The Macao branch school was founded in 1937. Alumni Szeto Wai, Law 
Chok-cheung, Lei Tung-ching, and Lai Cho-kam served as principals. 
It was first set up in Luke Garden, and then a villa on Wangyang East 
mountain was purchased. It was sponsored by influential local people 
including Lau Shui-tong, Cheung Tse-kwong, and Ho Yin. Alumni 
including Lei Hung-fan and Chow Man-kong served as teachers, and 
the students numbered about three hundred. 
The branch school in Haikou on Hainan Island was founded in 1929 by 
Wan Iu-bun, with the sponsorship of a local influential person, Wong 
Keung. Wan was succeeded by alumnus Leung Tai-pang and by Yeung 
Kwok-chuen. There were over one hundred students. 
The branch school in Saigon was founded by Kwok Wai-tong and 
sponsored by alumni Chau But, Lam Meng-kit, and Lau Cho. There 
were over two hundred students. Alumni who assisted in this venture 
included Lei Kwan-lam and Szeto Kwong. 
In addition, alumnus Ma Ting-wai in Rangoon and alumnus Auyeung 
Sai-chun in the Philippines also made plans to found branch schools. 
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According to postwar records on the source of Lingnan’s new students, 
most of the more than 1,300 undergraduates had transferred from 
affiliated schools after passing a qualifying examination. On the basis 
of the numbers of students they recommended, the schools may be 
listed as follows: Lingnan’s affiliated middle school, Pui Ching, Pui Ying, 
Pui To, Wah Ying, True Light, Hip Wo, Che Yung, Ling Ying, the First 
Municipal Middle School, Wah Yan, Kwong Nga, Lingnan’s branch 
school in Saigon, Sacred Heart, the affiliated Overseas Chinese School, 
and Saint Paul’s. In this record we can see how Lingnan flourished in 
accordance with Dr Chung’s ambitions. 
Chapter Ten
Footprints across the Americas 
(1924-1926)
Back in the late nineteenth century, when Chinese workers streamed to 
the west coast of America to build the railroad, their numbers reached 
several hundred thousand. By 1904, the United States Exclusion Act had 
led to episodes of violent anti-Chinese attacks in California. This caused 
the United States Immigration Bureau to stop distinguishing between 
merchants, students, and laborers entering the country. All were treated 
harshly. As for those Chinese who had settled in the United States, 
because their family members were separated and their opportunities 
for work were limited, some led dissolute lives, even engaging in the evil 
trend of conflicts among gangs known as Tongs. Therefore white people 
looked down on them. Thanks to the work of Ambassador Wu Ting-fang 
(Lingnan alumnus Tsin Shue-fan served as his secretary), who was able to 
intervene with timely guidance and restore good relations, the overseas 
Chinese gradually became unified, and made continual progress. They 
organized a general Chinese Association, and a General Chamber of 
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Commerce through the clan organizations and the ties of friendship 
in every city where they resided. From the clan level up through the 
village and district level, occupational guilds and clubs were established, 
along with different halls and branches of the Guomindang Party. 
This facilitated the arbitration of disputes and mutual assistance, and 
eventually raised the reputation and standing of the Chinese living in the 
United States, as they engaged in legitimate businesses and improved 
their lives, thus reflecting considerable glory on their motherland.  
Dr Chung’s advocacy of the return of sons and daughters of the overseas 
Chinese for education in China was in accordance with the deeply-felt 
wishes of older generation of Chinese abroad, and thus received their 
strong support. As parents sent their sons and daughters to China to 
enroll in the esteemed institution of Lingnan, the Overseas Chinese 
School and Lingnan itself would enroll students at the appropriate levels, 
and the enrolment of overseas Chinese students increased continuously. 
As brothers and cousins entered in groups and studied together, a lively 
atmosphere for the pursuit of learning was created. Among them, the 
former students Benson Fong, Tang Tso-yum and Tam Woo, extended 
their endeavours one after another. Because of their popularity, they 
became leaders among the overseas Chinese, supporting not only their 
alma mater, but also serving the nation as representatives at the National 
Congress. Among their lifelong voluntary activities, Benson Fong and 
Tang Tso-yum were unforgettable for the help they provided to Lingnan 
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alumni who went to the United States for further study. Without concern 
for whether students were at a senior or junior level, as long as they were 
in San Francisco these two gentlemen would be seen providing their 
personal assistance, effectively taking care of everything. When someone 
was departing from the United States, it would be the same. Truly one 
could not have found better Santa Claus figures for Lingnan. 
To carry out the plan to expand the College of Agriculture, Dr Chung 
and Professor Chan Tsap-ng made a fund-raising trip to the Americas in 
the summer of 1924 as representatives of Lingnan University. Professor 
Chan assumed responsibility for visiting North America, while Dr Chung 
handled visits to Central and South America. Travelling separately, they 
furthered the endeavour together. In North America, Professor Chan 
Tsap-ng and Mr Lei Che-shau were the leaders, receiving extraordinary 
assistance from Benson Fong and Tang Tso-yum. Because of an important 
matter, Dr Chung hastened to San Francisco from Hawaii for discussions 
with Professor Chan and the Lingnan alumni. The alumni held a banquet 
to welcome Dr Chung when he arrived. At the reception, Dr Chung 
reminded alumnus Tang Tso-yum to meet him for breakfast at a certain 
café at seven o’clock the next morning to discuss some important business. 
When Mr Tang accordingly arrived at the appointment Dr Chung began 
to speak earnestly, telling him: “A day’s important plans are carried out 
in the morning, and a year’s important work is done in the early months. 
This is true in dealing with plans of any sort in this life, yet our meeting 
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early this morning, has another deeper intention. I wish to talk to you 
about Lingnan affairs, and about the responsibilities of alumni to the 
alma mater. In this refreshing early morning air, this ought to leave you 
with a deep and indelible impression. Please try to understand these 
points: 1) The various buildings constructed on the Lingnan campus 
during the first phase, including Martin Hall, Grant Hall, Swasey Hall 
and many dormitories, were all built with contributions from friends 
in the United States. For this we shall be forever grateful. 2) It is logical 
that buildings constructed during the second phase of construction at 
Lingnan should be built with funds from Chinese donors, as we have 
begun to promote fund-raising. The targets of our efforts have been 
persons devoted to education, especially the parents of Lingnan students. 
As for promotional announcements beforehand, we have already carried 
out this task, and we hope it proves to be fruitful. (He was referring 
to the later construction of Loke Yew Hall and Ten Friends’ Hall.) 
3) For assistance in construction at Lingnan during the third phase, 
we will rely on the fact that during the twenty years since Lingnan was 
established, quite a few alumni have already established themselves 
financially and are thus able to provide more support than others. 
4). Lingnan University is in need of a permanent fund, and we are 
attempting to promote this among the alumni. The whole body of the 
alumni must assume responsibility for this fund-raising mission, to pave the 
way for our grand plan for one hundred years. Looking at the renowned 
private universities of the United States, such as Stanford University on the 
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west coast, and Columbia on the east coast, we see that all were established 
with full endowments, and thus have had no need to worry. Therefore 
their educational standards are maintained at the highest level. We can 
take them as a model for Lingnan.” Dr Chung continued, saying: “There 
is also a matter that concerns you personally; the footprints of Lingnan 
graduates have scattered across the globe. In principle, at the very least 
there must be a portion of these who are able to return to serve their 
alma mater. I wonder whether you will be able to return at this time? If 
your circumstances do not yet allow you to do so, nonetheless you ought 
to make a resolution now, in anticipation of your retirement, to return to 
Lingnan to take up a responsible position, in return for a token salary of 
one yuan a year. You may take responsibility for publicity, or for taking part 
in gathering funds or alumni affairs, choosing as you wish; any one of these 
duties would be appropriate.” When he had finished speaking, the two 
shook hands in warm accord. To this day, Tang Tso-yum has been constant 
in abiding by Dr Chung’s teachings. 
For the General Chinese Association of San Francisco, Dr Chung was 
like their motherland’s chief of educational affairs, rich in experience 
of administering education. Therefore they organized a welcoming 
reception especially to greet Dr Chung’s arrival from afar for the 
purpose of fund-raising on behalf of the Agricultural University. 
Dr Chung delivered a speech on this occasion. In the speech, he 
discussed the problem that China’s ordinary people were lacking in 
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general knowledge, while the nation was in need of trained personnel. 
Therefore it was necessary to advance popular education and 
specialized training at the same time. As he explained further, according 
to a survey by the Chinese Educational Reform Association in 1922, 
that in all of China there were 1,375 schools at the post-secondary level 
(providing education of personnel), and 26,447 professors, along with 
269,108 students. Including the missionary schools in these numbers, 
their expenses totaled 30,761,242 yuan. Because of the turmoil of a 
succession of civil wars, public revenues had dried up, seriously affecting 
schools founded by the government. As a result of the shortage of 
funds, instruction had been suspended in eight post-secondary schools 
in Beijing, along with seven in Guangdong.  In their place, education 
became reliant on the schools founded by foreigners to help out. 
The schools run by foreigners in China, such as the Japanese schools 
of southern Manchuria, inevitably have their political significance. 
According to the survey, the British, American, German, and French 
mission schools are mainly based on Protestant Salvationist doctrine, 
transmitting Western culture while at the same time preserving 
Eastern culture. During the past several decades, China’s diplomats 
and democratic leaders have all been the products of mission schools. 
Because of this, the senior persons in China’s educational field are 
pleased to cooperate with the mission schools.
Following the welcoming reception, the Chinese and Western 
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newspapers of San Francisco also published the following excerpt of 
another speech by Dr Chung:
“This evening at this gathering, I give many thanks to our host (Benson 
Fong), and even more thanks to all my other fellow countrymen who are 
in attendance and making concerted efforts to raise funds for a College 
of Agriculture at Lingnan. This is truly fortuitous for the farming people 
of our ancestral homes in Guangdong. Today the turbulence in China 
has become extreme, but before we talk about national salvation, we 
should first discuss rescuing Guangdong: during the past ten years or 
so, as the cost of living has becoming higher by the day, incomes have 
remained limited, and the farming families in particular have suffered as 
a result. Lingnan University is based in the Honam area of Guangzhou; 
there are seventy-two villages on the entire island of Honam, and the 
neighbouring villages have been reduced to eating coarse rice and low-
quality salted fish; their clothing is tattered, and their dwellings are dirty 
and cramped. With such poverty existing even so close to the provincial 
capital, conditions in the other districts can easily be imagined. The 
agricultural land administered by Lingnan in Chaozhou comprises many 
“deserted villages,” from which over one million people have emigrated 
to Siam. The majority of the ordinary people of Guangdong are poor. By 
what means can they be assisted? The only way is to improve agriculture. 
Among the people of Guangdong, over eighty percent are engaged 
in agriculture. Many of the old methods of tilling and cultivating can 
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still be used, such as excavation work for irrigation and drainage, and 
the cutting and grafting of mulberry boughs. If the old experience is 
to be preserved while new knowledge is added, then we must have an 
Agricultural University. For example, the value of Guangdong’s exports 
of silk to the west was formerly over 90 million yuan annually, but since 
the adoption of weaving, has totaled less than 900,000 yuan. Moreover, a 
survey of silkworm hatching stations has shown that the number of paper 
sheets used for the eggs reached a peak of 6 million sheets, but with the 
collapse of silkworm breeding, people have been reduced to selling their 
daughters and mortgaging their homes. Lingnan’s College of Agriculture 
consequently produced improved egg-hatching sheets, and the farmers 
of Nanhai and Shunde were delighted to adopt them. Regarding the 
employment of students, after they have graduated, those whose fathers 
and older brothers have capital may be able to cultivate ten thousand 
mu, and keep herds of a thousand head of cattle. Those with less capital 
to invest will also be able to cultivate vegetables and raise chickens to 
make their living. All this should be brought to the attention of those 
engaged in education. (The text of the speech included points about 
the organization of agricultural education, financing and government 
support; as this part has been mentioned in an earlier chapter, it has 
been omitted here). At the time of my departure from Guangdong, the 
Board of the Agricultural University had already raised 780,000 yuan of 
the estimated budget for the establishment of the Agricultural University, 
leaving a further 1,750,000 yuan in funds remaining to be raised. On this 
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occasion, Chan Tsap-ng and I have been sent to the United States by the 
Board of Directors, along with Mr Lei Che-shau to assist with the fund-
raising. The goal is to raise US$ 500,000 dedicated for the establishment 
of an autonomous and self-reliant Agricultural University at Lingnan. 
The accounts of income and expenditures will be handled by the 
Treasurer of the Board of Directors, namely Mr Lei Yuk-tong of the Bank 
of Canton in Hong Kong. Accompanied by Koo Kwai-fan, a graduate of 
the College of Agriculture at Lingnan, within a few days I will leave to 
investigate agricultural conditions in South America, while continuing to 
raise funds. Mr Chan and Mr Lei have also sought the assistance of our 
countrymen residing in the United States and Canada. We hope that the 
venture will be introduced widely by you honourable gentlemen.”
On May 27, 1925, Dr Chung wrote a letter to the Chinese faculty and 
students of Lingnan University from Havana, Cuba, in which he stated: 
“In August last year, I travelled along the coast of the Pacific Ocean 
southward from Panama, and in January this year, I have travelled along 
the Atlantic coast northward to South America, including Brazil, and to the 
West Indies to carry out fund-raising. Having completed this leg of my trip, 
I am now in the capital of Cuba. As my plans for work in Central America, 
Mexico, and North America have not yet been completed, at present I 
cannot yet return to China. Provost James Henry (newly appointed, see 
next chapter) recently came here to meet me for a few days, and will now 
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be on his way back to the campus by way of the United States. When this 
letter reaches you, I think you and he will already have gathered together. 
Before Dr Henry’s departure, our university realized a great opportunity, 
which both western and Chinese faculty and students alike should take in 
close cooperation, so as to develop our alma mater, setting it up as a full-
fledged university in South China. This will make the two words “Ling” 
and “Da” meaningful, matching name and reality. Mr John D. Rockefeller 
Jr (John D. Rockefeller Senior was a petroleum magnate in the United 
States, and years earlier his son had toured Lingnan together with Henry 
Grant, General Secretary of the Board of Trustees of Lingnan College in 
New York), and the Board of Trustees of New York had agreed to commit 
the amount of  US $2,316,000 to Lingnan. Mr Rockefeller contributed 
US $579,000, and the Board of Trustees committed $1,250,000. Chinese 
donors contributed a further sum of about $600,000. This sum of 
$600,000, had been directed since 1922 into the independent operating 
expenses of the Agriculture program, and various building costs and 
contingency costs were also included in this amount. I have decided that 
from today onward, I will continue to carry out these overseas endeavours, 
hoping that the Agricultural University will continue to be provided for 
without interruption. The year before last, we began to raise funds for 
construction of a new women’s residence building, and we very much 
hope that we can persevere in construction of the school, by making all-
out efforts in this venture, aiming at success in raising the large sums 
needed to achieve the goal we have set. Although the sum of $600,000 has 
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been set aside from the funds raised among Chinese donors, which total 
$2,316,000, nonetheless, within our targeted period of time (until January 
1, 1927), we must be able to declare success. On behalf of our country and 
our school, we cannot refuse to do the right thing, and we must seize the 
moment. We must encourage one another’s hopes of success!”
In a letter to the administrative staff at Lingnan around this time, 
Dr Chung directed them to print a university yearbook for publicity 
immediately. In a preface to the yearbook, Secretary Chan On-yan wrote: 
“Lingnan is a leading educational institute of South China; its mission 
is to use the most up-to-date knowledge, and the most correct ethics, in 
order to train young people to become complete persons in service to 
their country and to society. Its particular mission is to use the methods of 
science and lofty ideals to bring about convergence between the cultures 
of west and east, so as to raise the value of our country’s ancient culture.” 
He also wrote: “Dr Chung has left China and travelled thousands of miles, 
and has been doing his utmost to promote Lingnan. He has now sent a 
message from far away, reminding us to compile this yearbook.”
It was not easy for Dr Chung to accomplish the fund-raising for 
construction and operating expenses of the Agricultural University. 
To begin with, the reaction in San Francisco was cool; the cause was 
that someone spread a rumour damaging the effort, so that not only 
did some refuse to donate, but also persuaded others not to do so. 
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According to Chan Tsap-ng’s letter at the time, when he met a certain 
person he was treated coolly. The next time they met the man was 
critical of him, and this was just one of the cases. Fortunately, they 
received the warm-hearted appreciation and assistance from the Board 
of Foreign Missions, and especially from the women members of the 
association. They also received full support from the congregations in 
every town they visited. Overseas Chinese leaders Chan Lok-sang, Wong 
Hak-kan, Tang Sen-sek, Mo Lei-tong, Tsang Sze-chuen, Chan Tun-pok, 
Chan Man-po, Chan Mau-yuet, Chan Chak-man, Chan King-man, Lau 
Chung-hon, Yuen Hop, Lei Yuk-lan, Lei Sing-ting, Wong Bik-chuen, 
Lei Yau-foon, and Yue Tin-man all personally accompanied Dr Chung, 
making introductions and planning as they reached small and large 
towns throughout the western United States and Canada. Their publicity 
work included raising long red banners, making announcements in the 
newspapers, and reporting the itinerary of the fund-raising personnel. 
They pointed out that agriculture was an important enterprise affecting 
the national livelihood of the Chinese people. They also explained 
that the Lingnan Agricultural University would be entirely Chinese-
managed. In addition, they employed the actors of the Renshou 
Nian opera company to perform, selling honourary tickets, and at 
the same time there were motion picture shows of the scenery of the 
Guangdong capital city and life on the Lingnan campus to arouse the 
fond sentiments of the overseas Chinese regarding their home villages. 
The donations of individual overseas Chinese ranged from fifty dollars 
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to one hundred and even five hundred dollars each. If anyone made a 
donation of a thousand dollars, he was awarded the opportunity to send 
a son or younger brother to the school to study tuition-free until he had 
finished either primary school or middle school. 
As for the fund-raising in Central and South America, Dr Chung 
went south in August 1924, travelling along the Pacific Coast through 
Panama, Ecuador, Peru, and Chile, and afterward travelling northward 
along the Atlantic coast, through Argentina and Brazil, and then 
through British, French and Dutch Guiyana, Trinidad, Jamaica and 
Cuba. He visited each capital city and the major towns where overseas 
Chinese were settled. The next year he returned by way of New York and 
visited seventeen cities in the eastern United States, receiving sincere 
support and utmost efforts. His fund-raising was supported by Leung 
Cho-cheung, Wong Chan-fong, Mui Chung-chau, and Chan Hung-fong, 
who were the leaders of the overseas Chinese of those places.  
When Dr Chung passed through Hawaii during his travels, he promoted 
fund-raising for the Agricultural University, and afterwards received 
donations amounting to more than US $14,000. 
Toward the end of 1924, Mr Chan Chap-ng received a telegram from 
Dr Chung requesting that he hasten to complete the fund-raising work 
in eastern Canada. In January 1925, he went to New York to travel back 
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to China by ship together with Dr Chung. Mr Chan proposed that they 
should urgently complete collections of the donations pledged in North 
America, and then depart from New York. At this time Mr Benson Fong 
was acting just like a communications centre, and spared no efforts 
in encouraging collection of the pledges. Consequently, Mr Chan 
returned first in February 1925, while Dr Chung stayed on in New York. 
Because of the series of incidents taking place at the Lingnan campus in 
Guangzhou, Dr Chung received repeated urgent telegrams urging him 
to hurry back. He did not wish to break off his mission halfway, however, 
wishing to continue his work in Mexico and Central America. Later 
the situation compelled him to return, and at last he arrived back at 
Lingnan on June 25. As his boat docked at the campus, several hundred 
teachers and students crowded along the river bank to welcome Dr 
Chung’s return from his arduous yet successful journey. Everyone was 
deeply respectful and moved by his successful travels totaling several 
tens of thousands of miles. 
To summarize, the achievements in fund-raising of Dr Chung and Mr 
Chan were clearly very significant. They had raised funds amounting to 
US $200,000 in all in the northern and southern halves of the Americas. 




In 1923, Dr Edmunds resigned from the position of Provost of Lingnan 
University, and returned to New York to serve as Executive Director 
of the Board of Trustees at that time. He later became President of 
Pomona College. He was succeeded by Dr James Henry. Dr Henry was 
the son of Benjamin Henry, Provost during the early years. Sixteen years 
younger than Dr Chung, he had been born and raised in Guangzhou, 
and was therefore a fluent Chinese speaker and could read some 
Chinese as well. Thus he was completely familiar with Chinese culture 
and customs.  Returning to China after completing his education in the 
United States, Henry held teaching positions at Union and Pui Ying 
Middle Schools for ten years’ time, and then joined Lingnan in 1919. 
In 1924, he received an honourary doctorate in the United States, and 
was appointed as Provost of Lingnan University. At the same time it was 
announced that Dr Chung would serve as Associate President. There 
was always a western female secretary in the Provost’s Office, while 
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Tang Fook-cheung served as the Chinese-language secretary.  Three 
secretaries worked in the Office of the Associate President: Ko Koon-
tin, Chan On-yan, and Lei Hei-bun. Chinese people always referred to 
Dr Chung as President, viewing the western Provost and the Chinese 
President as equals. 
The Provost received directions on handling affairs at Lingnan from 
the Board of Trustees, and consulted the Administrative Committee, 
also called the Executive Department, before making a final decision. 
The Administrative Committee was composed of the heads of the 
departments and colleges and individual faculty members who had 
been elected as representatives. In addition, the Accounting Bureau and 
the Academic Affairs Bureau managed relevant matters.  Nonetheless, 
the university’s academic program, appointment of faculty, and student 
registration were all managed by the Dean of Academic Affairs. 
The political situation was turbulent in South China during the years 
from 1921 to 1926, as a succession of incidents occurred. There was a 
serious impact on teaching at Lingnan. The events may be summarized 
as follows: In May 1921, the National Assembly elected a President. 
President and Commander-in-Chief Sun Yatsen then went to Kweilin 
to lead a Northern Expedition. In 1922, when Chen Chiongming 
rebelled and attacked the Presidential Headquarters, President Sun 
was forced to flee on the Wing Fung gunboat. In 1923, the Yunnan 
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and Guizhou armies under Yang Ximin and Liu Zhenhuan attacked 
Chen Chiongming, and in 1924, the Guangdong armies under Xu 
Chongzhi returned to Guangdong. His Excellency Chiang Kai-shek 
received the order to establish the Huangpu Military Academy, and 
his cadet forces attacked and destroyed Chen Chiongming’s former 
base in Huizhou in a single operation, and then restored command by 
resolving the problem of the Yunnan and Guizhou armies. Duan Qirui 
led the government in Beijing that year, and on November 10 President 
Sun issued a proclamation that he would go north to seek peace. On 
March 12, 1925, President Sun passed away in Beijing. On July 1, 1925, 
the Nationalist Government was founded in Guangzhou. Wang Jingwei 
was Chairman of the government, and Hu Hanmin, Xu Chongzhi, Liao 
Zhongkai, Sun Ke, and Tan Yankai were members of the Government 
Council. At Lingnan, crowds of students clambered up to the roof of 
Martin Hall to observe numerous military engagements on land and 
on the river, while the military cadets carried out their manoeuvres in 
the eastern suburbs. The Yunnan and Guizhou forces rapidly collapsed. 
Their officers fled, either on horseback or in sedan chairs, while 
battleships were massing in the river in front of the campus, moving 
forward and back to fire their guns from a distance. Classes were 
suspended as students watched this thrilling sight. 
In December 1923, President Sun suddenly paid a visit to Lingnan, and 
was welcomed by Acting Provost Baxter and by faculty members and 
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students lined up on the river bank. When President Sun reached the 
Assembly Hall, he was escorted in by Yip Leung-choi, president of the 
students’ union, and then addressed the crowd in a speech, expressing 
his determination to seize the Maritime Customs surplus funds in 
order to use them for military and government expenses. In addition, 
he praised the impressive development of the Lingnan campus. He 
declared that the school was administered very well, offering a fine 
education. He urged the students to study diligently rather than 
dreaming of becoming government officials and getting rich. Afterward, 
he was invited to the President’s residence at Blackstone Lodge for tea 
with Dr Chung. President Sun then sat in an armchair in the middle 
of the sitting room, with the other Western professors and student 
leaders standing on either side. They discussed a variety of Chinese 
and international issues. President Sun spoke fluent English, and his 
ideas were trenchant. It seemed as though he could engage a crowd of 
scholarly authorities in combat with a single voice. The professors of 
Political Science and History were unable to challenge him. Newspapers 
around the world drew attention to this event, focusing on it in reports.
The next year, President Sun founded the Huangpu Military Academy, 
borrowing Lingnan’s eastern embankment wharf in the eastern district 
of Guangzhou. The students of the two schools both used the same 
pontoons, and because many Lingnan students entered the Military 
Academy, they were very familiar with one another, just as though 
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they were going along with their old friends. President Sun also gave 
fourteen lectures on the Three People’s Principles at an old academic 
site on Wenming Road. Lingnan’s middle school students all assembled 
to listen respectfully. 
On March 12, 1925, the sad news of President Sun’s death arrived by 
telegram. He had passed away in Peking. The entire nation entered 
mourning. Flags were at half-mast at Lingnan, and the next evening 
Guangdong’s first memorial service for President Sun was conducted at 
Lingnan. 
Wong Po-shang, President of the Lingnan Student Council, presided 
over the college-wide memorial ceremony honouring President Sun. On 
this occasion, every member of the faculty, staff and student body wore 
mourning attire and black armbands, and the whole hall was silent. The 
four walls were draped with black and white streamers, and a portrait 
was mounted on the stage, flanked by sets of couplets and scrolls 
recording President Sun’s teachings. Provincial Governor Hu Hanmin 
was unable to attend because of pressing duties. General Wu Te-chen 
represented the Governor. Wong Po-shang delivered a eulogy, and 
Reverend Chan Ts’ap-ng prayed. The whole assembly stood solemnly 
and bowed toward the portrait. His face covered with tears, General Wu 
spoke through his sobs, recalling President Sun’s benevolence. After 
speeches by Provost Baxter, Secretary Ko Koo-tin, and a representative 
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of the workers at Lingnan, the service ended. 
Chung Wing Kwong was President Sun’s revolutionary comrade. Yeung 
Hok-ling, who was one of a group of “four bandits,” namely Sun, Yeung, 
Chen, and You (the elder brother of Yeung Bingnan, Yang Sek-chung 
and great-uncle of Yeung Wah-yat), and Chan Shiu-paak (the father of 
Yeung Wah-yat’s classmate Chan Kwan-king and uncle of his classmate 
Chien Nai-hsin), were also President Chung’s close friends during 
their childhood. Bosom buddies during their youth, their ties dated 
back to early times. When Sun Yat-sen was alive, the Generalissimo’s 
Headquarters was at the Cement Factory at Honam, very close to 
Lingnan College. On foot with only a few attendants, President Sun 
would often come to the campus to take walks, strolling to Blackstone 
Lodge and stopping there to relax, chatting pleasantly with Dr Chung. 
At this time, however, Dr Chung was away on a mission overseas. When 
the news of Sun’s death reached him unexpectedly, he sent a letter to 
Secretary Ko Koon-tin, expressing deep regret that he would be unable 
to officiate at the funeral service.
On June 18, 1925, Reverend James Henry returned from the United 
States to take up his new duties as Provost. Affected by the political 
campaigns of that time, the situation within and outside Lingnan was 
deteriorating. The atmosphere was full of opposition to imperialism, 
Christianity, elitism in education, and capitalism. At this time, some 
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students and workers could not withstand the provocations of the 
situation, and were carried away by patriotism like unharnessed horses, 
falling under others’ control. When Reverend Henry arrived in China 
through Shanghai, he heard about the May Thirtieth Massacre in the 
International Settlement, in which twelve persons had been killed and 
seventeen were wounded.  Arriving in Guangzhou, he then heard that a 
protest demonstration was planned for June 23. Consequently he held 
a meeting of the College Council, in order to propose an early holiday 
before the term had ended. The graduation ceremony was then held 
on June 22. On June 23, over three hundred Lingnan students were 
among the participants in Guangzhou’s mass demonstration including 
all sectors and schools. By the time the protestors’ procession reached 
Shakee Road, at the Western Bridge of the Shameen foreign settlement 
area on the western side of the city, the soldiers and police forces of the 
foreign nations had prepared gun emplacements on the sandbags. All at 
once, there was a roar of gunfire, and the shots killed over one hundred 
persons and injured more than one hundred others. Unfortunately, a 
teacher at Lingnan named Au Lei-chau, and a student named Hui Iu-
cheung were among the dead, and another student, Tso Iu suffered 
facial injuries. The student union held an all-night vigil, collecting and 
transcribing eye-witness accounts. The students assembled the accounts 
together with photographs in a book on the true events of the Shakee 
Massacre. A thousand copies of the book were printed and distributed 
in an appeal for justice. Seventeen faculty members from the United 
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States also jointly sent a telegram expressing regret at the violation of 
humanity of those responsible for firing on the crowd. They also urged 
the United States to do the utmost to support China’s efforts to achieve 
equality by casting off the yoke of imperialism. 
Alexander Baxter, Lingnan’s British Vice Provost was not in agreement, 
however, and therefore went to Hong Kong to declare his personal 
viewpoint. Late at night, Lingnan students reported this to Provost 
Henry, holding copies of newspapers from Hong Kong, accusing 
Reverend Baxter of being anti-Chinese and demanding his expulsion. 
Thereupon Baxter left the school for Hong Kong. 
The Shakee Massacre was like a spark igniting the powder-keg of the 
Hong Kong General Strike. Almost 100,000 labourers returned by land 
and sea to their homeland, and most Chinese residents also departed, 
paralyzing business and turning Hong Kong into a ghost town.  The 
city of Guangzhou was also on strike and students boycotted classes in 
response. The Hong Kong-Guangzhou General Strike Committee was 
established, with the Eastern Garden (formerly an amusement park) as 
its headquarters. Every trade union pitched tents, rented houses, and 
opened canteens to accommodate the workers.
Thus the academic year of 1925 to 1926 at Lingnan did not begin 
until classes started on September 11, with a further three-week 
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postponement for the younger students. When the municipality of 
Guangzhou carried out a ten-day census, all students were recruited to 
participate, temporarily suspending classes so that the students could 
take part in this work. 
When the summer of this year began, a large number of former Lingnan 
students held a meeting in Guangzhou. Nine of them submitted a 
letter to the Board of Trustees in New York, signed by Y. L. Lee, Y. M. 
Lin, Chan Shiu-cheung, Wong Kai-ming, Kwan Yan-cho, Chan Ting-
hoi, Chiu Koon-hoi, Szeto Wai, and Wei Kok. They urged the trustees 
to consider the following points: 1) Because the movement of Chinese 
administrators assuming responsibility for managing the missionary-
founded colleges was spreading throughout China, Christians and 
non-Christians alike were ardently advocating this. Nonetheless, there 
were two opposing viewpoints; one side advocated total abolition of the 
missionary-founded schools and the other side aimed to preserve the 
status quo. 2) In particular, some Cantonese intellectuals held hostile 
views toward the Christian colleges, and were doing all they could 
to damage their reputation, thus hindering their development and 
reducing their student numbers. 3) As the anti-Christian movement 
concentrated its strength in attacks on the Christian colleges, the 
situation was becoming more serious every day.  4) With the recent 
occurrence of the Shakee Massacre, every aspect of the anti-Christian 
movement had been strengthened. Consequently, the former students 
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proposed that to begin with the nature of Lingnan College should be 
defined. It was a private Christian college gladly accepting the support 
of Christian organizations in various countries. From this time onward, 
the Board of Trustees would increase the number of Chinese board 
members to the maximum appropriate extent, and would also be 
divided into two organizations, one based in New York and the other 
in Guangzhou. When the time was right, furthermore, it would be 
appropriate to appoint additional Chinese leaders, bringing the Board 
closely in touch with Chinese viewpoints and circumstances. Lastly, 
Chinese people were willing to share the responsibility of handling the 
college’s financial affairs. Although their means remained limited, they 
were making gradual progress, and wished to repay the conscientious 
efforts continuously made by the western Board members. The letter 
also mentioned the fact that two Trustees, Reverend Benjamin Henry 
and Tsin Shue-fan, had also intended that the administration of 
Lingnan would eventually be transferred to Chinese hands. The Board 
of Trustees was in close agreement, considering that these proposals 
should be implemented when conditions were ripe. 
As it happened, on November 16 of the same year, the Ministry of 
Education in Beijing issued a set of regulations governing the formal 
recognition of educational institutions established using foreign funds. 
The regulations specified that all schools of this type must be registered 
in accordance with the law (the Lingnan authorities handled this with 
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the government of the Republic of China in Guangzhou according to 
the college’s interpretation) and that their primary mission could not 
be to proselytize. The regulations also specified that the established 
curricula must be in accordance with the Ministry’s standards (in this 
respect Lingnan faced the problem that a university should consist of 
at least three colleges). Lingnan thus made Religion into an elective 
course, and the course content applied a “philosophy of life” approach 
together with optional meetings with an advisor. 
On the surface, Lingnan appeared to remain calm and quiet in the 
turbulent climate of this time. Yet a storm was brewing on the inside. 
Three students with political ambitions, named Nan, Lee, and Wu, 
were continually stirring up the labour union organizations at Lingnan, 
agitating for shorter hours and increased wages, and demanding 
improved benefits, hoping to divide the students and staff at the school 
in this manner. By this time the municipal Kung Yee Medical College 
of Guangzhou had been taken over by the government because of the 
labor strike, while the Canton Hospital had also suspended operations 
because of the strike. On March 9, 1926, the workers of Lingnan 
presented demands, giving the college forty-eight hours to respond. 
Provost Henry immediately presented the matter to the Department 
of Agriculture and Industry for arbitration. The result was that only 
the demand for a wage increase was accepted. But the student groups 
organized a corps to protect the college, and held a general meeting, 
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at which there was a decision, by a vote of four hundred and eighty 
to twenty-three ballots, to request the expulsion from Lingnan of the 
three students who had stirred up the workers. The three students, Nan, 
Lee, and Wu, submitted a complaint to the Republican government, 
however, and an arbitration meeting was convened. Those in attendance 
included Wang Jingwei, Chen Gongbo, Hsu Chung-ching, and Chung 
Wing Kwong as members of the Educational Executive committee, Ko 
Koon-tin as a representative of Lingnan College, and Sum Lai-yin as 
the representative of the popular educational corps (he was a student 
of agriculture at Lingnan who represented the Guangzhou Students’ 
Federation). The two sides did not insist on their demands, and a 
settlement was reached.  
Earlier, Dr Chung was in the United States on a fund-raising tour, 
and Reverend Henry sent an urgent telegram urging Dr Chung to 
return to Lingnan to assist him in handling the critical situation. 
When he received the message, Dr Chung wrote in reply, “I can do 
nothing more by returning to China. Provide comfort to the workers 
and staff. Stay calm. I will carry on my work as usual.” Nevertheless, 
Reverend Henry continued to send telegrams urging Dr Chung to 
return, and also on February 20 he wrote to inform Dr Chung that 
the Guangzhou government had established a five-man Educational 
Executive Committee, appointing Dr Chung as a Committee member, 
representing the interests of the private colleges. Two weeks later, Dr 
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Chung replied in a telegram that he had decided to accept the position. 
It would be impossible, however, for him to return to Guangzhou in 
time to attend the swearing-in ceremony to be held on March 1 at 
Guangdong University. When the time came, Secretary Ko Koon-tin 
represented Dr Chung, mounting the stage to accept the appointment.  
By June 1926, Dr Chung had returned to Lingnan for some time 
and joined efforts with Reverend Henry to adjust and settle college 
affairs. Kenneth Duncan, the Academic Dean of Lingnan College, and 
Henry Graybill, Principal of the Middle School, had at the same time 
submitted their resignations and returned to the United States. They 
were replaced by the veteran Reverend Wisner and by alumnus Dr Ho 
Yam-tong. On June 29, Dr Chung himself officiated at the graduation 
ceremony. That year there were altogether twenty-seven graduates 
in the programs of Arts and Agriculture.  Provost Henry decided to 
return to the United States in September, to arrange to bring his family 
back to China. On the eve of his departure, the Chinese teaching 
staff jointly composed and submitted a letter to him, declaring their 
respectful appreciation of how he had courteously and sympathetically 
responded to the government of China. They wrote: “With respect to 
the administration as well as the future of Lingnan, we are sure that 
some adjustment must be made in order to avoid some great damages 
which might occur.” (Corbett 106) They also requested that Provost 
Henry respect the views of Lingnan alumni by setting an early date for 
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the registration of a draft proposal. After returning to the United States, 
Henry submitted a report on the true situation, upon which the Board 
of Trustees sent a special commission to Guangzhou composed of W. 
W. Comfort, Ralph S. Watts, and C. K. Edmunds, so that they could 
study the question together with Lingnan alumni and draft a proposal 
to serve as a guide to the Board of Trustees in its deliberations about 
appropriate actions.   
During the Commission’s visit to Lingnan, just when it was contemplating 
the drafting of an ambitious scheme for the future of the university, 
there were several incidents related to the labour movement on the 
campus. The five hundred members of the Lingnan Workman’s 
Union, together with over one hundred members of the Union of Non-
Teaching Staff, were all caught up in the turmoil, in the hope that they 
would reach the goal of sabotaging the university. On November 1, 1926, 
because of an agricultural worker who had been charged with stealing 
about fifty dollars from other workers housed in the same quarters and 
sent to the municipal authorities for judgement, the unions used threats 
to demand release of the man. In order to calm the situation, Dr Chung 
negotiated with the Police Bureau and secured the man’s release and 
return to the campus. Nonetheless, after setting off a lot of fireworks, 
the workers called a general strike at 3:30 in the afternoon, cutting off 
supplies of food and water. For four days altogether they posted squads 
at the campus gates to prevent people from entering and exiting. Faculty 
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members, their families, and students were in a risky situation, and 
were compelled to organize self-defense. The foreign faculty members 
themselves took turns to guard the campus waterworks and electricity 
station, along with the school’s three motor launches. Meanwhile the 
students purchased their own supplies of rice and prepared meals with 
their own hands. Fortunately, General Lei Chai-shum, Chairman of the 
Guangdong Government, stationed a unit of police on the Lingnan 
campus. At last the Department of Peasants and Workers sent an official 
to arbitrate the dispute, and order was restored for the time being. 
In March 1927, the Union of Non-Teaching Staff also carried out a 
strike, presenting a long list of demands. The university’s offices were 
closed. At last, because not many members had supported the strike, 
the troubles gradually died down. In another incident, an agitator 
entered the Third Dormitory during the night, and harangued the 
students before they chased him out. During the first incident, the 
workmen of the campus again went on strike and closed off the campus, 
cutting off food and water. The Chinese faculty members wished to 
send their families away but were prevented from hiring workers to 
move their possessions. Thereupon the broadway crossing the campus 
became full of Westerners with PhDs, Chinese faculty members, and 
Lingnan students all carrying loads on their backs, in their hands, or in 
wheelbarrows, moving possessions for the women and children.  
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While these events were taking place, Provost Henry had returned with 
his family and reached Hong Kong. Dr Chung went to Hong Kong to 
meet him, informing him that because the situation was worsening day 
by day, there was no choice but to close the university so as to avoid the 
continuation of struggles that were obstructing studies. When Dr Henry 
stepped through the campus gate to return to Lingnan on April 10, he 
saw the university’s herd of cattle being led from the campus to be fed, 
an operation that rescued the animals from starvation. Dr Henry then 
took off his coat and joined the cattle-herding brigade. On this occasion, 
Dr Henry led a cow and took the lead, while Dr Wisner followed leading 
another, and the others including Dr McDermott also each led an 
animal, forming a procession to exit by the south gate. Finally the herd 
was safely settled in a cowshed belonging to the Southern Enterprise at 
Nanxianji. The action of leading out the herd of cattle had proven to be 
very challenging.  
Provost Henry and Dr Chung reached a decision to close the gates of 
the campus on April 14, ceasing operations at the school. All workers 
and non-teaching staff members received their wages and salaries 
and were dismissed. When this was complete, another day and night 
went by and then early in the morning of April 15, Commandant 
Chiang Kai-shek of the Whampoa Military Academy suddenly made a 
lightning strike in a coup against the Communists. At two o’clock in the 
morning, General Lei Fuk-lam sent special troops to Lingnan in search 
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of the labour agitators. Three of the strike leaders were taken away 
under arrest. Peace was instantly restored across the campus. No one 
had expected this outcome. At the same time, the Board of Trustees 
in New York telegraphed to urge the school to resume instruction 
immediately. Because the school had suspended operations, there was 
no justification for continued fund-raising efforts, and this would have 
a serious impact on the future of Lingnan. Receiving this command, 
Provost sent letters informing the parents of all Lingnan students, 
that the final examinations would be held for five days at the Lingnan 
campus beginning on June 20. The students reviewed their studies at 
home in preparation, finding ways to communicate by mail and taking 
make-up classes at the YMCA Middle School of Guangzhou, so that the 
needs of students at every level would be met. In this way, a graduation 
ceremony went forward smoothly on June 25, at which fifteen students 
received Bachelor of Arts degrees and three students received Bachelor 
of Agriculture degrees. Among them were seven women students.

Chapter Twelve
Assuming the leadership of Lingnan University 
(1927-1937)
Lingnan University encountered difficulties in consesquence of the 
large-scale “anti-imperialist and anti-Christian” labour movement. The 
special study commission sent by the Board of Trustees in New York, 
as described above, set to work with urgency after arriving in China. Its 
members met frequently with Lingnan’s alumni advisory committee. 
After three weeks, they drafted a report and received permission to 
proceed from the Board of Trustees. 
On recommendations of the special study commission, July 1, 1927 was 
set as the date on which representatives from the United States would 
transfer responsibilities to a Chinese administration, and the name of 
the institution in English would be changed formally from the Canton 
Christian College to Lingnan University. In addition, a Chinese person 
would be selected to fill the position of President. Educational work 
would continue in order to complete registration of the college in 
compliance with the government of China’s regulations. The highest 
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decision-making body of the college would be newly organized as two 
legal entities. One entity would be a Board of Directors established in 
China. It would assume responsibility for the college’s regular operations 
and handle all financial matters related to the Chinese teaching staff. 
The second entity was the Board of Trustees in the United States 
(originally based in New York). It would assume all responsibilities 
related to the Western teaching staff, maintaining the size of the staff 
at its former level. According to the stipulated terms, management 
rights over the existing campus property and other physical assets of the 
college, excluding farmland, would be leased for an annual sum of one 
yuan to the Board of Directors in China. The Board of Directors would 
be composed of a majority of Chinese members.  
Dr Chung Wing Kwong was selected as the most suitable Chinese 
candidate to fill the position of President of Lingnan University. Because 
Dr Chung was busy with fund-raising work and public relations, it was 
necessary to appoint a Chinese Vice President as well, who would be 
actually in charge of administering the university. Mr Lei Ying-lam, 
General Secretary of the Guangzhou YMCA, was chosen as the ideal 
candidate for this position. At the same time, the Lingnan Foundation 
in New York posted a Trustee to the Lingnan campus to serve as 
Provost. In Chinese, this representative was referred to as an advisor, 
while in English he was called “Provost.” Dr James Henry was chosen as 
the appropriate candidate. After these matters had been decided, Lei 
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Ying-lam was invited to begin by spending a portion of his time at the 
university before July 1, in order to familiarize himself with the situation. 
Dr Chung thus became the designated President of Lingnan University. 
His formal inauguration was delayed on the grounds that the labor 
unrest situation should be settled first. Later, with sincere urging from 
all sides, on August 1 he assumed his post at last on August 1. At the 
inauguration ceremony, the lawyer Tsin Shue Fan delivered a welcoming 
address, representing the Lingnan alumni advisory committee. After 
former Provost Henry personally handed over the university’s official 
seals together with a complete inventory of the university’s assets to Dr 
Chung, the new President, the ceremony came to a close. 
In 1927, the Lingnan Foundation in New York received a grant of US 
$120,000 from the Rockefeller Foundation through the efforts of Dr 
Edmunds. This fulfilled the terms of a cooperative agreement according 
to which the Rockefeller Foundation set aside US $1,730,000, from 
which one dollar would be donated for every three dollars that Lingnan 
University succeeded in raising from other sources. In addition, Mr 
Charles M. Hall, the discoverer of an aluminum-production process, 
had established a restricted fund of about $700,000 at the Harvard-
Yenching Institute, stipulating that Lingnan would receive the interest 
on $300,000 of this fund.  
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After Dr Chung became President of Lingnan University, he first 
organized the new Board of Directors.  The following persons became 
Directors: Sun Fo, Kam Tsang Ching, Lei Yuk-tong, Ma Ying-piu, Tse 
Tsok-kai, Chan Chau-on, Lei Sing Kui, Lam Woo, Y. M. Lin, Wong 
Kai-ming, Fok Liu Feng-yan, Kwok Lam Shung, Tsin Shue Fan, W. W. 
Comfort, Charles K. Edmunds, Stewart J. Kunkle, and Ralph L. Watts. Dr 
Chung also served concurrently as a member of the Board. Thereafter, 
Lingnan University was registered with the Education Committee of 
Guangzhou in accordance with the regulations. Later, according to a 
new set of regulations, the Board was reorganized with a membership 
of fifteen Directors, including Tang Shaoyi and Kan Koam Tsing as new 
members.  
Kam Tsang Ching, whose alternate name was Sheung Fan, was a native of 
the Panyu District of Guangdong. When he was young he studied in Japan, 
graduating from the Higher Normal Institute in Tokyo. He returned to 
China in the early Republican period, and became an inspector in the 
Bureau of Education. Later he was appointed as Dean of the Advanced 
Normal College in Guangzhou. He was a very warm and friendly man, 
with a scholarly air. He served successively as director of the Department 
of Education of Guangdong and as a member of the provincial Executive 
Council. Regarding the promotion of education in Guangdong, he 
had earned an excellent reputation. After becoming a member of the 
Lingnan Board of Directors, he made many contributions, and also had 
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the authority to act as Chairman of the Board on behalf of Sun Fo. He 
managed affairs in a smooth and orderly way. 
The next stage of Dr Chung’s work was to draw up the university’s 
budget for the 1927-1928 year. The total budget was equivalent to US 
$320,000. The Chinese administration was responsible for $190,000 
(this included tuition income), while the American Foundation was 
responsible for $130,000. Reflecting the unsettled conditions of the 
time, Lingnan faced a budget deficit which was difficult to make up 
(tuition income shrank by about HK $100,000). Nonetheless, Dr Chung 
received the government’s profound regard and trust. The Guangdong 
government first allocated funds of 100,000 yuan to support the 
university’s operation, further granted 60,000 yuan, and then provided 
a cash grant totaling 160,000 yuan. The next year, the government 
responded to a request for a further allocation of 100,000 yuan, which 
brought its total support to 260,000 yuan (equal to about US $100,000 
at the time). This was not all; the municipal government of Guangzhou 
also agreed to post city policemen to assume responsibility for Lingnan’s 
security. This resulted in a savings of over 10,000 yuan annually for the 
university. 
There were more than one thousand students altogether at Lingnan 
at this time, including the university-level, middle school, and primary-
school levels and the Overseas Chinese School.  The teaching staff 
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totaled two hundred Chinese and Western members, and there were 
twenty-four large faculty residences. The students’ classes and numbers 
were as follows: there were two hundred students in the College of 
Arts and Science, forty students in the College of Agriculture, more 
than ten students in the vocational agricultural program, two hundred 
students in the college preparatory program, two hundred in the senior 
middle school, two hundred in the junior middle school, more than 
one hundred students in the primary school, and ninety students in the 
Overseas Chinese class. Teachers and students got along well together, 
and the teachers’ influence was like gentle spring breezes and light 
rains sprinkling the seats of students, whose appreciation wafted up to 
the teaching platforms like mist. 
China’s new government was not stable at first. On July 1, 1926, 
the Nationalist Government at Guangzhou launched the Northern 
Expedition, occupying Wuhan. On April 18, 1927, the Central Standing 
Committee and the Nationalist Government Committee established 
the nation’s capital at Nanjing. The government’s departments and 
agencies were then established in the new capital and began to conduct 
their official duties. By the time they reached their full scale, it was the 
early spring of 1928. 
Dr Chung left Lingnan in the summer of 1928. In his absence, Vice 
President Lei Ying-lam had signing authority in internal correspondence, 
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while external correspondence was co-signed by Chung and Lei. Dr 
Chung travelled northward alone to report for duty in his capacity as 
a member of the government’s Standing Committee for Educational 
Administration. He was then appointed to serve as Director of the 
Central Bureau of Overseas Chinese Affairs. The Bureau was established 
in quarters on the Shanghai Bund, for the purpose of receiving and 
staying in contact with Overseas Chinese residing around the world 
and returning to China, and as a way of expressing from afar their 
homeland’s good will and benevolent concern. The Bureau of Overseas 
Chinese Affairs was a free-standing two-storey building in the foreign 
style, with a spacious hall in the front portion of the building. The 
Director’s private residence was located in an Italian apartment in the 
northern district of the city. The room was small and simply decorated, 
furnished with just a single desk and bed. Even when Dr Chung was 
a visitor away from his native region, he spared no time apart from 
managing public and private affairs for Guangdong. After finishing his 
daily work in Shanghai, he would say that he was going out for a stroll 
and then would paddle along the city’s Huangpu River. He would watch 
the rising and falling tides of politics, observing those who likewise rose 
and fell. He did not know when he would be able to bid farewell to high 
appointment and return to his former pursuits.    
In early February, 1929, at Lingnan, Vice President Lei Ying-lam and 
Academic Dean Clinton Laird held a two-day retreat for the entire 
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faculty in Dean Laird’s residence. At the retreat, four principles of 
Lingnan’s educational vision and direction were defined. The University 
was:  1) private by nature, 2) Christian, 3) international, and 4) Chinese. 
At the same time, six facts were stated, namely, 1) Lingnan’s faculty 
numbered over one hundred members, and the staff numbered ninety-
five. 2) The normal annual budget was close to HK $100,000. 3) There 
were 224 students at the college level, but only twenty in the College 
of Agriculture. 4) After graduation, Lingnan’s middle school students 
would stream northward to Beijing and Shanghai to continue their 
studies because the costs were low and educational programs were 
complete. In comparison, the cost of a year’s study at Lingnan, tuition, 
lodging, meals, and miscellaneous expenses would add up to 600 yuan 
(though for each student an additional cost of about 2,000 yuan was 
met by the university), and therefore it seemed to them that Lingnan 
had become too expensive. 5) There was a lack of communication 
and understanding among the members of the teaching staff, and 
between teachers and students. 6) There had been a steady decline 
in the numbers attending the religious services on Wednesdays and 
Sundays, and for a long time there had been no “harvest” ceremony 
for new converts. Passing on these principles and facts, the assembly at 
the retreat then presented its general opinion to Lingnan’s Board of 
Directors, suggesting urgent reforms. Five methods were proposed: 1) 
Reduction of tuition fees, 2) The establishment of additional bursaries. 
3) Increased recruitment to the middle school. 4) Strengthening the 
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two-year college preparatory program to replace the freshman college 
year. 5) Expansion of the library. 
When the Board of Directors met in March, Vice President Lei made 
statements explaining the points one by one. Nonetheless, they were 
not accepted. The Board’s view was that current phenomena were 
temporary and there was no need to make a series of changes. The 
Board resolved, however, to increase the number of tuition-free 
scholarships and also planned to separate the middle school from the 
college, choosing a location to establish it independently, to set up 
branches of Lingnan University, and to keep in close contact with the 
other Christian middle schools. The questions would all be discussed 
further after a review. 
At this point, Lei Ying-lam resigned from his post as Vice President, 
returning to his position as General Secretary of the Guangzhou YMCA. 
Dr Chung was required to return to Lingnan to take up management 
and administrative work in person. His reputation had become more 
exalted every year, and in the same year, 1929, St. John’s University in 
Shanghai had conferred upon him an honourary Doctor of Laws. At 
this time, Dr Chung sent telegrams to invite Chan Wing-tsit, a Harvard 
PhD, and Ng Pak-shing, who had earned a PhD in Political Science at 
the University of Chicago (both were Lingnan alumni) to return to 
China to serve as secretaries to assist him. 
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At this time the National Government at Nanjing had strengthened its 
organization, and established a new Ministry of Railways.  Discussions 
were held on the use of returned Boxer Indemnity funds together with 
foreign investments. A schedule was set for the completion of east-
west and north-south railway lines across the country. Sun Fo (Sun Ke), 
Chairman of the Lingnan Board of Directors, received an appointment 
in Nanjing as Minister of Railways for the purpose of implementing 
the scheme for national construction drafted by President Sun Yat-sen. 
At the same time, in the field of education, the Ministry of Education 
determined that the establishment of a university would require the 
inclusion of at least three colleges. Within each college there should 
be three departments and each department should offer a full 
program of courses. Degrees and diplomas would be conferred and 
issued directly by the Ministry, and it would regularly supervise and 
conduct inspections of schools. Foreign languages could not be used 
for instruction at the middle school level and below, nor could foreign-
language text books be used. English must be treated as a separate 
course of instruction.   
In April 1929, because it was necessary for Dr Chung to return 
south to manage affairs at Lingnan, he resigned from his position 
as Director of the Bureau of Overseas Chinese Affairs and moved to 
reside in the Central Hotel in Nanjing. He had close contact with 
Board Director Sun Fo and held useful discussions with him on the 
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expansion and maintenance of Lingnan University. When Sun Fo 
served as Minster of Railways, a number of Lingnan graduates were 
his colleagues in the Ministry. Lingnanners were also members of the 
Railway Construction Committees established for each railway across 
the country and members of the Capital Construction Committee. In 
the Ministry, Yeung Wah Yat served as Secretary, Wu Kai-yin headed 
a department, Chan Chau-on was a manager, Tang Tze Hung was a 
superintendent, and Wong Tze Kwan, Chau Chung Kee, Chung Kai-
cheung, H.L. Wu, Cheung Hing Ying, were all bureau directors for the 
various railways. Chau Man Kong was a secretary, and Lei Kuen Heng 
and Mui Fook Keung were chief engineers. Y. M. Lin was Chairman 
of the Capital Construction Committee and served concurrently as 
Director of the Bureau of Design. Sun Fo had a deep appreciation of 
Lingnan’s successful establishment as a well-run institution with great 
academic achievements. Also, because skilled personnel were urgently 
needed for the national railway program, Sun Fo generously offered 
his full support, asking Dr Chung to draft a statement of interest for an 
Engineering College at Lingnan that would accelerate the training of 
engineering personnel to meet the Ministry’s needs, for submission at 
a meeting of the Ministry. After the meeting, a sum of 100,000 yuan was 
allocated for the construction of classrooms. Another resolution was 
passed for the provision of annual expenses.
Regarding the cooperation between the Ministry of Railways and 
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Lingnan University in founding the College of Engineering at Lingnan, 
the University Weekly stated: “The College of Engineering will establish 
a program of instruction in engineering to meet its primary goal of the 
training of technical specialists in railway and road construction. After 
discussing this project directly in Nanjing and raising full funding for it, 
Dr Chung has delegated alumnus Y. M. Lin to return to Guangdong in 
time to make a report to the Board of Directors. During the meeting the 
College of Engineering has been formally established, and scheduled 
to open next semester.” The Weekly also reported that the Canton-
Hankow Railway Bureau had allocated annual expenses of 6,000 to the 
college, of which several instalments had already been paid. 
In December 1929, the building plan for a College of Engineering, 
designed in Chinese palatial style, had been drawn up by architect 
Wong Yuk-yue, and the ground was broken for construction. The 
building was completed in 1931, and named “Zhesheng Hall.” The 
first and second groups of engineering students attended classes in this 
building. Many of the instructors were well-known specialists from the 
transportation sector, who had expert knowledge and rich experience. 
Then after three years, more than ten graduates had been recruited by 
the Pearl River Bureau of Water Works, the Guangdong Department of 
Reconstruction, the Bureau of Highways, and the Guangzhou Bureau 
of Public Works. In addition, the Zhejiang, Jiangxi, and Canton-Hankow 
Railways sent letters inviting graduates to join them. 
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Sun Fo also served as a member of the Board of Directors of the China 
Educational and Cultural Foundation. Other members were Cai 
Yuanpei, Mei Yiqi, Hu Shi, Zhu Jiahua, and Dr Kendric N. Marshall. 
The Foundation was responsible for custody of the returned British 
and American Boxer Indemnity funds to be used for China’s cultural 
and educational development. At this time, the Foundation received Dr 
Chung’s application for funds to support research on the improvement 
of sericulture, and made a special allocation to the College of 
Agriculture at Lingnan of 30,000 yuan annually. 
Dr Sun Yat-sen and his son Sun Zhesheng (Sun Fo) always had great 
affection for Lingnan University and were happy to provide their 
support. Earlier, on March 20, 1918, the school received the following 
letter from Sun Fo, secretary of the Commander-in-Chief’s Office:
“I am instructed by Dr Sun to reply to your letter and to tell you of his 
great interest in your school and his appreciation of the excellent work 
that is being done in your College….(and a cheque for 2,000 yuan). Be 
assured that when the time comes, Dr Sun will do all he possibly can for 
this wonderful school which deserves all sympathy and aid, especially 
from our countrymen.”
In the winter of 1929, Railway Minister Sun Fo sent his sons Che-ping 
and Che-keung southward to study at the Lingnan Middle School. It is 
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clear that he felt great trust in Lingnan. 
At the same time, the various Christian missions in Guangdong 
supported Lingnan University’s pure endeavours and expanded its 
strength, demonstrating their confidence. They wished to transfer work 
that had been forced into suspension for management by Lingnan so as 
to avoid the complete abandonment of their past efforts. On September 
4 of this year, it was accordingly announced that the Canton Hospital 
on the Bund would resume operations after its closure for several years 
following the strike of 1926. Large receptions were held to entertain 
various social circles. Shum Pang-fai, Acting President of Sun Yat-sen 
University, delivered a speech. Announcements stated that the hospital 
was “an international and religious charitable organization; although 
the property was privately owned, the hospital was fortunate in receiving 
the cooperation of colleagues, which continued to show its value day 
after day.  In the past, President Sun Yat-sen spent his days as a medical 
student here, and when he was based in Guangdong as Commander-
in-Chief, the hospital was used to handle the treatment of wounded 
soldiers. Its contributions were very significant. President Sun ordered a 
tract of land in Saichuen to be allocated to the hospital, which would be 
used for expansion and building a new hospital, and it also received an 
operating license from Sun Fo, formerly the Mayor of Guangzhou. The 
hospital will now be merged with Lingnan University, and is preparing to 
link up with Hackett Women’s College Hospital. The date of September 
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4 has been set for the resumption of regular service to society through 
medicine as usual, and Dr Paul Todd and other renowned physicians 
have been hired as resident managers at the hospital.” 
In the autumn of 1929, Dr Chung returned to Guangdong from 
Shanghai and resumed his duties. Clinton Laird and Henry C. Brownell 
representing the Lingnan faculty, and Mok Wai-yin, leader of the 
Students’ Union, went together to Hong Kong to greet him. Before they 
departed, Mrs Chung privately gave 20 yuan to Mr Mok, asking him to 
take Dr Chung to purchase a new hat, because Dr Chung seldom paid 
attention to his clothing. For more than a decade Tak Cheong Tailors 
had kept his measurements, and by now his felt hat was worn out and 
should be replaced immediately. But once Dr Chung understood this, 
he just took the money and slipped it into his pocket, saying, “I have 
received an Honourary Doctorate of Laws at St. John’s University in 
Shanghai, and was wearing an academic cap and gown. Why should 
I concern myself about a hat? It would be better for us to go to a 
restaurant and take a meal together.”  
On September 19, 1929, on the occasion of Dr Chung’s return to 
resume responsibilities as President of Lingnan, the entire student body 
assembled in a welcoming ceremony at Ten Friends Hall in the College 
of Agriculture. Professor To Shu-choi addressed the gathering. In his 
arrival speech, Dr Chung spoke the following apposite words: “Heaven 
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has bestowed us with arms and legs, with the intention that they be used 
in pursuit of careers, in order that we may help ourselves and help one 
another in our endeavours. At present, eighty-five out of every hundred 
persons in China are engaged in agriculture; it is clear that China is 
truly a nation founded on agriculture. It may seem that the number of 
students enrolled in our College of Agriculture is too small, and that 
only if primary school students are included is the number significant. 
Yet the quality of the vocational students must be taken into account. 
Thus although the College of Agriculture is only able to produce five 
specialists every year, or fifty specialists every ten years,  nonetheless, if 
these fifty persons cooperate in concerted efforts, they will succeed in 
transforming agriculture in one province. 
On December 6 of the same year, a large celebration of the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of Lingnan’s move to the Hong Lok site, newly established 
where farms and forest had been. Dr Chung had experienced the 
founding of the college in person, and therefore joined staff and 
students in holding an exciting two-day anniversary assembly. Bamboo 
scaffolds were erected in open spaces all across the campus and banners 
were attached to them. All sorts of games and competitions were taking 
place. At this time, a formal ceremony was held inaugurating Ten 
Friends Hall, where the College of Agriculture was housed, Lingnan’s 
anniversary ceremony was carried out with great seriousness. At the 
same time, a ground-breaking ceremony was held for the construction 
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of Zhesheng Hall, the classroom building for the Engineering College. 
Many dignitaries from various circles and students’ parents visited the 
campus to watch these activities and stroll around; altogether there were 
more than a thousand visitors. 
Lei Chai-shum, the provincial chairman of Guangdong, was transferred 
to a post in Nanjing in 1929. Chan Ming-shue was appointed to fill the 
vacancy. Both were very popular among the people of Guangdong, 
and were also friends of Lingnan. No matter what the request, they 
were certain to help. Lei’s two sons, Pui-kum and Pui-man, had at one 
time studied and taught at the school. Chan Ming-shue was even more 
respectful of Dr Chung, behaving like a humble student toward him. 
General Chan had once led a regiment of crack troops, full of valor and 
spirit and marching in perfect order, on an excursion to the campus. 
Sitting still in rows outside Swasey Hall, the soldiers listened without 
a murmur as General Chan invited Dr Chung to address them in a 
pep talk. In the winter of 1930, General Chan visited Lingnan once 
again, giving a speech in which he explained in detail the merits of the 
reduction in size of administrative districts. After this, when armies were 
mobilized to resist the Japanese invasion, the troops that fought in the 
campaigns in Shanghai in January 1932, heroically sacrificing their lives 
under the leadership of the 19th Route Army, were troops trained by 
Chan Ming-shue. 
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In the early years, Lingnan students began to carry out military drill on 
their own, with the instruction of an instructor named Iu Koon-shun. 
Later, the government sent an instructor in military training to take 
charge. The brave and high-spirited students of the red and gray were 
truly forerunners in this regard. Although there were no high-ranking 
officers among the students of Lingnan, nonetheless numerous Lingnan 
alumni pursued military studies in China and abroad, participating 
in the war as officers in the army, navy and air force, including Chan 
Tung Chong, Lei Man-hin, Lei Shue Chee, Lau Iu-wan, Auyeung Lim, 
Lo Wing-tit, Henry Hsu, and Cheng man-kit. In addition, among those 
serving in leading positions in the Central News Agency were Lo Kei-




During the years from 1931 to 1937, China’s southwestern government 
authority was quite stable. In Guangdong, General Chan Chai-tong 
led the army, and Lin Yun-kai led the government. The Southwest 
Administrative Council was established at this time. Then in North 
China, from the time of the Mukden Incident of September 18, 1931, 
Japanese forces were encroaching within the Great Wall, and took 
control of Peiping and Tientsin. On January 28, 1932, the Battle of 
Shanghai occurred, and the 19th Route Army mounted a valiant 
resistance against the enemy. The Marco Polo Bridge Incident of July 7, 
1937 widened the conflict; on August 13 of the same year the incident at 
the Hongqiao airfield in Shanghai took place, and China was compelled 
to mobilize troops in a war of resistance. On November 20, the national 
capital was evacuated westward to Hankow. Nanjing fell at the beginning 
of December. At this point, the enemy was advancing southward; by 
this time, the authority of the Southwest Administrative Council had 
returned to the central government, and the entire country was united 
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in resisting the enemy. 
Dr Chung was very familiar with the study of Chinese history, and thus 
fully understood the trend of the current situation. His view was that 
Lingnan must follow the national political trend, in compliance with the 
nation’s educational needs, rather than “cutting off its feet to fit a pair 
of shoes” by holding onto an old way of thinking. In order to survive 
in society, Lingnan must maintain its independent position apart from 
particular interests, thus avoiding any sort of official interference. Once 
Lingnan had respectfully adhered to national laws and regulations, 
and complied with the evolution of national society, any difficulties that 
might arise could then be handled with appropriate finesse. Moreover, 
it could not be forgotten that matters concerning national affairs might 
be very complicated. Therefore talented persons should be recruited 
and held in reserve in ordinary times, as was in fact a well-established 
Chinese practice. Thus in addition to those such as Ko Koon-tin, Chan 
On-yan, and Secretary Lei Hei-bun, who were already at Lingnan, two 
other holders of doctorates were appointed to serve as Secretaries: 
Chan Wing-tsit and Ng Pak-shing, who also served as Professors of 
Philosophy and Politics respectively. Secretary Ng later resigned 
his position, becoming Counselor to the municipal government of 
Guangzhou. Secretary Chan Wing-tsit was appointed as Academic Dean. 
Then on January 10, 1931, it was announced that Wu Kai-yin would 
serve as Secretary, and then after Vice-President Lei Ying-lam tendered 
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his resignation, Wu succeeded him in that position. From the time that 
Lingnan was turned over to Chinese administrators, Chinese persons 
held executive authority, and the Westerners discreetly stepped back to 
positions as advisors and the ranks of the specialist professors.    
In a speech delivered on September 17, 1936 at the ceremony marking 
the beginning of the school year, Dr Chung explained fully his views 
regarding the Chinese administration of Lingnan University. As he 
spoke, “The goals of those who are students can hardly be achieved 
on the individual level. At the level of the community, however, great 
accomplishments are necessary. Lingnan makes no distinctions 
between religious affiliations, upholding only the basic freedom of 
belief. The major principles of all religions do not go beyond love and 
truth. Furthermore, our school makes no distinctions between races; 
we all take the promotion of the evolution of harmony in the world as 
our ultimate aim. Because Lingnan is a privately-run institution, the 
government cannot arbitrarily take it over as public property. The fact 
that we Chinese have resumed executive authority at Lingnan, does not 
mean that we hold authority as a privilege, but as a responsibility. I hope 
that students at Lingnan will grasp this logic with a clear understanding.”
In December of the same year, Dr Chung conducted a weekly assembly 
during which he addressed the students about the New Life Movement, 
echoing the call of Chairman Chiang Kai-shek, who sought to arouse 
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the spirit of the national population, to maintain order and pay 
attention to hygiene. He expressed his earnest wish to achieve neatness 
and cleanliness, simplicity and plainness, speed and accuracy, so that 
a healthy and energetic national population would be created for the 
purpose of shouldering responsibility for protecting the nation and 
defending the people. 
The elements of the Lingnan educational spirit had long been known as 
amiable affection, liveliness, and honesty. Students’ esprit de corps was 
especially strong. At that time there was often social interaction between 
teachers and students outside classes, and rather than diminishing over 
time, this tendency in fact grew stronger. However, the style changed 
as Lingnan sought to recruit renowned leading scholars, examining 
and making academic distinctions, rather than judging on the basis 
of narrow private exchange. All of a sudden, students began to place 
emphasis on the sciences; all sought to pursue practical courses of study, 
cutting back on idle and superficial ways of thinking. 
As for religious life, Lingnan had entered a stage of liberal self-awareness 
and enlightened thought. From President Chung Wing Kwong downward, 
there were many devout Christians. The stimulating instruction provided 
at Lingnan may be compared to an atmosphere of springtime—it was a 
naturally and silently transforming influence. Even though the fervour 
of the gospel was exhilarating, the dour activism of the old guard had 
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been replaced by instruction from outstanding teachers who had received 
seminary training. Lingnan also had teachers such as Reverend Kwong 
Kei-fat, who conducted regular worship services, and established contact 
individually with every Christian denomination. Because it was up to 
students to make their own choices among the denominations, their paths 
to enlightenment were not lengthy. 
Students were organized in class groups called “she” or “clubs” before 
they graduated.  Alumnus Chan Wing-tsit suggested that year numbers 
should be added to these class names as a means of distinguishing 
them and to make the names easier to understand. By then the groups 
that Lingnan alumni had organized were already very inclusive in 
membership.  Student groups and alumni associations were not limited 
to graduates from Lingnan. All who had studied or taught at the school 
were welcomed as members. Because of this, the Lingnan class groups, 
apart from the first groups, called the “First” and the “Qian,” already 
numbered twenty-four. All were students whom Dr Chung had personally 
observed at the university level. To those who have come afterward and 
are now reading this biography: be sure to follow our mentor’s words, in 
order to fulfill your responsibilities fully and into the future.
The following table shows that each of the class groups had friendship 
associations in various corners of the world, and was continuously 
engaged in activities. 
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Class of 1922:  Abundant Club (Sheng 甡 she)
Class of 1923:  Sincere Club (Zhen 真 she)
Class of 1924:  Diligent Club (Xin 辛 she)
Class of 1925:  Model Club (Feng 風 she)
Class of 1926:  Upright Club (Fang 方 she)
Class of 1927:  All-round Club (Quan 全 she)
Class of 1928:  Intelligent Club (Xing 惺 she)
Class of 1929:  Comaraderie Club (Cui 萃 she)
Class of 1930:  Brilliant Club (Jing 精 she)
Class of 1931:  Astute Club (Ying 英 she)
Class of 1932:  United Club (He 合 she)
Class of 1933:  Central Club (Zhong 中 she)
Class of 1934:  Resolute Club (Gang 剛 she)
Class of 1935:  Good Faith Club (Zhao 昭 she)
Class of 1936:  Radiant Club (Jing 晶 she)
Class of 1937:  Transformation Club (Yi 易 she)
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Class of 1938:  Solar Club (Ri 日 she)
Class of 1939:  Elite Club (Hui 暉 she)
Class of 1940:  Loyal Club (Zhong 忠 she)
Class of 1941:  Brightness Club (Ming 明 she)
Class of 1942:  Valiant Club (Xiong 雄 she)
Class of 1943:  Honour Club (Rong 榮 she)
Class of 1944:  Robust Club (Wei 偉 she)
Class of 1945:  Heroic Club (Hong 轟 she)
Note: Each of these classes graduated during the period of Dr Chung’s 
service at Lingnan. 
Beginning in 1930, Dr Chung assumed full responsibility for 
administration of Lingnan University. Based on the twenty-six year 
history of the school at that time, together with his corresponding 
experience in its service during the same period, he was able to expand 
his activity. To begin with, he defined academic work as the university’s 
priority, and the hiring of personnel as the means of achieving its goals. 
Thus he relied on Chan Wing-tsit as Dean of the Faculty, and Wu Kai-yin 
as Vice President of the university. Dr Chan had graduated in 1924, was a 
member of the Diligent Club, and later received the PhD in Philosophy 
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from Harvard. He had held professorships at various universities in the 
United States. Mr Wu had been a student in the college preparatory 
class of 1910, and had earned a BA degree in Political Economy at the 
University of Michigan. After returning to China he had worked in 
banking and commerce as a manager and held important positions in 
the government. They were both very scholarly and highly-regarded 
men who sought to reach the highest standards by practicing personal 
self-cultivation through vigorous effort and correct conduct. Dr Chung 
could rely well on these two talented and capable gentlemen, whose 
resourcefulness and dedication were manifested so clearly. 
Lingnan University developed into an upper-level multi-faculty 
university during this period. Laterally, it established a College of 
Medicine, a College of Engineering, a College of Commerce, and a 
College of Theology, and continued the earlier-established College 
of Agriculture College (including the Sericultural College) and 
College of Arts. Thus there were six colleges altogether. Vertically, 
every college and department developed a full curriculum, and there 
were thirty departments in total. Over four hundred separate courses 
were established, all appropriate to the times and meeting official 
requirements. There were ninety-two Chinese and Western professors 
and lecturers at the upper and lower levels, and the professors were all 
more highly qualified than formerly, reflecting more careful investigation 
of their credentials. At the same time, Dr Chung promoted a greater 
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emphasis on academics in student life, so that the students would 
start from the classroom, library, laboratory and wider society to seek 
significant subject matter, in order to plan a research project and throw 
themselves fully into observation and study. They would then return to 
reflect on what they had discovered or created, and cooperate in the 
preparation of publications, so that teachers and students would take 
the research results and write theses, while students in the same majors 
studied and learned through common inquiry. In this way the students 
received initiation in their academic fields and viewed the pursuit of 
knowledge as service to a discipline. According to the Annual Report of 
1934, there were thirty graduate students in the physical sciences, and 
423 students in the university classes, of whom about one-third were 
female. As for the program in Education, there was a reform to make 
education the single principle; the students emphasized investigation 
and experimentation. Likewise, Sociology emphasized surveys of the 
society of South China, in the areas of:  1) History, 2) Case Studies, and 
3) Society.  Expertise on the boat-dwelling people of Nansha developed. 
In Biology, research was conducted on the entomological history of 
Guangdong, the flora and fauna and edible products of Fujian and 
Guangdong, and on seaweed products. The results were excellent in the 
academic and practical fields. 
The following table lists the university’s programs, provided for 
circulation and reference.




Art & Sciences Chinese Introduction to Chinese Literature, the 
Spoken Language, Chinese Learning, 
Chinese Prose and Poetry, Rhetoric, the 
Formation of Chinese Characters, Principles 
of Literature, Chinese Literature of the 
Han, Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing 
Dynasties, Ancient Chinese Phonology, 
Textual and Literary Criticism, the Four 
Chinese Classics, Chinese Prose Romance, 
Documentary Chinese, Translation, and the 




Debate and Oratory, Phonetics, Oral 
English, Classical Mythology, the 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century 
Literature of England, Russia, France, and 
Germany, the Major Works of Shakespeare, 
Dante, and Geothe, Contemporary Poetry, 
Drama, the Novel, and the Teaching of 
English. 
Government Principles of Government, Introduction to 
Political Parties, Comparative Municipal 
Government, Introduction to Public 
Administration, Elements of Jurisprudence, 
International Law, Constitutional Law, 
Chinese Criminal Law, the History of 
Western Political Thought, Problems of the 
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Art & Sciences History Outline of History, Europe in the Half-
century before WW I, Modern History, 
Modern China’s Foreign Relations, 
Economic History of Modern Europe, 
The Civilization of Greece and Rome, the 
History of European Civilization since the 
Renaissance, The History of Japan, the 
History of Russia, the History of the United 
States, Ancient and Medieval History, The 
Qing Dynasty, and the Republic of China.
Sociology Introduction to Sociology, Principles 
of Sociology, Social Pathology, Social 
Anthropology, the Family, Social 
Psychology, Linguistics, Religion, Poverty 
and Charity, Cultural Evolution, Rural and 
Urban Sociology, Community Organization, 
Criminology and Penology, Social Service 




Introduction to Education, Mass and Rural 
Education, Methodological Foundations, 
Curriculum, Psychology, Administration, 
and Measurement in Education, Household 
Management, Music and Fine Arts.
Psychology General Psychology and Social Psychology.
Biology Zoology, Botany, Insect Pathogens, Plant 
Pathology, and Micro-analysis.




Art & Sciences Chemistry Organic and Inorganic Analysis, Industrial 
Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, Chemistry 
of Food and Nutrition, the Theory 
of Electrolytic Solutions, Chemical 
Thermodynamics, and Colloid Chemistry.
Physics Agricultural Physics, General Physics, 
Heat and Elementary Thermodynamics, 
Electricity and Magnetism, Mechanics 
and Properties of Matter, Sound and Light, 
Electricity and Magnetism, Advanced 
Mechanics, and Quantitative Atomic 
Theory.
Mathematics Calculus for Engineers, Advanced Calculus, 
Theoretical Mechanics, Differential 
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Diagram Geometry, Geometry for 
Astronomy, and Probability and Statistics.
Business 
Administration
Economics Basic Principles, Economic Thought, 
Economic History, The Cooperative 
Movement, Labour, Socialism, Enterprise 
Economics, Value and Distribution, and the 
Planned Economy.
Commerce Accounting, Business Organization, 
Business Law, Insurance, Corporation 
Finance, Cost Accounting, Foreign Trade, 
Foreign Exchange, Marketing, Advertising, 
Economics of Transportation, Banking 






Commerce Practices, Public Finance and Taxation, and 
Business and Investment Forecasting. 
Union College of 
Theology
Philosophy Ethics, Ancient and Modern Philosophy, 
Daoism and Buddhism, Comparative 
Christianity, Principles of Esthetics, and 
Existentialism.
Religion Religion and Chinese Culture, Religion and 
Problems of Youth, Social Gospel, Jesus 
Christ the Person, Theism, and Science 
and Religion. (A detailed curriculum was 






Animal Nutrition, Testing and Inspection 
of Milk, Anatomy of Domestic Animals, 
Poultry Production, Swine Production, 
Dairy Production, Dairy Bacteriology, and 
Elementary Veterinary Science.
Agronomy Soil Fertility, Genetics in Relation to 
Agriculture, Crop Production, Forage 
and Pasture Crops, Irrigation and 
Drainage, Principles of Plant Breeding, 
Field Experimentation, Sugar Cane and 
Rice Production, Tropical Crops, Farm 
Implements, Farm Accounting, and General 
Farm Management. 
Horticulture Floriculture, Pomology, Dendrology, 
Silviculture, Greenhouses, Plant 










Problems in Plant Pathology. 
Sericulture Seed Selection, Testing, Cold Storage, 
Testing Paper for Silkworm Eggs, 
Pathology, Silk Reeling and Weaving 
Equipment. 






Civil Engineering Geometrical Drawing, Elementary 
Surveying, Geodetic Surveying and 
Field Astronomy, Engineering Geology, 
Mechanics of Engineering, Strength of 
Materials, Materials of Construction, 
Testing Laboratory, Architectural 
Engineering, Reinforced Concrete Theory, 
Steel Design, Structural Design, Essentials 
of Electrical Engineering, Heat Power 
Engineering, Hydraulics, Bridge Design, 
Sanitary Engineering, Sewerage Works, 
Highway Engineering, and Railway Design. 
College of Medicine Full courses in Internal and External 
Medicine, Surgery, Radiology, Pathology, 
Pharmacology, Bacteriology, Physiology, 
Diagnosis, and various medical 




College of Medicine specializations.
Practice: Requirements for service as interns 
in the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hospital 

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Fuk-lam Lingnan Hospital for Villagers, 
and the Hackett Medical College.  
 





(During Dr Chung’s presidency)
Chinese faculty
Chinese language studies: Chan Tsap-ng（ ）Chui Him（ ）Lo Hey（ ）
Yeung Shau-cheong（ ）Chan Shau-yee（ ）Sinn Yuk-ching（ ）
History: Chan Chung-wai（ ）
Philosophy: Chan Wing-tsit（ ）H. Z. Zia（ ）Lo Koon-wai（ ）
Chen Su-ching（ ）Wai Kok（ ）
Political Science: Wu Pak-shing（ ）Ma Shiu-ho（ ）
Education: Chu Yu-kwang（ ）Baldwin Lee（ ）Lau Kwai-cheuk（ ）
Chan Chung-ngok（ ）Tsang Chiu-sam（ ）
Commerce: Wu Kai-yin（ ）Kwok Yam-tong（ ）Shum Shuk-yam
（ ）Wu Yi-shau（ ）Ma Che-heun（ ）Siu Cho-yung（ ）
Tsang Fook-hing（ ）Wu Wai（ ）Kam Nai-kwong（ ）
Sociology: Ko Ting-che（ ） Paul Wu（ ） 
Mathematics: Lo King-tuen（ ）
Chemistry: Chiu Yan-chi（ ）Cheuk Fo-yip（ ）Fred Chang（ ）
Hung Hin-po（ ）Wong Ping-fong（ ）Ho Sai-kwong（ ）
Physics: Lam Cho-kwan（ ）Lam Shun（ ）P. C. Fung（ ）
Ko Shiu-lan（ ）Hui Ching-yeung（ ）
Biology: Chan Sum-to（ ）
Engineering: Lei Kuen-heng（ ）Kwai Ming-king（ ）Lo Shek-lun（ ）
Leung Cheuk-yue（ ）Wong Yuk-man（ ）Ko Wing-yue（ ）
Fine Arts: Ko Kei-fung（ ）
Agriculture: Cheung Cheuk-kwan（ ）Fung Yui（ ）Fu Po-kwong（ ）
Koo Kwai-fen（ ）To Shue-choi（ ）Shao Yiu-nin（ ）
Lei Tak-chuen（ ）Wong Chak-po（ ）Siu Cho-fai（ ）
Tong Yiu-cho（ ）
Medicine: Wong Man（ ）Chan Yeun-kok（ ）Hui Kong-leung（ ）
Lei Tang-piu（ ）Tai Hon-sum（ ）Ross W. Wong（ ）
Lam Shu-mo（ ）Tsang Yan-to（ ）
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Western faculty
（ ） A. Baxter
（ ） L. M. Bower
（ ） H. B. Brownell
（ ） W. W. Cadbury
（ ） K. Duncan
（ ） R. B. Falkenstein
（ ） H. S. Frank
（ ） H. B. Graybill
（ ） Helen T. Gilroy
（ ） D. A. Grieder
（ ） G. C. Griggs
（ ） G. W. Groff
（ ） E. Hartman
（ ） W. E. Hoffmann
（ ） C. W. Howard
（ ） E. J. Kelly
（ ） K. Keys
（ ） J. E. Karcher
（ ） A. R. Knipp
（ ） J. S. Kunkle
（ ） C. N. Laird























（ ） W. E. MacDonald
（ ） F. A. Metcalf
（ ） F. A. McClure
（ ） H. L. Marshall
（ ） R. C. Miller
（ ） Julie P. Mitchell
（ ） F. Oldt
（ ） H. H. Pomerenke
（ ） C. E. Rankin
（ ） H. G. Rhoads
（ ） Metta M. Rust
（ ） M. M. Skinner
（ ） W. Somers
（ ） S. J. Spencer
（ ） E. Swiser
（ ） D. D. Stevenson
（ ） W. W. Stifler
（ ） E. E. Taylor
（ ） J. O. Thomason
（ ） L. A. Waitzinger
（ ） Marguerite V. Woodman
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Lingnan University’s Herbarium was established in 1915. Professors 
G.W. Groff, F.A. McClure, and C.O. Levine worked hard to collect, 
classify, name, and preserve botanical specimens. The laboratory 
became one of the world’s botanical treasure houses. They gathered 
over five thousand specimens from all parts of China and Vietnam, 
along with over two thousand other specimens from the Wuzhe Hills on 
Hainan, among which the bamboo varieties were the most complete. By 
1924, they had collected more than 12,000 varieties of plants. 
In the Lingnan University Library, the English-language department was 
organized by John Barrow and Tam Cheuk-woon following the Dewey 
decimal system of classification. The Chinese-language department 
was well managed by Chan Tak-wan with reference to the views on 
classifications of the expert bibliographer To Ting-yau. The Chinese-
language book collection totaled 180,000 volumes, and there were 
78,000 volumes in the Western languages department. The library was 
sufficient to meet the research needs of Lingnan’s students. 
The Lingnan University Herbarium and Museum was expanded under 
the direction of Dr Arthur R. Knipp and Sinn Yuk-ching. A variety of 
archeological artifacts, animals, mineral products and unusual plant 
specimens were arranged in displays, along with the work of well-
known artists, and materials displaying history and local customs. The 
collection provided reference material to support students’ acquisition 
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of knowledge. 
The Freeman Obser vatory at Lingnan University had already 
accumulated observational records over several decades. Its data 
on rainfall measurement, climatic conditions, and hydrology were 
of outstanding value as resources supporting research related to 
construction projects, both in the agricultural sector and in the 
engineering field.  
The process of Dr Chung Wing Kwong’s establishment of the Dr Sun 
Yat-sen Memorial Hospital as part of the organization of Lingnan 
University as a whole, in which he upheld his proposal in a rightful 
manner, adopting a firm and determined stance, was truly something 
no ordinary person could have achieved.    
The development of medical studies at Lingnan already had a deep 
historical background. Dr A.P. Happer, founder of this work in 1844, 
had been a medical doctor who graduated from the University of 
Pennsylvania. After arriving in China, he taught as well as practised 
medicine. Afterward, Dr William Cadbury succeeded him as director 
of the school, and at the same time served as director of the Internal 
Medicine Department of the Canton Hospital. He taught for a ten-year 
period, during which he was viewed as a saviour by tens of thousands 
of people in Guangzhou, whose feelings of admiration were very deep. 
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Later, in 1918, Mr Ma Ying-piu donated funds for the establishment for 
a convalescent hospital building. In 1925, General Lei Fuk-lam made 
a donation of the building for a rural infirmary, and construction 
actually began. The Canton Hospital which had opened in 1836 and 
suspended operations in 1926 was managed by the Canton Medical 
Missionary Association. The Association proposed to the Lingnan 
University Board of Directors that the hospital be taken over by 
Lingnan to allow operations to resume. At the same time, the Hackett 
Medical College for Women run by the American Presbyterian Mission 
requested amalgamation with Lingnan University. Both proposals were 
endorsed by the Layman’s Foreign Missions Inquiry in 1932.  By mutual 
agreement between the parties the amalgamation was carried out in 
1930.
Dr Chung viewed the Canton Hospital as the place of origin of the 
Chinese Revolution. As early as 1885, Sun Yat-sen had worked as an 
intern at the hospital, conceiving his dream of serving the masses when 
he was only twenty by the Chinese calendar. Therefore, Dr Chung 
drafted a plan to establish a Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hospital to carry on 
with the training of medical personnel for future needs. To begin with, 
he faced two serious problems, namely the question of how to raise 
the funds for reconstruction of the hospital, along with the question of 
how to meet the enormous operating costs required in medical work. 
Consequently, while maintaining the status quo for the time being, 
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the question of new construction was left undecided. This situation 
continued until the end of 1932, when Y.M. Lin, a member of the 
Lingnan Board of Directors, concurrently held the position of Director 
of the Public Works Department of Guangzhou Municipality. He 
commissioned a survey team to establish a clear survey of the hospital 
site and draw up a set of blueprints. It was determined that the strip of 
land fronting on the Changti Bund, which at that time was bustling with 
commercial activity, could bring in revenue amounting to HK $300,000 
at current rates if it were leased out for shops. The Lingnan Board 
of Directors then discussed the question. Dr Chung saw the benefits 
of the proposal suddenly, and was overjoyed by such an unexpected 
opportunity. He immediately asked the assembly to pass a unanimous 
resolution. But not long afterward, after reflecting on the matter once 
again, Dr Chung convened a further extraordinary meeting of the 
Board of Directors at the Luk Kwok Hotel in Hong Kong, at which he 
persuaded those who attended to annul the earlier resolution. The 
reasons he gave for this change were that because responsibility for the 
Canton Hospital had been given in deep trust by its donors, the original 
agreement should not be altered. They had no choice but to face the 
difficulties and seek alternatives.    
In 1935, Dr Chung went to Nanjing in person, seeking financial 
support from the central government for the reconstruction and 
modernization of the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Medical College. His draft 
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plan was that the Medical College would be rebuilt on its original site 
as a five-storey building and would have five classrooms large enough 
for the instruction of a total of 250 students. In addition, there would 
be an assembly hall, laboratories, and rooms for special apparatus. 
The facilities would all be “state of the art.” Within the grounds of the 
college, a marble monument would be erected, along with flowers 
and lawns. On either side of the building, bridges over the driveway 
connected the college to a building at the rear where there were general 
wards and an in-patients’ ward. The scale would be very impressive. 
Arriving at Nanjing accompanied by his secretary Mr Hung Kwun, 
Dr Chung went to stay at the Central Hotel. It was a very hot summer, 
and Dr Chung was drenched with perspiration. Unable to rest until 
late in the evening, Dr Chung would write letters for submission to the 
government. At last Chairman Chiang Kai-shek, considering that the 
project would be an important commemoration of Dr Sun, and would 
promote the welfare of Guangzhou’s citizens, gave his approval to the 
project, turning it over to a Yuan and a Ministry for examination and 
approval. Sun Fo, head of the Legislative Yuan, made an appointment 
with H.H. Kung on Dr Chung’s behalf, who was at that time the Minister 
of Finance. On the basis of detailed discussions with Dr Chung, Minister 
Kung arrived at a thorough understanding of the urgent needs of the 
construction plan, and immediately made a submission to the Executive 
Yuan for final approval. Funds were then allocated to the project, 
amounting to 300,000 yuan for construction expenses and 200,000 yuan 
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for administrative expenses. Thus Dr Chung’s goal was realized, and he 
returned to Guangzhou to commence work. 
When construction of the new hospital was completed in 1935, it 
was beautiful and magnificent, perhaps the most outstanding of 
Guangzhou’s new buildings. 
When it was first constructed, Lingnan’s Medical College was divided 
among the five departments of anatomy, pathology, bacteriology, 
pharmacology, and public health. The first superintendent of the 
hospital was Dr Wong Man. Surgery: Dr J. Oscar Thomson, Dr Lee 
Tang-piew. Internal Medicine: Dr Hsu Kwang-liang, Dr Chu Kwong-tau, 
and Leung Ngai-man. Public Health: Dr Frank Oldt. The Head of the 
Hackett Medical College for Women was Dr Ross W. Wong. Others were 
Dr James Franklin Karchar and Dr Theodore D. Stevenson. 
Dr Chung revisited the capital in the summer of 1936. In addition to 
discussing with officials in the Ministry of Finance how to expedite 
the promised allocation of funds, he also sought funding for the 
construction of a new dormitory for the middle school at Lingnan. 
Soong May-ling, wife of Chiang Kai-shek, Sun Fo, and Wu Te-chen, each 
made donations of 10,000 yuan to help the project go forward. Many 
others made pledges to assist the project. During Dr Chung’s visit to 
Nanjing awaiting the funding allocation, he was constantly occupied 
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with writing appeals and paying calls; he expended his energies to 
the utmost in this difficult work. Nonetheless, the results fell far short 
of expectations. Therefore he then turned to Hankow, where he was 
received by Commander-in-Chief Zhang Xueliang. The commander 
honoured Dr Chung with warm hospitality, immediately drawing a 
cheque for 10,000 yuan out of his sleeve. Overcome with gratitude, Dr 
Chung received this contribution with appreciation, and was thus able 
to accomplish his mission. 
Less than two years later, Dr Chung visited Nanjing once again. Because 
he extended such good will during the torrid summer heat, central 
officials treated him with kindness, increasing the allocation of funds. 
Thus the financial situation of the medical college could be considered 
stable for the time being, and the students could concentrate on their 
studies with peace of mind.  At the time of the invasion of southern 
China by Japanese forces in 1938, many of the medical college’s first 
cohort of graduates transferred to the Free China zone of the Southwest 
to provide their services to the Red Cross in the work of controlling 
infectious diseases and treating the wounded. They all put their learning 
to use, living up to Dr Chung’s efforts in fostering them, and also to the 
nation’s high expectations of success on their part.  
Dr Chung also paid great attention to the preparations in progress 
for the Lingnan Theological College. First, in the fall of 1922, 
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representatives of the British-American Burton Commission 
recommended that the Union Theological College established at 
White Crane Cave in Guangzhou should be merged into Lingnan 
University to facilitate its operations.  The Union Theological College 
had granted degrees in Christian theology, preparing preachers 
who were whole-heartedly devoted to spreading the gospel, and had 
ordained as ministers those who qualified. Among the fully experienced 
professors were Reverend John Kunkle, C. W. Shoop, Tam Yuk-sum 
and Chan Tsap-ng (who passed away in 1931). However, when the file 
for registration was submitted to the Ministry of Education, technical 
problems remained to be solved.
At this time the College of Agriculture at Lingnan was extensively 
recruiting academic talent and emphasized research on tropical crops 
in order to develop revenue from economic and commercial sources. 
Vice-President Wu Kai-yin was then the provincial Commissioner 
of Reconstruction. Thus the agencies of the Department of 
Reconstruction, including the Bureau of Agriculture and Forestry 
and the experimental stations in various locations, cooperated fully 
with the College of Agriculture, matching the university’s various 
curricula in promoting agricultural extension work. The research 
achievements in developing high-yielding paddy rice, four hundred 
varieties of early-ripening rice, 1,100 varieties of late-ripening rice, 
and “Improved Dongguan White” were the most outstanding. There 
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were also advancements in the propagation of oranges, litchees, and 
longan fruit, and in cultivating rattan wood. Furthermore, superior 
sugarcane varieties from Hawaii, the Philippines and Java made an 
enormous contribution to the Guangdong provincial plan for industrial 
development. As a result, the provincial government relied heavily 
on the College of Agriculture’s expanded recruitment of experts. 
Lingnan alumni including Feng Rui, Liao Chung-chun, Koo Kwai-fan, 
Cheung Cheuk-kwan, and Lau Wing-kee were successive directors of 
Guangdong’s Bureau of Agriculture and Forestry, and below them many 
staff members with degrees from the College of Agriculture at Lingnan 
held key positions, promoting the development of agriculture so as to 
achieve the goals of the Guangdong provincial plan for provincially-
operated industrial enterprises. The most important part of the plan 
was the establishment of sugar mills, and because the acreage of land 
planted in sugarcane was expanded smoothly, there was sufficient raw 
material for the mills, so that the lost expenditures on sugar imports 
could be blocked, and at the same time exports could be increased, to 
avoid using foreign currency. Guangdong’s sugar was also supplied as 
raw material to the Taikoo Sugar Refinery in Hong Kong. Guangdong 
province’s bright prospects for prosperous development were all reliant 
on such work throughout the decade. The special attention that Dr 
Chung paid to the future of agricultural studies can only be considered 
to have been extremely far-sighted. 
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 Guangdong’s provincially-operated industrial enterprises also borrowed 
expertise from Lingnan University during this period. Feng Rui was the 
director of the sugar mills, Chan Pei-yeung directed the cement works 
in Sai-chuen, Wong Ping-fong directed the sulphuric acid plant, and 
Lau Po-sum directed the paper mill. Private enterprises also turned to 
Lingnan for expertise: Sit Kee-min was the Chief Engineer of the Foo 
Kwok Mine in northern Guangdong. 
In 1933, Dr Chung was preparing to establish the Lingnan branch 
school on Hainan and was training agricultural personnel. He travelled 
the long distance to the port of Haikou on Hainan Island, where he was 
welcomed by the educational authorities, by Presbyterian missionaries 
from the United States, and by others from various circles. The 
Presbyterian mission provided Lingnan with the former location of 
the municipal middle school on a lease basis. Local persons including 
Mr Ng Wai-fan, Dr Chan Tai-yip of the United States, Reverend Shek 
Ting-yip, and Lingnan alumnus Ng Yin-shou were all willing to serve 
on the Board of Directors. Seeing that there were abundant resources 
of virgin land and primeval forest on the island, Dr Chung drafted a 
plan for a farm for the cultivation of tropical crops and an agriculture 
school. Later he sent Koo Kwai-fan, Ng Yin-shou and others to carry 
out surveys of Nada and Hing Lung in the Chim district. Responses to 
appeals for donations were received from Wong Yau-leun, a prominent 
overseas Chinese merchant in Siam and Kwok Sun of Singapore, but 
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unfortunately because conditions changed, the project could not be 
carried out.
In addition to the extensive orchard land in Chaoshan, discussed in the 
preceding chapter,  Dr Chung also applied for approval of the allocation 
by Tang Shaoyi, head of the Zhongshan District, of six thousand mu of 
public agricultural land in the district at Nazhou, for the establishment 
of the Lingnan Farm. 
Chapter Fourteen
Meeting the challenge of national crisis 
(1937-1940)
As well as working throughout his life to fulfill his vision of “Great 
Lingnan,” Dr Chung never stopped travelling. He was always on the 
move. While constantly transferring between boats and vehicles, he 
even forgot his own age. But the years went by nonetheless and in 1937 
he was seventy years of age. In 1933 he underwent a medical procedure 
for treatment of the urinaria, and then spent several months in 
convalescence. Thereafter his physical strength was not as great as it had 
been before.  Mrs Chung, moreover, suffered from a chronic asthma 
condition and could not travel easily. Yet the two aged gradually without 
giving any thought to how to arrange a program of rest. Completely 
without plans for his own future, Dr Chung felt that he would worry 
about tomorrow’s concerns when tomorrow arrived. 
In March 1937, Chairman Lin Sen of the National Government 
travelled on a tour of inspection from Nanjing to the southwestern 
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provinces. Previously, when Chairman Lin chaired the National 
Assembly, he had frequently visited Lingnan to give lectures and 
sightsee. On March 29, he arrived at Lingnan to visit Dr Chung. He was 
accompanied by Deputy Commander Heung Hon-ping, by Ngai Wai, 
head of the Secretariat, and by Lui Chiu, chief of staff. Acting Dean of 
Studies Hui Ching-yeung (Dean of Studies Chan Wing-tsit was teaching 
in Hawaii as an exchange professor during 1935), led part of the student 
body to assemble in formation to welcome Chairman Lin at the pier by 
the north gate. Upon his arrival, he was escorted to Blackstone Lodge, 
where he was welcomed by Dr Chung. While drinking tea together, they 
had an intimate chat to catch up with one another. After quite a while, 
Chairman Lin then visited various places to see the sights. Afterward he 
got into a car at the south gate, returning to the city by the Huangpu 
Road. 
In July 1937, at the early stage of formulating the decision for a 
protracted war of resistance, the central authorities called a consultative 
meeting at Kuling. The meeting was a full gathering of representatives 
sent by every national party and non-party organization. After the war 
of resistance began, the central authorities invited the Chinese Youth 
Party, the National Socialist Party, the Chinese Communist Party, and 
intellectual leaders to establish a Consultative Assembly for National 
Defense, to serve the government as an advisory body.
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Dr Chung was invited to participate in the consultative meeting, and 
thus went by air to Jiujiang. He then transferred at Kuling in Lushan. 
In the past this place was an excellent summer resort for Western 
preachers. The mountain peaks were lofty and the ridges were steep, 
with forests touching the sky. The spring waters were clear and the 
stones were lovely. The mist was light and the air was fresh. Dr Chung 
gazed with delight on the scene. Immediately, he had an idea for long-
term convalescence, and had no thought of returning to Lingnan. 
Because Dr Chung appreciated natural scenery, he once, after summer 
school classes ended in 1909, took three boys, Lau Tai-chee, Chung Kai-
cheung, and Kong Yue-yam, on a trip to Laufo Mountain in eastern 
Guangdong. They climbed to the highest point, called Flying Cloud 
Peak. Along the path ran a splashing stream that dampened their 
clothing. The cries of monkeys reached their ears. The old pine trees 
of Huanglong Temple, and the curious stones of Old Man’s Peak filled 
their eyes. Dr Chung especially enjoyed keeping a record of couplets, 
such as the former Viceroy Shum Cheun-heun’s words to describe the 
Dragon Pearl Pavilion: 
Exhaled breath changes to worldly raindrops 
Inhaled breath transforms to universal light
Dr Chung read this and said, “This is very skilfully composed, but has 
too much the sense of a fairy tale!”
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An area of summer residences lies in the eastern valley of Kuling. At that 
time war was looming nearby, and rental rates were low, so Dr Chung 
rented a flat, living quietly and seldom going out. Lingnan alumnus 
Lam Chik-ho was also taking a vacation in the area, and sometimes 
crossed paths with Dr Chung. Dr Chung said to him, “Now I have been 
concentrating on writing my memoirs, and they are already finished. If 
the Lingnan alumni can someday publish them, they would be a useful 
to future generations as a reference work. (Later the manuscript was 
lost, as described in an earlier chapter.)
Earlier, in June that year, the Lingnan University Board of Directors met 
in Guangzhou, and discussed the question of selecting a successor to Dr 
Chung as president of the university  because of his advanced age. It was 
resolved that Dr Chung would be permitted to retire, receiving a new 
appointment as President Emeritus, and that Dr Lei Ying-lam would 
serve as president. 
  After Lei Ying-lam took up the position of university president, he 
appointed Dr Chu Yu-kwang as Academic Dean. Also, feeling that 
the school’s administrative work had become rather heavy in recent 
years, becoming an obstacle to academic advancement, he therefore 
instructed every department to be directly responsible to the Academic 
Dean. Lei Ying-lam also simplified the administrative structure of 
the school, dividing the faculty of arts and science into a College of 
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Arts and a College of Science. The former colleges of engineering 
and commerce were scaled down, however, becoming departments 
within the College of Science. He also suspended all instruction in the 
agricultural and commercial vocational programs. The Colleges of 
Agriculture and Medicine continued in operation provisionally. He also 
set up an institute for postgraduate research in natural sciences. 
On July 7, 1938, the National Consultative Assembly was established in 
Hankow, and representatives from all political parties, ethnic groups, 
occupational sectors and regions convened for a joint discussion on 
guiding principles for the war of resistance and national reconstruction. 
Dr Chung was a Counselor of the assembly, and thus travelled from 
Kuling to Hankow. Many Lingnan alumni were in Hankow then, having 
retreated from Nanjing, Shanghai, Hangchow, Peiping, Tientsin and 
other places. Among them Ng Shu-wing was an overseas Chinese student 
who had boarded at Lingnan since a young age; he respectfully invited 
Dr Chung to lunch at the Railway Hotel. Because the service provided 
by the waiter at the hotel was not satisfactory, Mr Ng called to the waiter 
and questioned him. Dr Chung immediately stopped him, saying, “Stay 
calm –if the waiter had as much intelligence and opportunity as you, 
then you should be serving him. It happens that he did not understand 
clearly, so just let him go! Why should you get angry about it?” This 
made a deep impression on Mr Ng, and he afterward frequently told 
others that Dr Chung was always extremely good-natured in dealing with 
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people. Consequently his nickname was “Mr Four Goods,” which meant 
that every time, everything, every place, and everyone were good. 
After the Consultative Assembly adjourned, Dr Chung took a flight 
from Hankow to Hong Kong, and then returned directly to Guangzhou. 
In September, he personally and formally transferred the presidency 
of Lingnan University to Lei Ying-lam, and stored the memoirs that he 
had composed in Lushan in an archive at the school. He then hurriedly 
moved his home to Haiphong in Indochina. Within the year, he made 
several trips by air from Kunming to Chungking, to attend meetings of 
the Consultative Assembly.
On October 22, 1938, Japanese forces landed at Bias Bay, and followed 
the railway line to push into Guangzhou. Within ten days they had 
occupied Guangzhou. At that time, President Lei Ying-lam was on a 
business trip to Hong Kong. Dean Chu led students and transferred 
equipment in an urgent retreat. Several hundred students reached 
Hong Kong. Vice-Chancellor Duncan Sloss of the University of Hong 
Kong lent them classroom space.
At the end of October 1939, Japanese forces attacked from the rear 
between Yamchau and Limkong and occupied Nanning. At that time, 
Lingnan alumnus Yeung Wah-yat was director of the Pearl River Bureau 
of the Water Conservancy Department. From the work site at Tsokong 
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he turned toward Zhennanguan, entered Indochina at Taiyuanfu, and 
travelled to Haiphong. There he visited alumnus Chan Kei-fun, an 
architect. It happened to be New Year’s Eve, and he spotted Dr Chung 
and his wife sitting side by side in a sitting-room. Everyone was pleasantly 
surprised. Dr Chung asked Yeung Wah-yat whether or not all the alumni 
working in the Pearl River Bureau were safe. Mr Chan then told him, 
“Dr Chung and Mrs Chung have already been living here for some 
time. The weather is warm in this place, and everything is favorable.” 
Dr Chung replied, “Last year I travelled several times from Kunming 
to the wartime capital in Chungking, and next month I must make the 
trip again. Shortly I will be going to Hanoi to visit a school managed by 
alumni Wong Kwan-lun and Ho Bik-wan.” Mrs Chung said, “Dr Chung 
has recently suffered from a cough, and likes to drink some camphor 
liqueur, to relieve his throat and tongue. Mr Yeung immediately went 
downstairs to make the purchase, and then hurriedly said goodbye, 
catching a train to Kunming, and then to Chungking. He could not 
even wait for the New Year to share wishes for new good fortune. When 
Yeung was about to leave, Dr Chung requested that when he met 
Ma Chiu-chun he would ask Ma to reserve a room for him to stay in 
while attending the meeting of the Consultative Assembly that would 
soon take place. Not long after Yeung Wah-yat arrived in Chungking, 
Dr Chung called to tell him, “My flights to Chungking turned back 
twice because of bad weather, but the survey charts are all in a safe 
place. Don’t worry.” Mrs Chung repeatedly advised her husband to 
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consider his illness and not do so much rough travelling, but he paid 
no attention. Finally he reached Chungking. Attending the Consultative 
Assembly, he discussed several proposals with Counselors including 
Wu Chi-mui and Shum Wai-lin concerning educational measures and 
women’s service during wartime. They racked their brains for the sake 
of benefiting the nation. 
Dr Chung conscientiously kept a daily diary, and Mrs Chung liked to 
paste photographs in albums. She arranged all the material about his 
relatives and friends, students, scenery, and minutes of meetings in 
an orderly fashion, filling a succession of large volumes. They were 
fascinating to peruse. Dr Chung once pointed to the set, saying, “These 
bird’s claws from around the globe are the marks of a life-span’s journey 
of a man.  Never in my life have I been short of clothing or food, and if 
I were to eat a meal at the home of each of my students, and then start 
a new round of meals, I could live out the end of my life that way.” Ah! 
Confucius travelled widely, receiving accommodation from the princes 
of various states in succession, while Dr Chung has only his students to 
rely on. And now, as Dr Chung contemplates the situation sensibly while 
the war spreads everywhere –Where can he go? What to follow?   
Chapter Fifteen 
The death of a virtuous man 
(1941-1942)
In September 1940, the Japanese forces occupied Indochina, 
blockading the railway into Yunnan Province. Dr Chung was suffering 
from illness and therefore moved from Haiphong together with Mrs 
Chung for convalescence in Hong Kong. They stayed temporarily at the 
Luk Kwok Hotel, and then the Lingnan branch school accommodated 
them temporarily, following which they moved to a flat in Happy 
Valley for a long-term stay. Auntie Eight, their long-time reliable maid, 
returned to help them again. Finally, the couple moved to a ground-
floor flat on Blue Pool Road, and a large number of alumni collectively 
furnished them with a refrigerator. Because Dr Chung’s health was weak 
and he had many ailments, he seldom ventured out. If he happened to 
go somewhere, he needed to arrange for a taxicab rather than going on 
foot. On one occasion he wrote to Chan Fu-cheung, a former student 
who was the owner-manager of the Luk Kwok Hotel, concerning the 
veteran revolutionary Chiu Sze-pak, formerly the chief justice of the 
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high court of Guangdong, who was in arrears in paying his rent. Dr 
Chung asked Mr Chan to be lenient with Chiu, rather than forcing him 
to leave, because Chiu would later receive remittances from overseas. Dr 
Chung’s letter was full of sympathy, clearly showing in his words. 
In 1941, Dr Chung was seventy-five years of age. The Lingnan Alumni 
Association of Hong Kong proposed to celebrate his birthday. Dr Chung 
was reluctant to agree, but wished to take the opportunity to create a 
meaningful event at this momentous occasion. Therefore he nodded. At 
the same time, he reflected on how to launch a fund-raising campaign 
with the target of raising a million Hong Kong dollars. He drafted a list of 
members for the fund-raising committee, and personally drafted a simple 
appeal, so as to mobilize the energies of the entire group to carry out the 
task, enabling Lingnan University to receive these funds and consolidate 
its endeavour. The fund-raising began with one million dollars, and 
continuously attracted donations, boosting the campaign to a higher level 
of success. This was Dr Chung’s bold proposal for the school, and a matter 
of his constant concern. (See Chapter Ten for the record of a conversation 
between Dr Chung and Tang Tso-yum.) It was Dr Chung’s intention that 
alumni in Hong Kong, the mainland, and overseas, numbering between 
ten and twenty thousand persons, should each make the commitment 
to contribute two hundred yuan. Then the fund-raising campaign had 
already drawn in more than this amount, as funds poured from the 
donors, totaling a large sum. Thus the target was doubled and redoubled. 
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Dr Chung then directed General Secretary Tsang Chiu-sam to first send 
a circular letter to all alumni chapters around the world, asking them to 
hold celebrations on the same day, and to launch similar fund raising efforts. 
Dr Chung served as Chairman of the fundraising movement, personally 
composing brief appeals that he were accessible to readers. Yeung Wah-
yat gathered together the words of one of Dr Chung’s appeals to keep as 
a souvenir. The words were as follows:
Seventy-five years flow by, yet I have never celebrated a birthday. 
Now I have become an outdated fellow, reluctant to serve as 
Chairman. 
Celebrating my birthday on behalf of a foundation for the alma 
mater,
We rely on mobilizing you all, as success will be easy if everyone 
pitches in. 
Our thousands of efforts, rally three households to overthrow Qin 
rule.
Now from our fallen campus, staff and students have withdrawn 
to safety, 
Success still comes when we heed the call of the Red and Gray.
Looking forward to the revival of our former enterprise, our vow 
can never fail.  
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On the evening of that day, September 7, 1941, the Lingnan Alumni 
General Association held a banquet at the Hong Kong Hotel in honour 
of Lingnan University President Emeritus Dr Chung’s seventy-fifth year. 
The hall was splendidly decorated, with red and gray banners hanging 
on the four sides, and in the centre was an embroidered portrait of Dr 
Chung made of feathers, along with a bronze bust of his likeness. On 
the right and left of the table were hanging couplets reading, “For a 
teacher of thousands of students, congratulations on a life of a thousand 
autumns,” and a tall birthday cake was displayed on a table. At 7 o’clock 
in the evening, the guests thronged into the hall. Legislative Yuan 
President Sun Fo, Chairman of the Lingnan Board of Directors, passing 
through Hong Kong on business, attended together with his wife. 
President Lei Ying-lam and others also arrived one after the other. When 
the honoured birthday figure and his wife entered the room, the entire 
group stood to welcome them to their seats. Chairman Kwok Lam-but 
announced that the party had begun. The Alma Mater song was sung. 
Chairman Sun Fo, President Lei Ying-lam, and student president Y. W. 
Lee each addressed the gathering in turn. When the dinner was served 
to a seating of several hundred guests, they all began to crowd around 
Dr Chung and Mrs Chung, holding cups to make toasts to their health. 
Next, Dr Chung held a knife to make the first slice of the birthday cake, 
and cake was distributed to every guest. At the end Mrs Chung offered a 
vote of thanks, and the whole gathering raised a thunderous cheer. 
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During the party, Dr Chung wished great success to every alumnus, 
and the Million-Dollar fund-raising committee announced its formal 
establishment. Dr Chung was the chairman of the committee, and the 
deputy chairmen were Y. M. Lin, Benson Fong, Kam Nai-kwong, Y. C. 
Loke, Lei Ying-lam, and Szeto Wai. The one hundred and forty-two 
committee members included Wu Kai-yin, Chan Yue-yui, Yeung Wah-yat, 
Lei Ping-chiu, Lee Wai-choi, Wong Wing-on, Tso Iu, Lee Shao-cheong, 
Leung Ting-ngok, Ng Pak-shing, Kwok Lam-but, Choi Wai-hung, Woo 
Haw, Ko Ting-che, Cheng Chiu-bun, Mui King-chow, Kan Kaom Tsing, 
Lam Chik-suen, Tam Woo, Chan Lap-bun, Tang Tso-yum. A treasury 
committee for the funds had also been set up, Kan Kaom Tsing serving 
as chairman, and Sinn Ping-hay as deputy chairman. There was also a 
promotion team, along with a planning section.    
When the Million-Dollar fundraising campaign had begun, the 
intention was to conclude the campaign within three months within 
Hong Kong and within nine months overseas. Unfortunately, the 
situation worsened, turning against China. Japan became allied with the 
Axis powers, and waged war on a larger scale, deploying its powerful 
army, navy and airforce to attack the United States and Great Britain, 
and setting up an “East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere.” On December 8, 
1941, the Pacific War broke out, as Japanese forces bombed Hong Kong 
and Pearl Harbor on the same day. Defended with a minimal force, 
Hong Kong was forced to surrender on Christmas Day. In the course of 
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the fighting, our eyes were filled with scenes of devastation; subjected to 
the cruel violence of the Japanese army, the people of Hong Kong lived 
in a constant state of terror. 
Dr Chung found himself in hostile surroundings, and his heart 
pounded with fear. His heart trouble became critical, and he sought 
medical help at the nearby Consortium Hospital. He remained there 
until January 7, 1942, when he silently passed away. His loyal maid 
Auntie Eight hurriedly sent a message to Chan Yue-yui, principal of the 
Lingnan branch school, and Mr Chan hurried to the hospital. He found 
Mrs Chung alone watching Dr Chung’s body. It was a heart-wrenching 
sight. Shortly afterward Chan Fu-cheong also arrived. Mrs Chung said, 
“I entrust the funeral arrangements solely to the two of you, to handle 
as quickly as possible.  Everything should be done swiftly and flexibly.” 
After the two gentlemen received their instructions, they decided on 
the spot to schedule the visitation for that afternoon. The burial would 
take place the following day. The body rested temporarily in the morgue 
of the Tung Wah Hospital, and together with alumnus Hung Ko-wong 
they went to a coffin business in Queen’s Road East and purchased a 
six-hundred dollar coffin. But the shop owner refused to honour their 
five-hundred dollar banknote, insisting on devaluing the note by forty 
percent. They were told that there were Japanese soldiers’ posts all 
along their route, and that they would be unable to get through without 
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passes. Hearing this, the three men were uncertain how to proceed. The 
next day, while waiting to begin the funeral procession, they were truly at 
a loss. Fortunately, Kwok Chuen came to pay his respects, accompanied 
by a Japanese Lieutenant Colonel Daishi. They then made a request to 
the Japanese officer that he write out an “interim permit” and stamp it 
with his personal seal. Thus they were assured of being able to proceed. 
With alumnus Hung in the lead, followed by Chan Yue-yui and Auntie 
Eight (Mrs Chung had gone ahead in the hospital’s ambulance), they 
reached the junction of Garden Road, and after their document had 
been examined by the Japanese military police squad posted there, the 
soldiers immediately saluted. In the same manner they passed several 
other Japanese checkpoints and finally reached the morgue. 
Dr Chung verbally delivered his will and testament during his dying 
hours. Remaining deeply concerned about Lingnan affairs, he expressed 
regrets concerning the yet-to-be established Union Theological College 
and the yet-to-be consolidated College of Medicine, along with the new 
dormitory for the affiliated middle school. He delivered his will and 
testament on December 16, with Hung Kwan serving as a witness. Dr 
Chung spoke as described above. 
On January 7, 1943, the Lingnan Alumni Association of Kweilin held a 
memorial service to commemorate the first anniversary of Dr Chung’s 
death, and sent notification to cities behind the lines in the war of 
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resistance and to alumni chapters in various centres overseas about 
organizing meetings on the same day to commemorate their sagely 
teacher and reflect their feelings of respect. At this time, Dr Chung’s 
widow Fan-ting had returned to Free China and was residing in Kweilin. 
Various Lingnan alumni, including Y. M. Lin, Yeung Wah-yat, Chow 
Man-kong, Lee Cheuk-po, Ho Yam-tong, Ho Yuk-ying, Yip Yuk-leung, 
Ko Ting-tse, Wong Kai-yuan, Yue Kwok-ting, and Chan Ying-hung were 
all serving in Free China. The event was held in the hall of the Union 
Hostel. White streamers filled the scene and bouquets of fresh flowers 
filled the room. The long procession of those who came to pay their 
respects wound through the street. 
The war of resistance ended in victory in 1945, but Dr Chung did not 
live to see this. Following demobilization, Lingnan University expanded 
actively, but Dr Chung was unable to see this either. Alas!
Lingnan University and its alumni deeply inherited Dr Chung’s 
benevolence, and dearly remembered his wisdom. Thus on January 7, 
1947, they welcomed the return to Guangzhou of his remains, which 
were laid to rest in a solemn interment ceremony at Swasey Place at 
Lingnan, next to the tomb of Leung Fat.  This was a realization of Dr 
Chung’s wishes while he was alive. 
Chapter Sixteen
Epilogue
Dr Chung Wing Kwong devoted himself to education for his entire 
life, without a thought for private matters. Although he was familiar 
with the four bitter things in life: pain, age, illness, and death, he never 
mentioned even a single one. In his diary he noted a few remarks, but 
he also endured sorrows that we cannot comprehend! When we return 
to the past today, we fill pages with vague generalities, to the point of 
inviting satire. Even following a model for composition, much is left to 
be desired; divergence from what the master taught reverberates like 
footsteps in an empty valley. This writer himself is embarrassed that his 
composition is so untidy. Hearing about Dr Chung and remembering 
his presence has been an opportunity for me to benefit indirectly 
from his influence, feeling this like a lingering fragrance deep in my 
heart. The work of editing is now finished. There are fifteen chapters, 
totaling 50,000 words. Ah! The claws of the heron touch snow and mud, 
but barely leave any traces behind. Many events of President Chung’s 
career may only be recounted orally by gentlemen among the Lingnan 
University alumni. Bit by bit, these traces have been assembled like 
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patchwork, finally forming a complete quilt here in this book. We feel 
that this is a quilt to be treasured like an auspicious radiant feather. 
Respectfully submitted by Yeung Wah-yat in 1967
Postscript  
May the Lingnan spirit last forever 
 
The preceding account of the life and work of Chung Wing Kwong is 
more than simply the biography of a university president. It is valuable 
primarily for placing a pioneering educator and his achievements in 
their historical context. It does this by addressing the most significant 
aspects of Dr Chung’s career and his work to build up Lingnan 
University. It illuminates the early years of the school with attention to 
Lingnan’s significant role in the modernization of education in China. 
The reprinting and translation of this work is intended to fill a gap in the 
existing literature on the development of Chinese society and education, 
with particular attention to Guangzhou, home of the university, and the 
many links between the people of Guangdong and the wider world.  For 
many of today’s readers, moreover, an English-language biography of 
Chung Wing Kwong will provide a link to our predecessors, and deepen 
appreciation of Lingnan’s fascinating past. 
Beginning with the first issue of the Lingnan Newsletter by the Lingnan 
Alumni Association of Hong Kong on January 20, 1954, and until I 
moved to Canada in the 1990s, I have spent many years following in 
the footsteps of senior alumni, serving as a member of the publications 
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committee, and assuming responsibility for editing the newsletter. 
During this time, I had contacted with numerous teachers and friends of 
Lingnan. Whenever they mentioned the abundant lofty achievements of 
our alma mater, it was as though they were speaking with delight about 
a treasured inheritance. In the words of the Alma Mater Song, I am a 
Lingnanner, and thus “In the care bright years are bringing joys in happy 
throng.” My eyes and ears have been filled with inspiration, and I have 
found particular fulfillment in the investigation and compilation of our 
school’s history. 
Lingnan University by Charles Hodge Corbett was published in 1963 by 
the Board of Trustees of Lingnan University in the United States. For the 
purpose of translating several chapters of Mr. Corbett’s book, I was honoured 
to receive suggestions from Lin Yee-min, formerly a member of the Lingnan 
University Board of Directors. Mr Lin introduced me to several personages 
in the history of Lingnan, noting the importance of one in particular, 
namely President Chung Wing Kwong, and recommending that someone 
should translate the record of his legacy into English, to ensure that the 
glory of Lingnan’s history would not be monopolized by Westerners. 
Lingnan alumni deeply remember Dr Chung’s constant travel between 
the two hemispheres as he unstintingly contributed life-long service 
to Lingnan. In 1966, a “Chung Wing Kwong Biography Editorial 
Committee” was formed under the leadership of Mr Lin Yee-min and 
Mr Tso Iu, and with the promotion of several other alumni, Mr Yeung 
Wah-yat’s account was prepared. Alumnus Yeung Wah-yat completed 
Postscript  	
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The Biography of Chung Wing Kwong in 1967. His account effectively 
brought to life the biography of the teacher who has been regarded by 
our generation as a spiritual leader. 
Now it is more than four decades since Mr Yeung’s work was published. 
This year is the one hundred and forty-fifth anniversary of President 
Chung’s birth. I still bear in mind Director of the Board Lin Yee-min’s 
exhortation, made with serene words and a solemn heart, but did not 
consider my own abilities to be sufficient. So first I posted a notice 
in the Newsletter of the Lingnan Alumni Association of San Francisco. 
Like “ throwing bricks to attract gems,” I offered a preliminary draft 
translation of the biography, seeking corrections from fellow alumni. I 
also gained the cooperation of Dr Emily Hill of the History Department 
of Queen’s University, Canada. We have made every effort to maintain 
accuracy in our choice of words and phrases. Therefore the spelling 
of personal names mentioned in this book mainly follows Cantonese 
pronunciation and the renderings of their name that alumni and others 
adopted themselves. We have now completed the project after working 
together for several years. The translation that we have completed 
reflects the value of that important work. Our only hope is for the 
fulfillment of Mr Lin Yee-min’s wish that President Chung’s entire life 
— lived in word and in deed “for God, for Country, and for Lingnan”— 
would be permanently recorded for a hundred generations to come, 
and moreover ensure that Lingnan’s glory will shine on forever.
Preparation of the present translation has been based on the third 
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edition of the Biography of Chung Wing Kwong, sponsored by four past 
chairmen of the Lingnan Alumni Association: Lam Chik-suen, B. L. 
Wong, James T. Wu, and K. Y. Luk. It was first presented in preliminary 
draft form to Lingnan alumni as instalments in the Newsletter of the 
San Francisco Lingnan Alumni Association, edited and published by 
Alumnus Warren Achuck, past president of the San Francisco chapter 
of the Lingnan Alumni Association. The response was gratifying, and 
we received many requests for continued work to complete a full 
translation. In addition, the sponsors of the third edition urged us 
to complete the work, with their full endorsement.  Therefore I also 
would like to acknowledge, with great appreciation, the support for this 
publication received from the Lingnan (University) College Educational 
Development and Research Foundation. This project has been realized 
thanks to their generosity and strong belief in its value.  
In closing, a warm salute should go out to Lingnanners around 
the world in deep appreciation of their wise advice and continuing 
encouragement. They have brightly illuminated the precious shared 
memories of our college years. We all are deeply committed to ensuing 
that the Lingnan spirit will live on and on.
November 2011
Sui Ming Lee, PhD 
 (Class of ’47)
A
Au Bing-chiu 歐炳昭 90
Au Fung-che 區鳳墀 30
Au Lai-chow 區勵周 34
Au Long-yeuk 區朗若 34
Auyeung Chun 歐陽濬 99
Auyeung Kei 歐陽祺 71
Auyeung Lim 歐陽廉 152
Auyeung Sai-chun 歐陽世俊 101
B
Ray Baber 皮鹿理 95
John Barrow 巴羅贊 170
Alexander Baxter 白士德 66
Brownell, Henry B. 包令留 19
C
Cai E 蔡鍔 61
Index of Personal Names
Cai Yuanpei 蔡元培 147
Cao Cao 曹操 88
Chan Bing-him 陳炳謙 100
Chan Chai-tong 陳濟棠 153
Chan Chak-man 陳澤民 114
Chan Chau-on 陳秋安 99
Chan Chiu-sheung 陳昭常 42
Chan Chung-wai 陳仲偉 34
Chan Chung-ngok 陳宗嶽 75
Chan Fu-cheung 陳符祥 91
Chan Hung-fong 陳孔芳 115
Chan Kei-fun 陳其芬 187
Chan King-man 陳景文 114
Chan King-tu 陳景度 34
Chan King-wah 陳景華 38
Chan Kwan-king 陳君景 (Shiu- 122
 paak少白 ) 
Chan Kwei-han 陳桂嫻 36
Chan Kwei-sang 陳桂生 90
Chan Lap-bun 陳立彬 193
Chan Lim-po 陳廉伯 75
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Chan Lok-sang 陳樂生 114
Chan Man-chu 陳文駐 70
Chan Ming-shue 陳銘樞 151
Chan Man-po 陳文波 114
Chan Mau-yuet 陳茂樾 114
Chan On-yan 陳安仁 113
Chan Pei-yeung 陳丕揚 181
Chan Shiu-cheung 陳肇祥 34
Chan Shiu-kun 陳肇根 34
Chan Shiu-paak 陳少白 (Kwan- 25
      king 君景 )  
Chan Tai-yip 陳大業 181
Chan Tak-wan 陳德芸 34
Chan Ting-hoi 陳廷凱 73
Chan Tsap-ng  陳輯五 34
Chan Tsz-kiu 陳子橋 28
Chan Tun-pok 陳敦樸 114
Chan Tung Chong 陳同昶 152
Chan Tung-sang 陳東生 61
Chan Wing Kwun 陳榮衮 (Tsz- 22
 po 子褒 ) 
Chan Wing-tsit 陳榮捷 143
Chan Yee-lun 陳綺鄰 34
Chan Yee-king 陳爾衿 99
Chan Ying-hung 陳應鴻 196
Chan Ying-sam 陳英三 67
Chan Yue-yui  陳汝銳 193
Chang Pak-ying 張伯英 34
Chau But 周勃 101
Chau Chung Kee 周鍾岐 145
Che Hing-cheung 池慶祥 41
Chen Gongbo 陳公博 128
Chen Jiongming 陳炯明 61
Chen Su-ching 陳序經  8
Cheng Biguang 程璧光 61
Cheng Chiu-bun 鄭昭斌 193
Cheng Man-kit 鄭文傑 152
Cheng Ping-kwong 鄭炳桄 90
Cheng Shau-tse 鄭壽芝 79
Cheng Yun-tin 鄭潤田 34
Cheuk Fo-yip 卓課業 77
Cheuk Sin-woon 卓倩媛 34
Cheuk Yau-hang 卓有亨 100
Cheung Chuk-ling 張祝齡 31
Cheung Cheuk-kwan 張焯堃  168
Cheung Fung-chau 章奉儔 39
Cheung Hing Ying 張慶瑩 145
Chiang Kai-shek 蔣介石 119
Chien Nai-hsin 錢乃信 100
Ching Tin-tow 程天斗 48
Chiu Koon-hoi 招觀海 17
Chiu Lai-sheung 肖麗湘 52
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Chiu Sze-pak 趙士北 189
Choi Wai-hung 蔡惠鴻 193
Chow Man-kong   周文剛 34
Chow Mun-cho 鄒敏初  76
Chu Hing-lan 朱慶瀾 14
Chu Kwong-tau 朱廣陶 175
Chu Show-hang 朱壽恆 34
Chu Sze-ban 朱士賓 99
Chu Yu-kwang 朱有光 168
Chui Sik-ling 徐錫齡 90
Chui Tung-yeuk 崔通約 39
Chui Yau-om 崔妯菴 69
Chung Kai-cheung 鍾啟祥 145
Chung Shek-wong 鍾錫璜 42
Chung Wai-ha 鍾慧霞 36
Chung Fan-ting 鍾芬廷  58
Chung Po 鍾溥 89
Chung Tse-kwong 鍾子光 101
Chung Wing-chun 鍾榮真 36
Chung Wing Kwong 鍾榮光 2
Chung Yan-cheun 鍾人存 39
Chung Yu-chau 鍾禹奏 39
W. W. Comfort 金佛 130
Charles H. Corbett 郭查理（柯比德） 29
D
De Shou     德壽 32
Duan Qirui 段祺瑞 119
Kenneth Duncan 鄧勤 73
E
Charles K. Edmunds 晏文士 39
F
Feng Rui  馮銳 178
Marcus Fieldler 費來 70
Fok Liu Fung-yan 霍廖奉恩 36
Benson Fong 鄺炳舜 16
Fu Po-kwong 傅保光  77
Fung Kut-shau 馮吉修 90
Fung Siu-cheung 馮肇昌 94
Fung Yim-kung 馮炎公 74
C. G. Fuson 馮世安 39
G
Henry G. Graybill 葛理佩 15
William H. Grant 格蘭 81
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G. C. Griggs 格禮 95
George Weidman Groff 高魯富 77
H
A. P. Happer 哈巴 25
Charles M. Hall 何路 137
He Jianwu 何劍吾 51
Benjamin C. Henry 香便文 117
James Henry 香雅閣 111
Heung Hon-ping 香翰屏 182
Ho Bik-wan 何碧雲 187
Ho Chai-wan 何躋雲 22
Ho Chau-shue 何秋樹 38
Ho Hung-ping 何鴻平 99
Ho Ka-cheuk 何家焯 51
Ho Ke-yan 何格恩 69
Ho Leung 何亮 77
Ho Tin-fu 柯天斧 95
Ho Ting-chu 何廷柱 90
Ho Yam-tong 何蔭棠 77
Ho Yin 何賢 101
Ho Yuk-ying 何玉瑛 196
Hong Xiuquan 洪秀全 74
Hu Hanmin 胡漢民 46
Hu Shi 胡適 147
Hui Ching-yeung 許湞陽 168
Hui Iu-cheung    許耀章 123
Hui Po-chiu 許寶照 99
Hung Ko-wong 洪高煌 90
Hung Kwan 洪鈞  16
Hsu Chung-ching 許崇清 128
Hsu Kwang-liang 許剛良 175
Henry Hsu 徐亨 152
I
Iu Koon-shun  姚觀順 152
Iu Sai-fan 饒世芬 152
K
Ka Kwok-cheung 賈國祥 69
Kaan Yau-man 簡又文 10
Kam Nai-kwong 甘乃光 96
Kam Tsang Ching 金曾澄 (Sheung 138
 Fan 湘帆 ) 
Kan Koam Tsing 簡鑑清 138
Kan Mun-tit 簡敏鐵 46
Kan Yan-cho 簡寅初 43
Kang Youwei 康有為 22
John K. Kennedy 甘迺迪 53
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James Franklin Karchar 古察 175
Ko Kim-fu 高劍父 40
Ko Koon-tin 高冠天 90
Ko Ting-tse 高廷梓 196
Ko Wai-tit 高為鐵 100
Koo Kwai-fan 古桂芬 77
Kong Hung-yan 江孔殷  22
Kong Yue-yam 江譽蔭 183
H. H. Kung 孔祥熙 174
Kung Ye-cheung 公冶長 14
Kwan Yan-cho 關恩佐 40
Kwei Chen 桂坫 22
Kwok Chuen 郭泉 195
Kwok Lam-but 郭琳弼 194
Kwok Lam-shong 郭琳爽 89
Kwok Man-bun 郭文彬 99
Kwok Sun 郭新 179
Kwok Tai-wut 郭棣活 100
Kwok Wai-tong 郭煒堂 101
Kwong Fu-cheuk 鄺富灼 100
Kwong Kei-fat 鄺磯法 157
Kwong Sum-yeung 鄺森揚 94
L
Lai Cho-kam 黎藻鑑 101
Lai Shau-bun 黎壽彬 99
Clinton Laird 梁敬敦 141
Lam Chik-ho 林植豪 184
Lam Chik-suen 林植萱 193
Lam Meng-kit 林猛傑 101
Lam Shun 林筍 77
Lam Woo   林護 2
Lau Cho 劉燥 101
Lau Chung-hon 劉崇漢 114
Lau Chui-tong 劉敘堂 101
Lau Iu-wan 劉耀寰 152
Lau Kwei-cheuk 劉季焯  99
Lau Kwok-suen 劉國璇 69
Lau Ming-suen 劉明宣 69
Lau Po-sum 劉寶琛 179
Lau Tai-chee 劉體志 18
Lau Tze-wai 劉子威 35
Lau Wing-kee 劉榮基 178
Law Chok-cheung 羅作祥 101
Law Kun-sam 羅芹三 100
Law Wai-kin 羅懷堅 95
Law Yau-tsit 羅有節 36
S. K. Lee 李兆強 11
Lee Shao-cheung 李紹昌 12
Lee Shue-fan 李樹芬 48
Lee Tang-piew 李騰標 175
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Lee Wai-choi   李偉才 193
Lee Wing Cheung 李榮彰 28
Y.  L. Lee  (Lei Ying-lam) 李應林 125
Y. W. Lee 李毓宏 19
Lei Chai-shum 李濟琛 131
Lei Che-shau 李自修 105
Lei Cheuk-po 李卓波 94
Lei Hei-bun 李熙斌 45
Lei Hung-fan 李鴻勳 101
Lei Kuen Heng  李權亨 145
Lei Kwong-cheuk 李光灼 89
Lei Man-hin 李文憲 152
Lei Man-kee 李文杞 99
Lei Muk-lung 李穆龍 100
Lei Ping-chiu 李炳超 193
Lei Po-tung 李寶同 91
Lei Pui-kum 李沛金 151
Lei Pui-man 李沛文 151
Lei Shue Chee 李樹滋 152
Lei Sing Kui 李星衢 138
Lei Sing-ting 李聖庭 114
Lei Sze-ying 李士瀛 88
Lei Tung-ching 李冬青 99
Lei Wai-cheun 李蕙荃 95
Lei Wai-hing 李蕙馨 95
Lei Yam-lung 李任龍 100
Lei Yau-foon 李佑寬 114
Lei Ying-lam(Y. L. Lee) 李應林 34
Lei Yiu-sun 李耀燊 69
Lei Yue-kim 李汝儉 73
Lei Yuk-lan 李玉蘭 114
Lei Yuk-man 李郁文 34
Lei Yuk-tong 李煜堂 75
Leung Cho-cheung 梁祖暢 115
Leung Fat 梁發 74
Leung Hing-ching 梁慶澄 90
Leung Meng-chai 梁孟齊 91
Leung Mo-yeung 梁無恙 94
Leung Ngai-man 梁毅民 175
Leung Tai-pang 梁大鵬 101
Leung Ting-ngok 梁定鄂 193
Clancy M. Lewis  路易士 29
 （劉惠士） 
Li Hung-chang 李鴻章 33
Li Liejun 李烈鈞 61
Liang Cheng 梁誠 43
Liang Qichao 梁啟超 22
Liang Shaochu 梁少初 71
Liang Shiyi 梁士詒 42
Liang Shuming 梁漱溟 71
Liao Chung-chun 廖崇真 178
Liao Zhongkai 廖仲凱 119
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Lim Kin-chung 林建中 79
Lin Sen 林森 181
Lin Yun-kai  林雲陔 51
Y. M. Lin  林逸民 5
Liu Ching-sun 廖精神 94
Liu Fung-hin 廖奉獻 36
Liu Fung-yan 廖奉恩 36
Liu Tak-san 廖德山 30
Liu Zhenhuan 劉震寰 119
Lo Hsieng-fu   盧湘父 4
Lo Kei-sun 盧祺新 152
Lo King-tuen 盧景端 77
Lo Ka-ping 盧家炳 73
Lo Wing-tit 盧榮秩 152
Y. C. Loke 陸容章 193
Long Jiguang 龍濟光 54
Lui Chan-sun 呂贊臣 22
Lui Chiu 呂超 182
Lui Sun-che 呂信之 41
Lung Hok-fan 龍學蕃 100
Arsène Lupin 亞森羅頻 96
M
Ma Chiu-chun 馬超俊 187
Ma Man-gap 馬文甲 100
Ma Ting-wai 馬廷偉 101
Ma Ying-piu 馬應彪 69
Mak Ying-kee 麥應基 69
Kendric Marshall 馬素爾 147
Ralph D. McDermott 麥端模 132
Mei Yiqi 梅貽琦 147
Mo Lei-tong 巫理堂 114
Mok Hong-sze 莫康時 89
Mok Kon-sang 莫幹生 100
Mok Wai-yin 莫渭賢 89
Robert Morrison 馬禮遜 74
Y. Y. Moy 梅恩潤 36
Mui Chung-chau 梅宗周 115
Mui Fook Keung 梅福強 145
Mui King-chow 梅景周 193
N
Ng Chik-pun 伍藉磐 48
Ng Hin-chiu 吳顯照 95
Ng Kow-tsit 吳求哲 94
Ng Pak-hsing 伍伯勝 89
Ng Pak-luen 伍伯鸞 40
Ng Shu-wing 伍樹榮 185
Ng Tin-po 吳天保 100
Ng To-yung 吳道鎔 22
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Ng Wai-fan 吳為藩 179
Ng Yin-shou 吳賢壽 179
Ngai Pang-pGing 魏邦平 17
Ngai Wai 魏懷 182
Nin Shing-hoi 連聲海 90
O
Frank Oldt 柯德（老恩賜） 175
P
J. W. Pearce 皮堯士 31
O. E. Pomeroy 彭美賚 39
R
John D. Rockefeller,  洛奇斐羅 112
 Senior （洛克菲勒） 
John D. Rockefeller,  洛奇斐羅 112
 Junior （洛克菲勒） 
S
Shao Yiu-nin 邵堯年 77
Shek Ting-yip 石鼎業 179
C. W. Shoop 素甫 177
Shum Cheun-heun 岑春煊 183
Shum Pang-fai 沈鵬飛 148
Shum Wai-lin 沈慧蓮 188
Sinn Ping-hay 冼秉熙 193
Sit Kee-min 薛基緜 179
Duncan Sloss 史羅士 186
 （史羅斯） 
Soong ChGing-ling 宋慶齡 100
Soong May-ling 宋美齡 175
Sum Lai-yin 岑禮賢 128
Sun Che-keung 孫治強 147
Sun Che-ping 孫治平 147
Sun Fo (Sun Ke) 孫科 144
Sun Hung 孫雄 39
Sun Wa 新華 52
Sun Zhongshan  孫中山 8
 (Yat-sen) （孫逸仙） 
Theodore D. Stevenson  薛雪萱 175
Willard Straight 史德力 77
 （史達理） 
O. W. Stoughton 司徒敦 39
 （史徒敦） 
Sz Kin-yue 史堅如 22
Szeto Kwong 司徒光 101
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Szeto Yiu 司徒堯 41
Szeto Wai 司徒衞 38
T
Taam Lai-ting 譚禮庭 69
Tam Cheuk-woon 譚卓垣 170
Tam Woo 譚護 104
Tam Yuk-sum 譚沃心 177
Tan Yankai 譚延闓 119
Tang Chung-leung 唐仲良 100
Tang Iu-cho 唐耀祖 70
Tang Jiyao 唐繼堯 61
Tang Sen-sek 鄧仙石 114
Tang Suen  唐萱 4
Tang Tze Hung 鄧嗣雄 145
Tang Tso-yum 鄧祖蔭   16
Tang Shaoyi 唐紹儀 42
Teng Chu-yi 鄧主依 31
J. Oscar Thomson 湯臣 175
 （譚約瑟） 
Ting Lap-hin 丁立顯 40
To Shue-choi 杜樹材 168
To Ting-yau 杜定友 170
Paul Todd 達保羅 149
Tong Fook-cheung 唐福祥 93
Tsang Chiu-sam 曾昭森 17
Tsang Sze-chuen 曾詩傳 114
Tse Tin-sik 謝天鍚 90
Tse Chiu-kit 謝昭杰 90
Tse Kay-yuen 謝己原 61
Tse Tsok-kai 謝作楷 138
Tse Yan-luk 謝恩祿 75
Tsin Shue-fan 錢樹芬 39
Tso Iu   曹耀 4
Tso Tou-san 左斗山 30
Tsui Him 徐謙 13
Tsui Kum-tong 徐甘棠 39
Tsui Shun-fu 徐信符 13
W
Wan Iu-bun 溫耀斌 96
Wan Yuen-yan 溫婉恩 101
Wang Jingwei 汪精衛 119
Wang Zhengting 王正廷 71
O. D. Wannamaker 黃念美 39
Ralph S. Watts 華士 130
 （蔚時） 
Wei Chak-sang 韋澤生 94
Wei Hung-cheung 韋鴻章 89
Wei Kok 韋慤 77
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Wei Shui-sang 韋瑞生 91
Wing Yung 容閎 28
Oscar F. Wisner 尹士嘉 29
Wong Bik-chuen 黃碧傳 114
Wong Chak-po 黃澤普 77
Wong Chan-fong 黃燦芳 115
Wong Chim 王潛 69
Wong Hak-ken 黃克勤 114
Wong Ka-lun 黃家麟 39
Wong Kai-ming 黃啓明 40
Wong Kai-yuan 黃啟元 196
Wong Keung 黃強 101
Wong kuk-cho 王旭初 30
Wong Kwan-lun 黃崑崙 30
Wong Man-sing 黃晚成 95
Wong Ping-fong 黃炳芳 77
Wong Po-shang 黃菩生 121
Wong Shiu-kwai 黃兆珪 48
Wong Sun-yin 黃新彥 46
Wong Tze Kwan 黃子琨 145
Wong Wing-on 黃永安 195
Wong Wing-siu 黃榮詔 69
Wong Yau-leun 黃有鸞 179
Wong Yu-heng 黃汝衡 69
Wong Yuk-yue 黃玉瑜 146
Woo Haw 胡好 193
Andrew Wood 林安德 29
Wu Chi-mui 伍智梅 190
H. L. Wu 伍希呂 40
Wu Luen-tak 伍聯德 100
Wu Shu-wing 伍樹榮 90
Wu Siu-to 胡兆韜 99
Wu Te-chen 吳鐵城 121
Wu Ting-fang 伍庭芳 103
Wu Yu-heng 胡汝亭 94
Wu Yiu-ting 胡耀庭 100
Wu Zhihui 吳稚暉 71
X
Xian Xinghai 冼星海 89
Xiao He 蕭何 88
Xu Chongzhi 許崇智 119
Y
Yan Yangchu 晏陽初 71
Yang Ximin 楊希閔 119
Yau Sit-ting 丘爕亭 71
Yee Sun-man 余郇民 69
Ying Yee-kuen 英以權 152
Yue Tin-man 余天民 114
Index of Personal Names  	
Yuen Hop 阮洽 114
Yeung Bingnan 楊炳南 122
Yeung Chung-kwong 楊重光 99
Yeung Hok-ling 楊鶴齡 25
Yeung King-chun 楊景循 90
Yeung Kwok-chuen 楊國荃 99
Yeung Pei-kuk 楊丕谷 43
Yeung Po-lo 楊保羅 90
Yeung Sheen-mei 楊善美 89
Yeung Sek-cheung 楊鍚章 46
Yeung Sek-chung 楊鍚宗 70
Yeung Sheung-po 楊襄甫 30
Yeung Wah-yat 楊華日 4
Yeung Wai-kei 楊惠基 34
Yeung Yuen-kung 楊愿公 40
Yeung Yuk-shu 楊煜樞 100
Yip Leung-choi 葉良才 91
Yip Yuk-leung 葉玉良 196
J. Russell Young 楊格 28
Yu Shui-yiu 余瑞堯 90
Yuan Shikai 袁世凱 42
Yuan Tai 袁帶 4
Yue Kwok-ting 余國定 196
Yung Ping-hang 容秉衡 77
Z
Zhang Bishi 張弼士 68
Zhang Xueliang 張學良 176
Zheng Yuxiu 鄭毓秀 71
Zhu Jiahua 朱家驊 147
Zhu Zhixin 朱執信 61
Editor’s note: Page numbers refer to the first mention of individuals in the English 
edition. Please see Chapter 13 for the names of faculty members teaching at 









































































































































































































































































































































































































Dr. Chung Wing Kwong's handwritten letter 

































































































































Portrait of Dr. Chung Wing Kwong
‧ 鍾榮光先生伉儷





Dr Chung and students at his bungalow in 1908 
From right to left:  Chung Wing Kwong, Mrs Ho Chung,  
and their daughter Chung Wai-ha
From left to right:  Liu Fung-hin, Law Yau-tsit, Liu Fung-yan

‧ 國父孫中山先生一九一二年五月蒞臨嶺南演講與鍾榮光先生及員生合影。
Photograph taken with teaching staff and students on the occasion 
of the visit and speech at Lingnan made by Dr Sun Yat-sen, father of the 
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Sampler of the buildings at Lingnan University
‧ 校門內之水塔
Water tower inside the campus gate
‧ 朝向白雲珠海之校門正面圖


























Middle School Dormitory Number One 
(in the right-hand corner is the Swasey Ground flagpole 
and the tombs of Dr Chung and Leung Fat)

‧女生之華麗宿舍
The splendid Womens’ Dormitory

‧女生宿舍之一
One of the Womens’ Dormitories

‧鍾校長居住之黑石屋
Blackstone Lodge, President Chung’s residence

‧嶺南大學孫逸仙紀念醫學院之外貌




The Wind and Rain Pavilion

‧八角亭
The Octagon Pavilion





